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^ierview with Paik Young Yup Moksa,formefcly pastor of North Presbyterian Church of

Syenchu^, recently working with the Chinese Church in Inchun and Seoul. . .. . . D
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Interview in the North fcmmg ^yung An Provincial office in the

Pook Ch f ang Dong

Int. Where was your home town and did you engage in Independence activites from there?

Paik. I was born in Euiju,North Pyungan Province, but after Annexation, I worked as pastor

and in independence activites in different places.
. ,

.

When X was 17,1 graduated from Middle School and went to Peking to study. At that

time, China also uas in rebellion against J apan. There were meetings in different

place and I spoke enthusiastically at a number of these. The Japanese police came

to one of the meetings and arrested and put me in jail. I was in prison for 5 Months

and was badly beaten up, so that my hearing was permanently impaired.

In prison, I saw many people beaten up and saw our people slaughtered and I was

sick for some time. But even then, I had my Bible and read it andr-prayed and

found comfort.
, . . , ,. +

The Japanese cameinto our country without reason and their intervention could not

but make us hate them. Even today, as 1 think of these rascals' (nom) actions,I shudder

But the worst thing was that there was no smallest freedom and their attempt to

make us into “apanese rascals(nom) and so forcing the teaching^ tef the apanese

language and religion, so that you could not believe as you wished.

Int.I've heard about the Shinto shrines. ’What were they?
.

Paik. These were shrines where spirits were enshrined and in all primary schools and

Japanese schools, these were installed, so that anyone passing in front of the

shrine had bo fold his hands and bow to --t.
_

The Christian Church was a thing they couldn’t understand. However, during the

Shrine time, I was in prison and so missed out on this. But the apanese thoroughly

disliked the Christian Church and, since I was a pastor, they hated me all tne

_

—

Lee Kap Sung, only living signer of the 33 signers of the Declaration of Independence

in 1919.
Lee. Today's students were not around during the Japanese regime, so do not know the

situation at that time. Atx±h*x±±mxis^^ Following he Annexation,

they xaxx (the “apanese) gave wide publicity to the idea that the Koreans were

an uncivilized people, savages who ate their meat raw, and they sprca e wo

that, after annexation, the houses and roads had been improved o y the Japaneseand

that the people had been great advanced,none of which was true. All this ^as

by those in other countries. But on March 1,1919,at noon, the

unfurled everywhere and in every town and village the cry of hansel (

liberty )was raised and the world was startled. They said,, 1 The sou o
.

orea

come to life", for the spirit of our people had awakened. You can Mine how this

surprized Japan. The Japanese Governor General and the go
^

know what to do or to explain how old and young, men and women, should be able

break out with Korean flags simultaneously everywhere, shouting Mansei ob e •

Police stations were turned into prisons and our people were slaug ©re , u

problem merely increased. World began to get out abroad and the sympa y o

world was on the side of this little country which had been so controlie .

Probably it is di ficult for people today to understand the patriotic leeii *

at that time. Everybody was willing to lay down his life. The greatest lnfluan

in leading the people to shout "Mansei" was that ,at the close of World War 1,
f

President Wilson stated the principle of the"Self-determination of small nations,

and this made a great impr?sion. Korean students abroad worked for 1 an ose

inside the country,as well as foreign friends of Korea. «

At that time, I was a deacon in the South Gate Presbyterian C urc an

with the pastor, Rev Ham T’ai Young(later mce-President) and many others and th
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March 1st plan was formed. It was necessary to maintain complete secrecy. so the choiceof men was very difficult. Finally there were 78 who wished to be signers. dS if^ a "r° ’ would eliminate all further leadership, so the number wasthr*®
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th° first group of signers was set at 33. if it provedunsuccessful,it would mean the death of all of them, as well as all memblrsof their families

^

as guilty of treason against the nation. But the purpose of allthe same ; they tatoii were all ready to lay down their lives without fear. SolS this
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Ut °n® ®lngl° weapon, the Mansei movement broke out simultaenously onlst » at noon. I may seem to you to be strong enough, but there was not a^hole
?°
dy^* 1 r S

u T 11 was lik® having hundreds of bright electriclights flashing around my head. Most men went crazy in a couple of davs of this ^ t
ho
r f ;

toov *o1 ' ”' fc °f “• tusV.i Sorter.1

Korean floorjbut have to use a chair# “

Int. Mr Lee, is there something that you renember especially?
There are a ^ °f things I remember, now that I have passed 70, but the thing thatstands out W that the most dangerous work was done by the girl students Thesethat we think of as weak and afraid made more than a third of every group.At that tune, I had a very heavy responsibility and was tra piling to Tae u andPusan, jihtxstapps ihe train stopped at the Taegu station. A railway "policeman asied

It tZ I
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tifati°n ^ Went °ff with it, toiling me to sphere I wasfAt the time, I was a severance medical student. My bre,st began to tremble and Ibegan to sg.at as if it were raining. The reason was that i? anyone wire slmuch
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ainst m®,they would know that I was carrying documents on my breastand abdomen. You can imagine what would happen if they were discovered. Iurriediy took them out and made them into a small package and asked an oldgkntleman in a white coat who ns sitting beside me if he could take charge of

, Alt he jumped up and said it would be impossible. Just them two girl studentsapP*a
f*

d °ut °f n°wh»re and said,«We are on this kind of errand.GivI it to us"

down
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nd*r t^*lr Skirts and sat down across the aisle. They had hardly satown when three policemen entered and dragged me off with them. They took me to

Thai I
°f

*
thC train and Proca®ded to examine me from head to foot,They even tore my shoes apart. Finally, since they could find nothingfcthey beggedmy pardon and went off. I naturally don't remember the faces of the two girl

twlriw ,

W
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S decause of thew that I was able to carry out my mission. Ithink there must be few women in the world who could keep a secret lik© our
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1 gt* back to headwrters and told my story, they xHxMspixiax -.taejucxxi. were all moved to tears.

’ J

Int. Can you tell us something al>out your childhood

7

1 WaS 7 “tl]- 1 was 11 » I attended a »suh dang" (a village one-roomor memorizin:; the Chinese classics) and laamed Chinese characters. My

r£:*rVPP0Sed t0
!®nding rae to schooj.but^ir Bruen( Presbyterian missionaiy

•xP°fieacod for the first time an adult's interest in a child,bb while studying, I carried papers and worked picking strawberries and learned
t° ’

"
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.

'to W ^ own way. So I'd like to say to the boys and girls today
- ihey_should develop a self-reliant_spirit of_self-support

Yi.Sang Chaj_( by Chun T'aik Poo,YMCA Secretary)
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n ^°°k °V°r °Ur country by force, in /1905, there were two religious groups
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0nO WaS th ® Chundtokyo, the other the Christian Church. In this,
. .. .

th ® Chungtokyo anti -Japanese movement was Son Pyung Hee and that of theChristian group was the YMGA's Yi Sang Chai. (known as "Wullam", honorific title)

bom in*1850 It
a “Lnist ®r nor an elder;he was just a plain layman. He was

\
un, South Choongchung Pro\d.nc©,aa5Rxsfxx into a poor home, son of

®L, n
dat

f
r s®nt abr°ad on government missions to the United States or to

famous t h°* I
°gionings of the democratic movement in our country dates from thefamous Independence Club of which he wasone of the founders.
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1903, at the age of 53,when in prison because of the

oHqnlVr
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?
ivi ties,when he read a Bible that the missionaries sent into the

shall ? r 1Cd t0 acc#J>t Christ * ,,Love your enemies’* ;»They that take the sword
peris by the sword” Behold the birds of the air; behold the flowers of the field;



"But seek ye first the kingdom and his righteousness*,1 The reading of such verses as
^aese entered into his mind and led him to become a Christian, As a result of becoming
^^hristian,his life became completely different from what it had been before. First,
he left all gpvernment positions and became an ordinary citizen; second, instead of
government work, he devoted himself fex to work with young men. From 1908,at the age
of 59>he became the Religious Life Secretary for the Seoul YKCA and for 20 years, until
his death in 1927,without a break, he lived with and for the young men of the YMCA,

Though his life changed from the time we came to the YMGA,his patriotic spirit and
his anti-Japanese feeling did not change. Just as he had served King Kojong faithfully
as government minister, before the fall of the country, so he worked for the young men
of the YMCA and cjoeristd^bccmx^ led in the struggle fer against Japan,

It was at the time that Queen Min had been murdered by the Japanese and the King
fled to the Russian Legation, When a king has to flee for protection to the legation
of another country, you can imagine the state of the cguntry. The government was
upset by tie activities of the pro-Russian party. Espcially did the interpreters at
the Russian Legation accept bribes and try to get control of government posts. At this
time,Mr Lee went into the Russian Legation to see the King on business. As he entered,
he xxwxx saw in front of the king a large mass done up in a dafck red cloth. This
could be nothing else than a bribe of money, RMrffagk»rixi±kMx3±gfajbH±Hg He did not
hesitate. Quick as a flash,he broke out*,1Why do they keep jfour Majesty 1 s room so cold"
and,siezing the package, he thrw it into the fire. The bribe was all burned up. The
court officials who were standing around trembled with fear. Mr Lee well knew that
the king*s wrath could result in life or death. But the king,with tears in his eyes,
expressed his thanks for his faithful spirit.

Once when I to Hirobumi was Japanese Commissioner General, he was invited to the
first raeeti rg of the Art Association. As luck waikld have it, the traitors
Yi Wan Yong and Song Pyung Joon were seated immediately in front of him. I to was

•atod to one side. Mr Lee was deeply offended and said to Yi Won Yong, "Jour honors
ould go to Tokyo". Yi Won Yong asked him what he meant. Whereupon,he replied,Your

honors kaxx are skilled in wrecking the country, are you not? If you were to move to
i
okyo,you could ruin °apan,alsoV Those standing around burst out laughing. Tho two men

were angry but could say nothing and oven Ito made no move to have him arrested.
So his satire had always been sharp and bold. 3ut from

the tjme he went into the YMCA, it became more skillful and smooth. As he spent his
time with young people, he was full of jokes. He used his joffes to teach a lesson and
with jokes he broke the Japanese power. Instead of swords and guns, he used sharp
satire and jokes to accomplish his ends.

Soon after Japan took over Korea, in 1905fhe was invited by them to visit Japan. The
visiting group was feted and shown here and there, including a munitions factory. That
evening, they were sitting with their hosts who asked their impressions and Mr Yi remarked
"Seeing all those munitions made me realize what a strong nation you are. But one thing
bothers me. The Bible says that they that take ths sword shall perish by the sword and
since apan has taken the sword, it follows that Japan will also perish by t>ik sword, and
this bothers me". The °apanese hosts who heard him felt a chill around theis hearts.

Once he was invited to the annual meeting of the consular officers at the military
headquarters. I3ut the co manding officer excused himself from attending because he
had a cold and could hardly talk. Upon hearing tiis, rAe Yi remarked, ,,Why,wouldn ,

t it
be possiole for him to shoot the cold germs with hqs big guns?" By which he meant to say
that all the swords would avail for nothing, if God s day for death came to a man.

Immediately after the March 1st movement, the Japanese sent over a famous politician,
Ozaki, to pacify the people. Ozaki cane to call on Mr Yi withnhis interpreter. He heard
that the guest and arrived and went out to the gate to meet him and saying, "With such

#
honored guest come to sail, I must take him to a beautiful factor : parlorj", he took

d old rush mat out and spread it under^a pine tree.and sat down. Ozaki began by saying,
norea and Japan are like husband and wife and if a wifx husband does something wrong,

s -ould the wife get all wrought up?"mea ring,Why should all this Mansei b*ainess have
been stirred up. Whereupon,Mr Yi replied, "That is probably correct, but suppose it is
not a normal wedding, but a shot-gun marriage—then what?" Ozaki left,unableto reply.

The Chongno YMCA became a rallying place for patriots. At one meeting,Mr Yi was the



chairman. He stepped on the rostrum and saw that there were Japanese detectives all
over the place. An impudent thought struck him and, knowing that if they stayed there,

^^ere could be no meeting, his first words were, "Well,well J What a bouquet of forsythia
have here todayJ"( Mkai na ri" is the word for forsythia^) Everyone burst out

laughing^ tie reason being that, at this time, Japanes© detectives were called "kai'^dogs)
and the apanese police, "na ri". The detectives were overcome with confusion and left
the hall and the meeting was held in peace.

This was the way by which he often vanquished the enemy, by ridicule. 3y jokes, rather
than swords and guns, he defeated those who were using the guns and swords. The 1919
movement was famous as a non-violent movement and this was a
result of the Christian spirit, and the man who was most responsible for it was Yi &ng Chai

If there had not been leaders like Yi Sang Chai and others oflike mind, the 1919
movement could never have been carried through and if the 1919 movement had not been
carried through, the Liberation of 1945 would have been impossible. Today, as we think
back on the 1919 movement,we must give proper honor to the Chungtokyo leaders, of course,
but we must not forget the non-violence aspect for which the Christians stood.

Finally,nr Yi was the true friend of young people. He lived with and for them.
He chatted and played with them. When a friepd reproved him for doing this as being
undignified, he repli©d,"SureI I mus£ become a young person to them;will being an
old person get me anywhere? I have to become a youngperson to know them1

.
1

Cho Man Sik, the Ghandi of Korea .

Cho Man Sik was a hero who worked ardently for independence from ^apan and who,
later, in Pyengyang,worked for unification of the country, but there is now no way
of knowing what may have become of him. The following is the result of an interview
with his family, now living in Sinchon, Seoul.
andChfchMsnoS&knmastannelder in the church, head of the Christian students* assciation

Cho Man Sik was an elder in the church, head of the Christian s udents 1 association
acti v in pther organizations. He was also a great preacher. and many turned out

To hear him. There were also many Japanese detectives, but they didn't come out of
enthusiasm for the Gospel, but to catch him in something he said.

He graduated from Soongsil(Pres lyterian Boys* High School) and then x^ent to °apan
and^ graduated from the Law Department of Meiji University. Later, he travelled around
the Pyungan area,An|ju, Sookchun, Chung ju, etc. He spent most of what he had to help raraw
train leaders. After Li be ration,when he apposed the Trusteeship proposition, the Russian
co imanding officer called on him. When he had tried to win him over by argujnimt, to no
avail, the officer pulled out his revolver,he tore open his clothes and told him to
go ahead and shoot,whereupon the officer muttered, This man is xrorse than a tiger who
uses a dog's house" and went on his way.

J-he last the family saw ofnhim was in January 1946 at the Koryu Hotel, in Pyengyang,
where the authorities said they would take good care of him but ho was not allowed to
see or talk xtfith his family. However, rumor spread that he could be seen walking out for
exercise after meals, and many people gathered to get a glimpse of him, though they were
unable tp speak with him. He had sa d to his family, "I don't know when I'll be called
upon to die, but when I die, set up a stone. Don't write anything one it; just put two eyes.
With one eye, to see the independence of Korea;with the other eye to sec the destruction
ofJlaj*al<w*_

Hangul's Sufferings by Choi Hyun Pai
Choi Hyun Pai has spent his life in the struggle to perfect and save Hangul,

the excellent Korean alphabet. h e ±s the author of various books on Hangul and grammar.

Hangul is really one of the outstanding phonetic alphabets of the world. The Roman

•ha bet .which is used all over the world today f is an excellent one which took its
gina from ancient Egypt and, by/ devious ways came to us through the Roman Empire

until it finally reached its present form. Comparing with this, Hangul was worked out
scienfitically by our good King Seijong only a few hundred years ago and yet is one of
the most perfect alphabets in the world, a startling and wonderful fact. It is a cause
for nationalpride and is the foundation of our national development.
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While this is all true, the history of Hangul has been ffaught with suffering*

The two most critical times were the days of Xxmx&Ln Prince Yun San, the wicked

prince(ed.note. so wicked that he is not reckoned among the Korean kings) who

tried to destroy Hangul, and the Japanese period,when

the attempt was mad® to destroy our very language*

The villainous XnazSan Prince Yun San, out of hatred for those who had written m
hangul aoout his crimes and advertized them abroad, not only arrested those in Seoul

who wrote in hangul and punished them, forbade anyone to own books written in hangul

and punished even those who knew of people who wrote hangul or owned such books

and forced those who had commentaries on Chinese books (un hai) to burn them and

forbade the use of hangul at court. This was 59 years after feangul had been invented*

But this was the situation in Prince Yun San f s time* This madness of regarding

hangul as an enemy and fanatically forbidding its use was true of the tyrant Yun San

but was was never again possi le in our history*

Jppanes imperialism dreamed of conquering the continent and began by swallowing

up our country and for 36 years exercised a military government hero to suit themselves.

The Japs(wai nom) siczed all control and took away property, trampled on individual

freedom, did not treat human beiAgs as people, handling them like cattle, accused of

needless crimes and often applied heavy punishment. The Japs(wai nom) did away

with out family relations and set up a policy of making us into Japanese at all

costs. Knowing that our language and writing was the symbol oy which these family

relations were continued, these rascals(nom) went to work to go away with out

language and then our writing.
>

ihth official documents were all written in Japanese and the terminology was

Japanese, then the school textbooks and the language of^ instruction were in

Japanese. Finally, they went on to order that at school or at home Korean was

not to be spoken but only Japanese. The principals of all primary schools were

Japanese and the orders of the Japanese government were carried out ^pethe under

the principal 1 s directions. Erimary school pupilrs were given 10 or 15 picture^

covers each week and if anyone found anbther usin^git Korean, he could collect one

picture. In this way, they made even primary school pupils act as spies on one another

and led them to consider speaking their own language as wrong* What an immoral and

uncivilized system this was! Furthermore, by doing this sort of thing bolding under

the aegis of education, Japanese sin could hardly escape the punishment of Heaven.

At first, there was a course in"Korean language and Chinese characters" acid r,here

was some pretense of teaching our language, but this course was presently done away

with altogether. The Japs' (wai nom) evil deeds became steadily worse until they

reached the point of ordering our names, especially surnames, to be used in Japanese.

We have among us a form of oath, "If this is not so,I will change my surname . Changing

one's surname is Aka considered, first of all ,

.

an insult to one's ancestors, a descent from human to animal status, the lowest thing

one can do, but since many found it impossible to withstand the command of these

rascals(keu nom), they changed their surnames and even their given names o •

Japanese form(f00lowing Liberation, they all changed back from their disgraceful

surname^, so that today there are no Japanese surnames in use, but in the case 01

girls' names, such as "Whaja,Choonja,Soonja" is evidence of the time of slavery.

In the face of the Japanes government's tyrannical and threatening policy, those

who carried the torch of protest on behalf of our people were the leaders ol the

Hangul Association( Hangul Academy). This was done under the guns and swords ol the

conquerors,where the study of our language and the systematiza oion,preserva ion

and popularization, the preparation of "The Standardization of Hangul Spelling ana

"The Vowel in Stahdard Korean" were the resultof much time and naasy over a hun ro

discussion meetings,day and night and unlimited effort, and the project of preparing

a large dietionary for the presercation of our language was understaken.

The Hangul Academy also launched a paper called "Hangul" with the idea ol

informing people about hangul and to encourage a feeling of respect xor it.

In Seoul, they had lectures to popularize it and travelled around the country for

the same purpose. After the standarization of hangul spelling, the interest in.

it spread like wildfire and the lectures and enthusiasm for our Language grew in

popularity. Th. moving spirit b.hind all this stirring of int.rest in hangul and
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th. spreading of information on the standardized spelling was Lee Yoon Chai. Fromthe time he was a youngman until along in years.he taught successively at the
Klm -Sung School, the Hasan Chungsin School and Wisin Girls* School th®
ungo.yun Soongtuk School, the Chungju Osan School, the Seoul Hyupsung School Ton<?tnl<-

girls' higher Common School, Chosen Christian College(now Yonsei),Kyungsin High°School, Paichai Higher Common School and the Methodist Seminary, and.
I at the same timetaught Korean and Korean History. Mairating Maintaining always his integrity he livedin relative poverty but never seemed bothered by this, as kKoraidauixfar'his central!interest was always hangul and the encouragement of our people. When the magazine ofthe Hangul Adademy, "Nangpl" failed for lack of financial support, ho was the on. whowas most distressed a out it*

°f Hangul to the Christian Church is a very close on. and th. work ofthe Christian community in preserving the new spelling is a very important one.andHr Lee,whether in the Pres yterian b«neral Assemjly,in the "Christian News'* paperwriting articles and pxra working to pr*seve Hangul, he would checkthe proofs for any publication and turned down no requests. Rather than carefullyworked out meditations,whenever he could do something for the positive advance ofangul,he was delighted. He seems not to have studied directly under Choo Si Kyune;wh° was thi* most forceful exponent of hangul. ixxjunmtexx At the the final meeting
*

over standardization of hangul,held outside the Little East Gate, at Wha Kei Sa
Mr ch°o* s Grammar used the words '*Hol sori'* and "Tah sori*'(for vowel and consonant)and he and I had. quite an argument andl remember it as if it were yesterday. With
no thought for his own living conditions, interested only in hangul and its
development, extending every effort to this end,Mr Lee more than deserves to beremembered by posterity.
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19^2, the Japanese police descended upon the homes of the members of the
Hangul Adademy and a rested them, taking 33 members in chains, confiscating the
manuscript of the ” Big Dictionary”,and from each members house, collecting any copies
„

Han?ul °r other. papers relating to our people and took us to the South Harakyung
Hong Won police station, and this became the "Korean Language Academy Affair'.'
Arthe Hong Won prison(legally,every police station was a prison), by September of
the following year, there was none who did not faint at least twice from the treatmentand torture. There is no point in telling here the details of the torture, but aswe think oack on what these rascals(nom) did then,we do not want them again to
gain a foothold in our country. (Just now, the goverhment is discussing a treaty
v-ith . apan which has not yet come to the National Assembly, and at the railway
stataions and airports, we meet the first arriving Japanese with loud "Manseis"
and deep bows of welcome,wha kind of a forgetfulncss of disgrade is this? Isn’tms kina of forgetfuliess of disgrace even worse xftafcx than what one might expect
lroin a dog? Even though it may be said that you should not keep and ene^ny forever
but make up in friendship, one should not forget one*s self-respect.)

xhe examination was completed in aoout a year and, the next year, on Septemoer 13th,we were all moved to the Hamheung prison. Lee Yoon Chai was gffven the "water cure"EDOctxmK more than six; times (sine© he did not live through it, there was no way of
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6 man^ times) and fainted and how many more times imercboaedtortured. On

Dec o,1943, he succumbed in prison and Han Cheung also died Feb 22,1944.
Of the 11 who did not dieri in prison, the result of the trial was that, aside from

one who was declared innocent, they were sentenced to from 2 to 6 years. Many of them
came ou eaning on canes, some had completed their terms and, having made an appeal,
the rest were finally released on Liberation Day,August 15th, barely alive. When they
came ou , according to what they were told, according to a secret document found in a
Hamkyung Province police office, the plan waa that 3 days after the 15th, on the 18th,
we remaining four were to have been shot. If the surrender of °apan had been delayed

ays, we four would never have lived to see Liberation but would have journeyed
° onnn

9C°* ^-s
^
as n°t of the Japs f (nom) wicked plan. There was apian to

3>000 of our society. Not only that, but as soon as China should be conquered,
ie plan was to transport all Korean children to Mongolia , leaving only the old people

on our peninsula,which would be part of the Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere,
so that their people could leave their earthquake-ridden islands and come to this
beautiful, steady land of mountains and fertile river valleys. Isn’t this like
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a puppy playing with a tiger? When the character of these island people, the
"dwarf rascals" (wai nom) has notchanged and they have not repented but are
inwardly just what they always have been,crocwecto if we are to let them into
our country again, should it be without any conditions attached? Ouxt government
has not demanded from these rascals (nom) one word of repentance or apology, but
merely asks for investments way of selling us out,when the people are"
strongly a ainst it, if this is not a disgrace,what is it? If this is not
selling the country,what is it? Is this not to accept again Japanese
government, economy and culture? The troubles of our people and nation rise
like a tide to flood the minds even of our children,

(3index: July 5,1965)
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Gregory Henderson, Korea : The Pol i tics of the Vortex

(Cambridge: Harvard, 1968

The second, unintended and paradoxical result of the harsh re-

moval of Koreans from leadership and rule was the generation of

relatively intense nationalist feelings. This nationalist outgrowth

occurred less than nine years after Annexation.31 These opposite but

simultaneous gravitations increased both nationalism and participa-

tion in the colonial system; both resulted in greater political mobili-

zation but with the certitude of increased conflict.

The generation of nationalism and the history of the Independence

Movement are among the few phenomena of Korean history com-

paratively well described in English.32 Extreme suppression had

created an undertone of heated discontent under the two strait-laced

first govemors-general. The national movements released by World

War I, the breakup of the Austrian and Turkish Empires and of

German colonialism, kindled a general atmosphere of nationalist

expectation. The funeral of the old king, Kojong, deposed in 1907

under Japanese pressure, brought emotion and crowds of the politi-

cally conscious to Seoul as February turned to March, 1919. Leaders

or representatives of a number of Protestant, Ch dndogyo, and Bud-

dhist communities met in late February and drafted an eloquent

Declaration of Independence, which thirty-three of the leaders (six-

teen Christians, fifteen Ch ondogyo, and two Buddhist monks )
signed.

With all preparations successfully concluded in secret despite the

watchfulness of the state and with religious communities throughout

the country notified, the Declaration was publicly read in Pagoda

Park on March 1, 1919; the signers gave themselves up for arrest;

and a peaceful demonstration of thousands of unarmed citizens and

students took place in Seoul and many other centers throughout the

country. The surprised Japanese, careful not to create a riot by

firing into the crowds, followed the demonstration with an orgy of

arrests, tortures, and even village-burning.33 The movement was, on

the surface, bitterly and completely suppressed.

Suppression and complete failure to achieve independence led to

a sense of disappointment, let-down, even futility. Yet the movement

remained in many ways a success, fertile in important political prece-

!
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dents. The forces generated were, for the first time, truly national,
as, for instance, the armed insurrections of 1907-1911 had not been*
The development of a closely-knit national organization, however
temporary, with a local committee in each township acting in co-
ordination, was a performance unmatchable by the hated Ilchin-hoe
in its heyday. For the first time widely, schools were aroused and
students reasserted their classic role of demonstration and protest
in modem times. Largely because of the role of Christianity in edu-
cation and in the movement, girl students were prominent, and
women played parts in the organization, taking their places pop-
ularly for the first time on the national political stage. The movement
marked the first national response to a Western idea— the first proof
in centuries that Korean determination could be national.

Ultimately, its success had deeper springs. Somewhat like Gan-
dhi’s movement in India, the high idealism of March 1, its very
impracticality, validated the mobilization, of a Confucian nation as
no armed rebellion could have done and clothed it with an abiding
sense of righteousness and faith. As time passes, it seems clearer that
nothing else could have succeeded so well. The Independence Decla-
ration was truly eloquent and moving, especially the Korean gesture
of signing and reading it in full acceptance of coming arrest. There
was dignity and pathos also in the unarmed demonstrations of thou-
sands throughout the country. The minute nation-wide preparations
executed without betrayal under the eyes of a police state demon-
strated a new confidence and trust. No successful armed rebellion

being possible, a peaceful movement, fully justified, led by religious

leaders, supported by students, without any touch of selfishness,

probably marshaled national spirit as nothing else could. Cruel sup-

pression served only to highlight these qualities and engrave them
and hatred for Japanese methods— into the national conscious-

ness. In its electric spontaneity and almost incredibly swift and secret

oral communication, we read the latent strength of the mass society,

once an idea that can mobilize it has been planted: a strange strength

that then proved invocable even with little leadership. Kept alive by
celebration and retelling in after-years, the March 1 movement has

woven itself, beyond disappointment, into the heart of the nation.

To Koreans, it is the cornerstone of their national politics, one of the

few events of their history in which pride is shared and closely felt.

For the first time they were united behind an idea, not fragmented
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by competition for the same power. Perhaps only those who have

lived through the kind of suspicion, sycophancy, atomization, and

corruption that stamp so much of the politics of emerging nations

can quite understand the force of something pure, idealistic, and sac-

rificial for the rallying of a people.

Institutionally, the Independence Movement found a base like that

of similar stirrings in other societies— in religion. Religion was the

one “national” institution that the colonial power was inhibited from

suppressing. Korean leadership in 1919 hence came from the Chris-

tian church communities, especially in areas such as Pyongan-do

where they had the strength to be centers of community action. It

also came from Ch’ondogyo groups and rural communities, espe-

cially the areas in central and southwestern Korea, where Ch ondogyo

had begun the process of political mobilization. Presbyterians pre-

dominated among the Christian signers; there were no Catholics ( see

p. 429, n. 77). The presbytery form of church government had taken

root rapidly and effectively within Korea’s council tradition and

played an important role in generating and making effective an insti-

tutional base within the Christian church for the Independence Move-

ment. The strength of presbytery rule is demonstrated by the fact that

none of the church signers were, in themselves, leaders of national re-

pute, nor did they or their descendants become so. They were, in fact,

more representatives of church communities and presbyteries than

individual leaders.84 It is one of the most important and unnoticed as-

pects of the Independence Movement that, in and through it, second-

ary institutions for almost the first time in Korean history played a

major, even decisive, role. This was a development of genuine promise

for the founding of a pluralistic society.

To sustain a national movement, however, the choice of Christian

churches was narrow and not fully representative either socially or

regionally; for in neither respect had Christianity developed evenly.

Only two of the thirty-three signers came from the eastern half of

the peninsula. Religion was virtually the only occupation represented

among them in a country where firm adherents of any religion were

only a small minority of the population. Even more interesting,

through the ascent of religion as the organizational framework of

the Independence Movement, the former leadership classes were

more or less excluded. Religion in general and Ch ondogyo in partic-

ular still had lower-class connotations. Though evidence is still largely
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THE MARCH FIRST MOVEMENT FROM THE FOREIGNERS*
VIEWPOINT

Foreign reactions to the great and dramatic Korean Inde-
pendence Movement of March 1, 1919, did not occur in an historical
vacuum. They cannot proper!^ be understood and appraised in isola-
tion from the long and tragic procession of historical events in Ko-
rea that led from the first direct Japanese intervention in the Sino-
Japanese War of 1894-95 to the brutal suppression of Korea 1 s rights
of self-determination in 1919. For it was within the context of that
sad and irreversible sequence of events—the murder of the Queen in
October, 1895s the forcible establishment of the Japanese Protectorate
in 1905; the Annexation in 1910; the Conspiracy Trials of 1912—that
foreign opinion about the Independence Movement of 1919 was moulded
and formed,

the beginning it was the missionary community that
spoke out most forthrightly against Japanese infringements on Korean
sovereignty, it was a missionary-published magazine. The Korea
repository, which, in its January I896 issue, first made known to the
English-speaking world the full details of the Japanese murder of
Queen Min, and made it impossible for the Japanese any longer to
exonerate themselves and throw the blame upon ”Koreans disguised as
Japanese”, as their first reports deceitfully put it.

Again, in the dark months following the establishment of
the Japanese Protectorate in 1905-06, it was another missionary-
published magazine. The Korea Review , which spoke out for Korea when
its Korean friends were no longer free to speak. Its columns were
filled with protests over Japanese actions. In September 1906 the
editor of the Review published his famous protest. The Passing of Korea,

lamenting the tragic ”night of Nov. 17, 1905, when at the point of the
sword, Korea was forced to acquiesce •voluntarily 1 in the virtual de-
struction of her independence.”

The next year, 1907, he gathered together the articles
which had appeared in the Review and printed them separately under
the title The Japanese in Korea, hoping to attract wider attention to
Korea* s case against Japanese strangulation of her freedoms. Directly
refuting the pro-Japanese publicity accepted and given currency by some
American statesmen, including George B. Kenney, Hulbert summed up his
indectment of Japan in fourteen "Articles” which are a fair summary of
the general concensus of foreign missionary thinking in Korea at the
times

(1) Japan has effected a forcible protectorate over Korea by
which she has broken her own word and involved the United States
in an international outrage,

(2) Korea is being exploited solely for the benefit of Japanese
capitalists and adventurers.

(3) The Koreans are barred at every point from developing by
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themselves the resources of the country.

(4) Every effort is being made by Japan to prevent the intro-
duction of Western capital and enterprise into Korea.

(5) Japanese authorities permit Japanese subjects to carry
on forms of business, like the sale of opium and gambling devices,
which would never be allowed in Japan.

(6) That no adequate attempt is being made to better the intel-
lectual status of the Koreans by means of education.

(7) That land is being seized all over Korea by Japanese without^
proper payment.

(8) That Koreans are forced to give their services to Japanese
civilians at a mere fraction of the regular wage.

(9) That the Koreans are utterly without means of securing legal
redress for wrongs perpetrated upon them.

(10) That fisheries, salt works, and other industrial works have
been seized and thousands of Koreans driven out of ; employment.
(11) That the Japanese regime is so corrupt that brigandage is
more common than at any time during the past decade.

(12) That Japan has forced Korea to borrow money from her and that
this money is used almost solely for the interests of Japanese in
Korea.

(13) That Korea swarms with Japanese prostitutes which in some
towns have been quartered ty the military upon the people; by which
means the Korean youth are debauched.

(J.4) That the Japanese authorities keep putting out specious
statements bbout the success of their administrations but these
statements are very far from the facts and are made to cover up
a state of things which would make the world cry out against Japan
if all were known."

Between 1905 and 1910 the five-hundred-year-old Yi dynasty
bowed to the inevitable and four hxjutud thousand years of Korean freedom
appeared to have come to a bitter end. Once more foreign missionaries
dared to make known to the world the Korean position. Dr. James Gale,
a missionary scholar and one of the founders of the Korea Branch of the
xCoyal Asiatic Society, in his book, Korea in Transition , published in
1909t managed to convey to the American public something of the pathos
of the passing of Korea1 s independence in one illuminating true story.
He told of a young man arrested by the Japanese police for dangerous,
independent (i.e. pro-Korean) sentiments. "I am in prison," he wrote to
his father. "Help me!" "Be patient, ray son," the old man answered.
"We are all in prison."
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After annexation in 1910 t the next major incident to attract
foreign reaction to Japanese policies in Korea was the Conspiracy Case
of 191L-12, which is called in Korean Kf 7

<i • One hundred and twenty-
three Koreans were suddenly arrested and charged with a fantastic plot
to assassinate the Japanese Governor-General, Count Terauchi. By this
time, missionary sympathy with Korea1 s case for independence was such
an open fact that the Japanese prosecution at the trial of the accused
went so far as to implicate two missionaries. Dr. George S. McCune of
Syen Chun, and Dr. Samuel A. Moffett of Pyengyang as masterminds behind
the alleged plot.

The foreign missionary coinmunity reacted with speed to
7 expose the tissue of li/es and the brutal use of torture with which

the Japanese were pressing their false charges. At their request,
Dr. Arthur Judson Brown, Secretary of the Presbyterian Board of Foreign
Missions in New York, issued a booklet. The Korean Conspiracy Case (1912),
to rally world opinion in defence of the Korean defendants. Dr. Brown 1 s

attitude toward Japanese occupation of Korea up to that time can best be
described as "diplomatically ambivalent". But in this pamphlet, while
he still tries to avoid giving undue offense to the Japanese, he
bluntly underlined Korea* s resentment of Japanese rule. However en-
lightened the Japanese may claim their policies in Korea to be, he sxiri

wrote, they rule Korea like wa well regulated penal colory.".

Missionaries filled the mails with protests. In one of her
last letters before her untimely death, Mrs. Samual A. Moffett (the
former Dr. Alice Fish) wrote to her parents: "Mothers letter spoke

7 of. .surprise that I wrote as I did about the Japanese. We have known
' for months that our letters are often delayed—often opened and read.

But for myself I have always written with the thought that they might
see my letters and am willing they should do so. There seems to be
nothing that will check them in their course of injustice and persecu-
tion but the public opinion of other nations and it is just as well
they should know that we understand their deceitful methods and are
writing to friends about them... The arrests are still going on,

occasionally, not of criminals or of men who have done the deeds they
are charged with, but of good Christian men who are quite innocent, many
of them, of offence against the Government, so that it is very evident
that the efforts of the authorities are against the Church—they are
working hard to break it down, but that they cannot do for that is
working against God. They take these men up to prison in Seoul—
torture them horribly and then deny flatly that there is any torture..."

(letter dated, Pyeng Yang, May 20, 1912)

But a more difficult issues thafc simple protest against
Japanese injustices faced the foreign missionary community in Korea

in the years preceding 1919. There was the question of how far they

themselves could properly participate in political events in a country

in which they were only guests. And there was the far more difficult

question of whether they could, in Christian conscience, suppoort

their Korean colleagues in moving beyond ineffectual protests to

direct action against Japanese injustice.
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This became very muoh of a problem as a number of organizations
which began as patriotic protest groups, with strong Christian membership,
began to be drawn into revolutionary activity. The II Chin Hoi was
founded in 19^4 with Christians prominently among its founders. Less
Christian and more revolutionary was the Chung Yun Hoi which nevertheless
took advantage of the similarity of its name to the names of the church 1 s
Young People* s Societies and for a while enlisted wide-spread Christian
support. The most actively revolutionary society was the Wipyung Society
(Righteous Army movement) which began in 190? and quickly sought church
support of its under-cover revolutionary activity against the Japanese,

At this point the missionares, and Korean church leaders as well,
were forced to make an agonizing decision. They decided that they must
distinguish between patriotic protest, in which the church could wholeheartedly
participate, and revolutionary violence, to which, however individual
Christians might sympathize with its aims, the organized church must not be
committed, lest it become a tool of political organizations. Particularly
in the case of the Wiph/ung Society, the churches took a common stand against
membership, and disciplined members who3e activities were more political
than religious.

Only against this total background can the reactions of
foreigners in Korea, particularly the missionaries, to the Independence
Movement of 1919 be properly evaluated. The overwhelming missionary
endorsement of the Korean position in 1919 was dismissed by some critics
as a simple, unthinking emotional response, or as unrealistic idealism.
This was not so. It was an ewaluatior seasoned by thirty years of ex-
perience of Japanese policies in Korea, It was the reasoned judgment of
eye-witness observers **o had learned to weigh realistically the valid but
sometimes conflicting claims of patriotism and of obedience to established
government, of law and of freedom, of justice and of conscience.

For almost a decade the missionaries had tried hard to remain
neutral, as was proper for Smr guests in a country not their own. But
after March 1, 1919 they were nautral no longer, "No neutrality for
brutality,** they cried, and openly appealed to the world for outside
support.

Dr, Frank Schofield, a Canadian missionary at Severance Hospital,
became famous for smuggling pictures of the uprising out of the country
to the foreign press. He even wrote signed articles for Japanese news,
papers denouncing Japanese raiagovetmment of Korea, Dr, H, H. Underwood
managed to get an eye-witness account of the massacre and church-burning
at Che-anwni to friands in America where it was read into the Congressional
Rdoord of July 17, 1919 (p. 2855 ff, ) Mr, S. A. Bede, a Methodist
missionary in Korea with the American Bible Society managed W gat fUcu(

photographs of atrocities into the hands of Senator Norris of Nebraska
who protested Japanese brutality in a fiery speech on the floor of the
Senate, July 15, 1919 (p. 2735 f.

)

In Pyeng Yang, at midnight on March 1, Dr, Moffett was summoned

to the Japanese police station and was roughly told that no churoh

services would be allowed the next day, Sunday, March 2, It was the
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begining of a terrible, sleepless week, as he rushed about trying to
protect innocent, non-violent demonstrators, and vainly urging the
Japanese authorities to stop the brutality. He insisted that responsible
Japanese authorities be forced to recognize and admit the pattern of
ruthless repression that was developing. Here iu his testir.jony on the
events of March 4 and 5.

H0n Tuesday, March 4, I, in compare with Mr, Xamada, Inspector
of Schools, went into the midst of the crowds of Koreans on the college
grounds, and thenc e through the streets to the city.. As we camo back
and near a police station, soldiers made a dash at some fifteen or more
people in the middle of the street, and three of the soldiers dashed at
some five or six men standing quietly at the side, under the eaves of the
shops, hitting them with their igu guns. One tall young man in a very
clean white coat dodged the thrust of the gun coming about five feet
under the ea^es when an officer thrust his sword into his back, just
under the shoulder blades. The man was not more than ten feet from us in
front. .

•

•Hr. Xamada was most indignant and said, *1 shall t411 Governor
Kudo just what I have seen and tell him in detail. • I asked him if he
had noticed that Jhe man was quietly standing at the side of the road, and
had given no occasion for attack. He said, f Ies. f

n^ust after that we saw thirty-four young
girls and women marched along by some six or eight policemen and soldiers,
the girls ahead not being more than twelve or thirteen years of age.

"Just outside the West Gate Mr. Xamada and I separated and I
went towards home. As I arrived near ray own compound I saw a number of
soldiers rush into the gate of the Theological Seminary professor* s
cottage, and saw them grab out a inan, beat and kick him and lead him off.
Others began clubbing a yoith behind the gate and then led him out, tied
him tightly and beat and kicked him.

“Then there came out three others, two youths and one man,
ftoeaggxxg dragged by soldiers, and then tied with rope, their hands tied
behind them.

"Thinking one was ray secretary, who lived in the gate house
where the men had been beaten, I moved to the junction of the road to make
sure, tut I recognized none of the four. When they came to the junction
of the road and some of the soldiers were within ten or twelve feet of me,
they all stopped, tied the ropes tighter, and then with four men tied and help-
less, these twenty or more soldiers, in charge of an officer*, struck the men
with their fists in the face and back, hit them on the head and face with a
piece of board, kicked them on the legs and back, doing these things re-
peatedly. The officer in a rage raised his sword over his head as he
stood before a boy, and both I and the boy thought that he was to be cleft
in two. The cry of terror and anguish he raised was most piercing. Then,
kicking and beating these men, they led them off.

"Hie above I saw rayslf and testify to the truthfulness of rav

st ataments. In all ray contact with the Koreans these five days, and in all
my observation of the crowds inside and outside the Jcwtt city, I have
witnessed no act of violence on the part of any Korean." tp
Jy>
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1(11011 direct testimony as that of the missionarieswas to blow sk^-high the Japanese propaganda line that their use of forcewas a justified response to armed insurrection. That was the story theysave to world, but it was a story they soon had to retract.Furious, they retaliated with another propaganda position, namely, thattne missionaries were to blame for the whole anti.JaPanese uprisi^.

i
12 issue of the dliosen ohimbun . a Jbenulpo organ ofthe rolioe and Gendarmerie Apartment, said, "The stirring up of tile linds
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‘offett and Zr‘ ^ Mow*7 were taken tothe police station and accused of aiding and abetting the demonstrators.

or. lowvy was jailed, and dr. Moffett was bitterly attacked in the
Japanese press. The Osaka Asalii. on .larch 1?, carried this story againsthim under the headline, 'The Evil Village Outside the West Gate in Pyong-fang i Outwardly they (the missionaries) manifest love and mercy, but ifthear minds are fully investigated, they will be found to be filled with
im-rigue ana greed. They pretend to be here for preaching, but they are
secretly stirring up political disturbances... The heal of the crowd is
‘£,

irT\u Eiie Tistian3 °r Place obey him as they would Jesus himself..
This is the centre of the present uprising. It is not in Seoul but in
Pyeng-yang*

" y Up mu)

This propaganda attempt to blame the foreigners for the March
1 Independence Movement was as false as the earlier allegation that the
use of force was necessary to quell a military revolt. The credit for
the great non-violent deaonstrations of 1919 belongs to the Korean people
ao-one. So well had they organized their nation-wide movement that rat
even their closo friends, the missionaries, ware taken completely by surprise.

Foreign involvanent was, therefore, only secondary, not primary,
it began with the simple Christian response of Christian mercy for human
suffering, as missionaries demanded access to police stations and prisons
anu helped to stop the tortures. Then it moved beyond sympathy to righteous
indignation as injustices and orutalities ware exposed. And finally it
exploded into action as the missionaries dtsrmined to let the whole world
know what was really happening in Korea*

They allowed nothing to stop them—neither the intimidation of
Japanese militarists and police* nor the censors* nor even the efforts of
Japanese sympathizers in church groups and boards in the United States* who
delayed \xxl could not prevent the publication of an official "Report ofi
the Situation in Korea" by the Federal Council of ©lurches of Christ in
America* This was the real beginning of the mobilization of world opinion
against Japanese oppression in Korea*

Samuel rlugh Moffett
Seoul* Korea
January 12* 1969
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Life of Esiher Park Shows

Korean Women Played Big Role
In 1919 Independence Struggle

By SUNNIE AN

- The Samil (March 1) Inde-
pendence Movement was not
an isolated outbreak, nor
was it initiated solely by
men. Korean women of that
time, too, participated

I actively in organizing and
supporting the resistance
groups everywhere, Kwan-
sun Yu being the most well.
known young martyr.

One of many the surviving
{patriots is Mrs. Esther
Whang Park, a founding
member of the Women’s Re-
sistance Group which later
became the Taehan Patriotic
Women’s Association. Now a
graying lady in her 70s, she
was a third-year medical
student at Tokyo Women’s
Medical College at the time
©f the Independence Move-
ment in 1919.

She took part in the so-
called Feb. 8 outbreak (Yi-
pal Sodong) in Tokyo staged
by some ?00 Korean stu'*
who were studying t _ at
the time. This February in-
cident, in which a basic form
of the Declaration of Inde-
pendence was read and a
demonstration held, was all
part of and a prelude to the
Samil Movement that was to
reach its peak a few weeks
later on March 1, through-
out Korea.

Mrs. Park’s (then Miss
Whang) only purpose, im-
mediately after her release

1 from the Japanese police,
was to return to Korea in
time for the long anticipat-
ed March 1 demonstration.
I I was one of the best-guard-
ed secrets — known to every zens mistook the occasion wha-mun and began to spray
Korean but completely es- for the real independence red ink on the crowd; this
taping Japanese police inteL celebration. Almost all the later gave them a clue to
lig:nce. stores closed their doors in the persons who took part

collaboration with and cele- in the march.
Money-Raising Helped bration of the occasion. It The aftermath was the

was truly an overywhelming mass arrests and long prison
Disguised in a Japanese sight to see that every Ko- terms that were to take

kimono, she arrived in Ko- rean was single heartedly many lives, cripple still more
rea and joined the countless united - and make the whole nation
other underground members However, no sooner had embittered for a long time
in getting the whole nation the ceremony in which the to come,
prepared for the March 1

famous Declaration of Inde-
demonstration. Women mem- Pen^ence was read ended Release on Sail
bers, in their own way, help- and the march along the
ed raise money by selling ^ 0^ main streets had Mrs - Park along with
ttok, doing menial work and begun

-
than the Japanese countless other members

by night making thousands mounted policemen appeared so
?n found themselves in

and thousands of Korean from the direction of Kwang- prison. But she and a few
flags to be used on the day.

1
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1919, when she went to Pa- TARRAGONA, Spain release on bail after six
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and mood so confident
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recently when a 100kg wild mission to resist until theg 1 1 any c t boar suddenly burst through day of independence gave
the front door and began at- birth to the Taehan Patriotic

’ [tacking everything that iampn's Association. The

MRS. WHANG IN 1923—Seen above is Mrs, Esther W.
Whang (center, standing) along with two other officers

of the Taehan Patriotic Women's Association on the

day after they were released from Taegu Prison in

1923. The association had played a big role in the Samil
Independence Movement of 1919.

Chungshin girls’ school
Whose missionary principal
was sympathetic to their
cause.

Sadly though, as often is
the case, there was a Judus
and all nine members were
soon taken to Taegu Prison.
When they were finally

released in 1923 after four
years, much of the world
outside was in a state of
complete resignation and
helplessness. Japan had al-
ready begun her program of
cultural assimilation of Ko-
rea: they forced Japanization
of Korean names, banned
the use of the Korean lan-
guage in any form (verbal
or printed) and even revis-
ed Korean history so as to
make it appear that the two
races and their cultures had
but one ancestor and
common origin. Thus, iCorea
was on her way to becoming
part of Japan, not a colony
or even a protectorate.

Passive Resistance

Many intellectuals, by
now, had to return to a pas-
sive form of resistance in
schools, usually missionary
schools, either as students or
teachers. And Mrs. Park
who had never finished her
medical school after the
February incident returned
to Ewha Women’s College
for her bachelor’s degree
and with that she went to
the United States.

Looking back on those
tragic years after 50 years,
she admits that time has
brought many unexpected 1

changes, along with the
4

realization of the once im-
possible national dream —
independence.

However, she feels that
the young people of today,
to whom the Samil Move-
ment is only a “once upon a
time” tale, are too self-cen-
tered and their too attention
scattered. But she surmises
it is an inevitable trend of
modern times from which
she can stay aloof, she whose
whole life has been filled
with the Samil spirit.

Liberal Library^
CLEVELAND, Ohio (UPJ— The Cleveland public lS

brary received several thou-1
sand overdue books when it

granted a one-day amnesty
on fines as part of a centen-
nial celebration.
“The G r e ajt__ Gale^
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Nation United for Samil Struggle
The following is the 1st

part of an eyewitness
account of the 1919 Korean In-
dependence Movement, the 50th
anniversary of which falls Satur-
day, March 1. The contributor
of this article is now working at
Hanyang University. — Ed.

By HAROLD CHOI

The purpose of this article
is to make Samil Undong
known to the foreign read-
ers of The Korea Herald. It

means the March 1 Indepen-
dence Movement of Korea
in 1919. This day is kept as
one of the greatest national
holidays in Korea.

It is a wellknown fact that
Korea had been a protec-
torate of Japan, and after-
ward she was annexed to Ja-
pan in 1910. The annexation
proved to be colonization by
Japan, which Koreans did
not like at all. After the an-
nexation many Korean pa-
triots left Korea. Some went
to China, some to Siberia
and some to the United
States. There, they carried
on the Korean independence
movement awaiting the time
when Japan would be involv-
ed in an international colli-
sion.

To understand the Samil
Movement, we must recall
three important events
which stirred up the Korean
emotion for the sacred work
of Korean independence.
They were World War I, the
death of King Kojong and
the Korean student’s e p a 1

Movement (Feb. 8 Move-
ment) at Tokyo, the propa-
ganda capital for Korean in-
dependence due to the publi-
cation of a periodical known
as Hak Ji Kwang (Light of
Learning,) operated by the
students. Subtle hints play-
ed a big role in this publi-
cation. In Tokyo, Koreans
had some freedom of speech
compared with Korea.

In World War I, Japan
fought on the allies* side
against Germany through
the Anglo- Japan Alliance*

Koreans thought Korea
could get rid of Japan when
Germany won the war. So
the Koreans supported the
Germans in their heart. In
Europe the allies were losing
while in the Far East they
were winning because of the
strong Japanese force. Ger-
many’s territorial rights on
Shantung Province in China
were already lost to Japan.

When the United States
joined the allies in 1916, the
Korean students in Tokyo
switched their support from
Germany to the United
States. The students and
others in Korea followed
them. In November 1918
German forces surrendered
to the allies and accepted
president Woodrow Wilson’s
14 points. The truce was
signed. One of Wilson’s
“points’* deal* with “nation-
al self-determination” which
was a great hope for the
weak nations like Korea.

In the spring of 1919 the
Versailles Treaty was to be
concluded at the Paris
World Peace Conference.
The news that Dr. Syngman
Rhee was dispatched to the
conference by the Korean
patriots in the United States
spread quickly. He was to
petition the conference for
Korean independence. Ko-
reans secretly had great ex-
citement.

Death of Ko]ong

King Kojong, the next to
the last king of Korea sud-
denly died in Januaryy 1919.
Rumor was that, to consider
the Korean independence
petition, the conference
needed a personal letter
from the king, who had not
wanted Korean annexation
to Japan. To prevent this,
the Japanese authorities poi-
soned him.
His death greatly irritated

Koreans against Japanese
rule.

The king’s funeral was to

take place on March 3. Many lected a man who looked like
Koreans wanted to see the a real native Japanese and
king’s funeral. Multitudes spoke Japanese so fluently
gathered in Seoul from that no Japanese would take
throughout Korea, and all him for a Korean. The man
hotels, inns and boarding was sent to Kwang Soo Lee
houses were jammed from in Shanghai for the transla-
the last part of February. To tion. This man returned
some patriots, the crowds quickly with the English
looked like the beginning of text,
the Samil Movement.
Epal means t h e Korean Completed
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d SCUSs Korean declaration. During the read-

independence.
ing

, detectives tri|d hard t0
One day they held a meet- stop and disperse the meet-

ing to discuss independence ing. The leaders stood fast
while Japanese detectives and fist-fighting broke out.

were watching. Among the When the reading of the de-
student leaders was a man vlaration was over they tried
named Pal Yong Choi, editor to pflfrade on the streets. The
of Hak Ji Kwang who was Tokyo police were mobilized
a political science student at to disperse them. Many stu-

Waseda University. This man dents were caught. All were
objected to Korean indepen- released except nine repre-
dence. He was driven out of sentatives.
the meeting by all the stu-
dents and badly treated. The
detectives seeing this said to
themselves, “Pal Yong Choi
is on our side. We do not
need to keep close watch on
him.” Choi was at last free
from the attentions of the
detectives. Choi pretended
to study hard at his board-
ing house and attended clas-
ses regularly.

In the meantime, he wrote
an independence declaration
which needed to be translat-
ed into English. The only
man who could make a good
translation was Kwang Soo
Lee, a student at Waseda
University who was then re-
sting in Shanghai Choi se-

At the trial, the nine were
charged with violating the
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Canadian Supporter

Of Independence Back
Dr. Frank W. Scofield, who

Supported the 1919 Inde-

pendence Movement by pub-

licizing throughout the world

the Japanese cruelty to Ko-
reans, yesterday flew into
Seoul aboard a PA plane to

participate in the 50th an-

niversary ceremony of the
independence uprising.

The 79-year.old Canadian
citizen, who is making his

fifth visit to the nation

since he left here in 1920,

told reporters at Kimpo In-

ternational Airport that “I

am very, very happy to be

back again in my second
homeland which has so far

made such rapid progress.”

“1 came to Korea to spend

the rest of my life, which I

believe ds God’s will,” said

Dr. Scofield.

He first came to Korea in

1916 to serve as a professor

at Severance Hospital in

Seoul when he was 27 years

old.

; “When I decided recently

to return to Korea, doctors

caring for me advised me not

to travel because of my poor

health. However, I finally

came because I cannot die

in another country,” said the

79-year-old grandfather who
has been living in Los
Angeles with his 24-year.old

adopted daughter Miss

Draft Iaw Plans \

F

I

¥? Cl

Dr. Scofield

Chong-hi Lim since he left

Korea in 1966.

Dr, Scofield who is now
suffering from heart disease,

went directly to the Nation-

al Medical Center for treat-

ment upon arrival at t h e

airport yesterday.

At the airport, more than
a hundred well-wishers n-

cluding Kap-song Yi, one of

the leaders of the 1919 In-

dependence Movement, weL
corned the 79-year.old Cana-
dian.
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Another force striving for independence was Protestant

Christianity, brought to Korea largely by American mis-

sionaries. While missionaries and mission schools and other

institutions did not participate directly in the struggle, the

spirit of independence and democracy which they instilled

in the people inspired many of them to fight against the

Japanese. Many of the people who resisted Japanese

domination and suffered at Japanese hands as a con-

sequence were either Christians or inspired by Christian

teaching. This is revealed in a whole series of incidents

which took place at the time of the annexation and shortly

thereafter.

In 1911 An Myong-gun, a cousin of the patriot An

Chung-gun, was betrayed while attempting to reach

Manchuria after a fund-raising expedition in aid of the

independence movement in Sinch’on. The Japanese

authorities took advantage of this opportunity and arrested

numerous other leaders, among them some of the founders

ofthe Yangsan School in Hwanghae Province who had been

teaching the virtues of independence not only at the school

but also in meetings of local Christians. Seventeen persons

were imprisoned and forty banished to Cheju Island.

In P’yongan Province An Ch’ang-ho founded the

Sinminhoe (New People’s Society), a secret independence

group that had close connections with Protestant organiza-

tions and itself sponsored a youth group and a scho 3I. It

endeavored to cultivate nationalism in education, business

and culture. In December of 1910 the Japanese pretended
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to have uncovered a plot to assassinate the Governor-
General and arrested the Sinminhoe leaders and about
600 Christians. Of these 105 were brought to trial and
found guilty. But the defendants were so vociferous in their

own defense during the trial and the Japanese accusations

so patently false that ultimately only six of them received

prison sentences in 1913.

In 1917 students at Sungsil School, a Protestant founda-
tion in Pyongyang, founded the Kukminhoe (People’s

Assembly) together with local Christians, and made contact
with exile independence groups. This also was exposed by
the Japanese, who arrested most of the members. The
Japanese police were on the whole fairly successful in

detecting and destroying resistance movements, but they
were totally unable to destroy the desire for freedom and
self-government among the Korean people.

Resistance was driven underground in Korea, but it

was by no means crushed, and exile groups continued to

expand. Raids were launched from time to time from
Siberia and Manchuria, while groups in other countries

sought the support of public opinion for Korea’s cause.

Japan’s economic exploitation only intensified resistance,

and though Western governments remained aloof Japan
gained no popularity among the people of the world by her
actions.

At the outbreak of World War I, Japan saw an op-
portunity to renew her incursions into China. Acting on the
terms of her treaty with Britain, Japan occupied the
German-leased territory on the shore of Kiaowchow Bay
on the Shantung peninsula. In January of 1915 the in-

famous “Twenty-one Demands” were presented to the
then weakened and divided Republic of China, which had
come into being after the revolution of 1919. These de-
mands amounted to complete Japanese domination of
Manchuria and Mongolia. The Chinese response was a
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nation-wide anti-Japanese movement. In addition, Britain
and the United States felt that their interests were threaten-
ed by Japanese expansion in China, and though they took
no concrete action at the time, the former cordial relation-
ship with Japan cooled markedly. In 1917 the Communist
revolution in Russia toppled the Czars. After Germany
surrendered in 1918, the American President Woodrow
Wilson proposed at the Paris peace conference that the
treaties of peace be based upon his famous “Fourteen
Points.”

These events all had an influence on Korea and Japan,
but the most important in Korean eyes was the last. Among
Wilson’s fourteen points was the principle of self-determina-
tion, according to which the existence of a nation and the
manner in which it was governed were to be freely deter-

mined by its people, and no people were to be dominated
by others against their will. It was on the basis of this princi-

ple that the old empire ofAustria-Hungary was broken up
and new nations such as Czechoslovakia, Hungary,
Bulgaria and Romania came into existence.

The relevance of self-determination to the Korean
situation was obvious, and the exile independence groups

especially seized upon it eagerly. Koreans residing China
were especially active, sending a representative to the

World Socialist Conference in Stockholm in 1917 and

another to the Conference of Small Nations in New York

in the same year, to plead Korea’s cause. When the peace

conference opened in Paris in 1919 the Korean group in

Shanghai sent Kim Kyu-sik to represent them. They also

sent Yo Un-hyong to seek support from the Soviet Union

and Chang Tok-su to Japan to contact Korean students

there. Kim Ch’ol secretly returned to Korea to aid the

underground movement, while Yi Tong-hwi in Siberia and

An Ch’ang-ho and Syngman Rhee in the United States

prepared their groups for concerted action.
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The first overt action occurred on February 8, 1919, in

Tokyo, when 600 Korean students led by Ch’oe P’al-yong
gathered at the Tokyo Korean Y.M.C.A. and tried to
present a manifesto demanding Korean independence to

the Japanese government. The movement had no practical
effect, but it was a portent of things to come.

Fighters for Korean independence both at home and
abroad reasoned that a nationwide demonstration for

freedom from Japanese rule would focus world attention
on Korea and bring heavy pressure on Japan to give up
its colonial rule and allow Korea to rule herselfjust as the
Allied Powers had recognized the rights of the peoples of
Europe to self-determination. In cooperation with leaders
abroad the Korean independence movement planned a
national protest which was to begin with the reading of a
declaration of independence drawn up and signed by
thirty-three of their number. The demonstration was
planned for March 3, 1919, the day of the funeral of
deposed Emperor Kojong, whom many suspected had been
poisoned by the Japanese. This was later put forward to

March 1, and this date (Sam-il in Korean, i.e. “three-one,”
the first day of the third month) is celebrated to this day as
a national holiday in the Republic of Korea.
Arrangements for the demonstration were quick and

efficient and the secret was remarkably well kept, the
Japanese authorities being taken completely by surprise.
At two p.m. on March 1, 1919 the thirty-three signers
assembled at T’aehwagwan in Seoul while the demon-
strators assembled in Pagoda Park. Young students, who
could move with comparative freedom from Japanese
observation, served as liaison with the provinces, so that
people all over the nation began demonstrating simulta-
neously. Copies of the Declaration were printed by the
"Ch’ondogyo organization and sent to each area, and also
to the Paris peace conference, the President of the United
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States, and to the Japanese government. It is worthy of
remark that of the signers of this document fifteen were
adherents of Ch’ondogyo, sixteen were Christians and
two were Buddhists.

When all was ready, the Declaration of Independence

was publicly read by the leaders in Seoul and by the

organizers in other areas of the country. It proclaimed to

the world that Korea had the right to exist as a free and

independent nation, and that she had been annexed to

Japan unjustly and against her will. This done, the

demonstrators marched into the streets, not only in Seoul

but in every community in Korea. The demonstration was

a peaceful one, and no armed revolt or violence had been

planned. The signers of the declaration made no attempt

to hide and allowed themselves to be arrested. Thousands

of national flags appeared, and people who had come to

Seoul for Kojong’s funeral immediately joined the move-

ment. Koreans abroad immediately followed suit, and it

must have seemed that every Korean alive was demanding

his nation’s freedom.

The Japanese were badly frightened by this demonstra-

tion, and reacted as frightened people often do, with

violence. Japanese police and soldiers fired into the un-

armed crowds, killing and wounding many. Thousands

more were arrested and tortured. When angry mobi

began to attack police stations as a result, the Japanese

resorted to burning down houses and churches indis-

criminately. It was estimated that 2,000,000 people took part

in 1,500 demonstrations. Although accurate statistics art

not available, it is generally agreed that about seven

thousand people were killed and fifteen thousand wounded.

Seven hundred and fifteen private houses, forty-seven

churches and two school buildings were destroyed by fire.

About 46,000 were arrested, of whom around 10,000

including 186 women, were tried and convicted. Th^
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largest demonstrations were in P’yongan, Kyonggi and
Kyongsang Provinces, which suffered the greatest casu-
alties. People of all ages, occupations and creeds took
part. Seldom in history has an entire nation so unanimous-
ly expressed its desire for freedom.

In the most important sense, the March 1 movement
was a failure, for the Japanese were not moved to grant
Korea freedom, nor did other nations offer practical
support. Japan at the time was coming increasingly under
the rule of a military clique bent on conquest to which
democraiic principles were anathema. It was hardly to be
expected that they would be moved by a peaceful protest.
However, the March 1 movement was of great historical
significance, and in some ways it did succeed.

First and most important, the March 1 movement
greatly developed the spirit of national unity. Other
attempts to resist the Japanese had been made always by
particular groups for special reasons—the Confucian
scholars in 1876, the soldiers in 1882 and the Tonghak in
1894 had reacted to pressures on their particular
interests, and had mostly desired the restoration of the
traditional order of society, in which nationalism in the
modern sense played no part. But the March 1 movement
embraced people of all classes and ages, and the Dec-
laration of Independence with which it began envisioned
a modern, independent state with a democradc govern-
ment. From this time on Koreans thought of themselves as
citizens of a nation with a common loyalty and a common
desire for freedom which only increased under Japanese
oppression. Though they were unable to free themselves
unaided, the Korean people never acquiesced in Japanese
rule and never abandoned their hope of independence.

Second, the March 1 movement revealed to world
opinion the nature ofJapanese rule in Korea. Never again
would the Japanese be able to pretend that their rule was
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benevolent or that the annexation had been desired by
Korea. Moreover, the Japanese pretension that the
Koreans were a spiritless people lacking the intelligence

and energy to rule themselves was shown up for the lie

it was. Especially in the Western democracies, suspicion of
Japanese motives began to grow, and though for reasons of
national self-interest none of them made any direct moves
against Japan, there was a cooling in relations that left

Japan without allies in the Pacific when her imperialistic

designs got into high gear, pushed her into alliance with

the Axis powers in Europe, and ultimately brought about
her defeat in World War II.

Finally, the March 1 movement brought home to the

Japanese the fact that they could not rule Korea by mere
force alone, that without at least some good-will and
cooperation from the Korean people they would be in

constant difficulties and the advantages they had hoped to

gain from the annexation of Korea would be lost. Thus,

though it failed to gain its objectives, the March 1 move-

ment did bring the Koreans some practical advantages and

also climaxed the formation of a national consciousness.

From then on, though under foreign rule, Korea was a

nation.
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I. Introduction

It is the unvarying policy of the Boards and their Missions
loyally to accept the constituted governments of the countries
in which Mission work is carried on, to do everything in their
power to keep the missionary enterprise free from political
movements . . . , (I)

This policy statement, issued in 1912 in connection with the "Terauchi

Assassination Incident," governed the attitudes and actions of foreign missionaries

in Korea toward Annexation, Japanese rule and Korean nationalism.* Regardless

of private sympathies for the plight of Koreans and irritation at the new

restrictive regulations and impediments to proselytization imposed by the

Government-Genera
I , foreign missionaries had no choice but to accept Japanese

authority. The traditional relationship between Christianity and the State in

their home countries and the special vulnerability of missionaries as foreigners

required strict abstention from political activity.

The Missions in Korea has grave misgivings about Japanese actions in

Korea after 1910, particularly the behavior of the police, and apprehensions

about the future of the missionary activities under the new conditions. But

the Missions were determined by quiet consultation and compromise to adjust to

the Government-General and preserve their religious, educational and charitable

work in Korea.

The gravest long term threat to missionary enterprise was posed by the

new Educational Ordinance of March, 1915 .

3 Nevertheless, the Methodist Mission

accepted the new regulation and made the required changes. The Presbyterian

Mission refused to implement the changes during the ten year grace period but

hoped for a private accomodation with the Gove rnment- Gene ra 1 . A Mission report

stated as follows:

It might seem that the decision of our Mission not to conform to
the new Educational Ordinance. . .during the ten years of grace
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allowed, might indicate an estrangement between the Mission and
the Government; but frqnk explanation of the Mission's plans to
the officials has resulted in mutual understanding and the
promise that the Government will do all it can to help us carry
on our educational institutions. All relations with the civil
officials have continued cordial and harmonious. (4)

hostile security agencies of the Government- Genera l and inhibited by both personal

commitment to religious vocations and ambiguity about Japanese rule in Korea, the

regarded the supreme contemporary political question — continued Japanese rule

or the restoration of Korean sovereignty — as a matter to be resolved by the

pretensions to independence, the missionaries adopted a neutral position and

devoted themselves to the immediate, pressing needs of education, health and

and missionary admiration for Japanese achievements eased acceptance of Japanese

missionaries were charged with overt political activity from 1 910 to 1919. The

admission by Japanese authorities that missionaries were not involved finally

On the basis of eight years of accomodation and non-political activity

since 1910 the American Consul was confident of the discretion and restraint of

typical one from F.M. Brockman ending with the statement that M lt is needless for

Restrained by religious tradition, prevented by law, under surveillance by

foreign missionary community was officially and individually non-political. They

peoples concerned. Sceptical of the official policy of assimilation and Korean

spiritual salvation,**

The absence of widespread organized resistance to the Japanese after 1910**

rule. The notorious Terauchi incident was the only noteworthy case where

o
absolved them from all charges.

American missionaries when, in response to reports of Korean nationalist activity

in the United States, he sent a routine reminder against political activity to

the missionary community in late January, 1919.^ The replies were reassuring, a
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me to add that all American secretaries work upon the definite policy of etrstmmng

from participating in the domestic affairs of the country in which they are guests?"

On January 17, 1919, the semi-official Seoul Press ridiculed a Tokyo

report that American missionaries were encouraging Koreans to believe in Wilson's

self-determination principle. The paper commented as follows:

We are in a position to assert that no American missionaries
resident in Chosen are so foolish or misguided as to think of
supporting such a movement of Koreans. Nor do we think that
any of the missionaries in America connected with Chosen are
at its back. All of them, the American missionaries in Korea
and their colleagues at home, know too well that the Koreans
in general are incomparably better off under the new regime
than they ever were, that the Koreans are well-contented with
their present conditions.... The American missionaries are
sympathetic and efficient helpers of the Japanese authorities
in Chosen, because they know that by helping them in their work
they are promoting the happiness of the Korean people. ...' (ii)

approached the foreign missionaries were absorbed in

Political questions were left to the Koreans and
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1 1 . The Mjssjonaries and M M legal Political Activity 11

No foreign missionaries were involved in the planning or execution of the

demonstrations for Korean independence that began on March l, became nationwide

and persisted until mid-April. Many missionaries sensed that some kind of

political demonstration or protest would occur at the time of former emperor

v/ 2Kojong's funeral, March 3, 1919. This general awareness, a result of close

cordial contact with Korean Christians in church activities and socially, is

expressed in a missionary letter from P'yongyang which stated, “The Koreans were

very careful in their planning and the missionaries were in ignorance of their

plans. Of course one could not but feel the excitement in the air and the news of

the appeal to the Peace Conference had come in in meager reports."^

Or. Frank Schofield was apparently the only missionary with the slightest

direct involvement in the initial activities. On the morning of March ± Yi Kapsong

^visited Schofield and asked him to take pictures of the demonstration planned for

Pagoda Park.^p^flnfct* Yi was compelled to make the request; the Koreans had

4
no camera. The night before a student friend of Schofield's had confided the

movement's plans for March 1, shown him the Declaration of Independence and

requested that Schofield send it to the United States. Schofield's reaction

partially explains why missionaries were not involved in the independence movement.

He agreed to send the Declaration, but he was cool to the independence demonstra-

tions. Appreciative of the futility of the effort and the consequences for Koreans,

Schofield tried to dissuade the student.^

The certain consequences that would befall a missionary implicated in the

independence movement were another reason for keeping missionaries unaware of the

movement*?

The surprise and consternation of missionaries at events on March l is

attested by all missionary reports and correspondence and the evaluation of the
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American Consol.. In P'ySngyang the Rev. Charles Bernheisel attended a memorial

service for Emperor Koj<5ng and suddenly found himself in the middle of a nationalist

ral ly.

A f<
:

w day s a9° was announced that memorial services would

wL
' n mem° ry ° f the ,ate emPeror - One meetingwas to be held in the compound of the Sungduk (Christian Boys

Church anH^a°!h •

a
^
other meeting at the compound of the MethodistChurch and a third one at the headquarters of the Chundo KyoThe latter is a half religious, half political organization

which is widely spread throughout the country.
There has been considerable suppressed excitement for somedays among the Koreans and we have had various rumors that some-thing important was going to take place at that time. Dr. MoffettMr. Holdcroft and myself decided to attend the meeting and seefor ourselves what was going on. Dr. McCune of Syenchun alsocame later and stood in the back of the yard. We found the court-yard full of people, we estimated the crowd at about three thousandWe were shown seats well forward but to one side. The pupils of

~nt°S“choSu
SCh0°' S ,h*™ ,r°" th'

In front of the entrance to the building was erected a speakers'stand and around and back of this were seated several of the
pastors and officers of the Presbyterian churches of the cityRev. Kim Sundu, pastor of the Fifth Church and moderator of the

nTthl r
S

fu
b
ru

Wa
!

apaakin9 when 1 entered. Pastor Kang Kyu-chano the Fourth Church had already spoken reviewing the life

!
he ' ate emPeror - After Kim Sundu had finished speaking

ILih'k
H th6y TU ' d n°W Si °9 the doxo, °9y and that the benedictionwould be pronounced and that would end the memorial part of the

othIr
C
rh-

Ut r

!
qU

!
St

!
d the pe0p,e tc remain seated as there were someother things to be done.

After the benediction had been pronounced Kim Sundu read twopassages of Scripture as follows: I Pet. 3:13-17 and Rom/9:3.
t was evident from his intonation as he read these words thatsomething serious was on the docket. Then Chung llsun, a

graduate of the college and now helper in the Fourth Church, took
e platform and said he had an important communication to read.

He said it was the happiest and proudest day of his life and
though he dies tomorrow he could not help but read it. There
was a great cheer went up from the audience. He then proceededto read what was virtually a declaration of independence of
the Korean people. After he finished another man took the floorand exfalained just what the people were expected to do saying thatnothing of an unlawful nature was to be permitted in the least
but that the people were to follow the instructions given and
ma e no resistance to the authorities nor attack the Japanese
people or officials. Kang Kyu-chan then addressed the people
relative to the subject of national independence. When he had
inished some men came out of the building bearing arm loads of

small Korean flQ^s which they passed out to the people. A large
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Korean flag was then fastened to the wall back of the speakers'
Stand and then the crowd went wild shouting 'Mansei,' the Korean
for Hurrah, and waving the flags. It was then explained to them
that they were all to form in procession and parade the streets
waving the flags and saying nothing but 'Mansei, Mansei'. (7)

It is noteworthy that even the bete noire of the Japanese, George

McCune from Stfnch'^n, had no prior indication of the March 1 declaration of

independence. His wife later wrote to a friend that "Not one missionary knew of

0
the intentions of the Koreans to ask for freedom."

The Presbyterian and Methodist Missions certified in an official report

to the U.S. Consulate that they were not involved in the nationalist movement.

Except for the admitted fact that they are propagators of a

gospel which has m>re than once been accused of turning the
world up side down missionaries have had no direct relation
to this present movement. It was but natural that the charge
should at once be made in the Japanese press that missionaries
were the instigators of the uprising. This may be categorically
denied. It arose without their knowledge. Their advice as to

the inception and direction of the movement has not been sought. (9)

Some Japanese newspapers and some officials believed the Koreans incapable

of the planning and concerted action demonstrated in the independence movement.

Rather than concede legitimate Korean grievances against Japanese rule, they sought

a scapegoat in the foreign missionaries. A spate of reports in Korea and Japan

directly charged the missionaries with instigating the disturbances. For example,

on March 7 the Foreign Ministry released the following explanation of the

disturbances:

According to the official report to the home authorities made
by the chief of gendarme forces in Chosen, the riots in

the peninsula are becoming more quiet. Most of the rioters
are Christian students, ignorant malcontents and lower class
laborers and behind them is understood to have been standing
missionaries of a certain country. (10)

A report in the Hochi removed any doubt about the identity of that"certain

country."
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Another fact which should be noted here is that the American
missionaries were behind the recent move of the Chondokyo
leaders. These missionaries have been ingratiating themselves
with the Koreans and instigating them to riot when there was
no cause for it. They were the persons who placed most
obstacles in the way of annexation. They have been quiet in
recent years, but have been communicating with the Koreans staying
in America. What their object in this move is, it is difficult
to tell. But Japan is vexed very much by Americans in Korea,
China and Siberia. Their movement, however, will not be so very
far-reaching in its effect. Only a few malcontents will be
misled.

The Hochi proved no better at prediction than it had at investigative

report ing.

Under pressure from the Missions and the U.S. Consulate, senior Govern-

ment-General officials repudiated the newspaper reports and public^ ly declared

the innocence of the foreign missionaries. Mr. Kokubu, Director of Judicial

Affairs, issued a public statement exonerating the missionaries.

The authorities have carried out thorough and strict inquiries
concerning it [rumors of foreign missionary involvement] and
are satisfied that there is no trace whatever that foreigners
instigated the disturbance. Nor is there any evidence that
they knew beforehand of the occurence of the trouble and gave
support to the rioters. (12)

The semi-official §£OuJ P r$&$, continued the litany of public exoneration

with the following editorial comments:

The idea that the American missionaries, besides being propagators
of Christianity, are political teachers and agitators is simply
preposterous ....

It is simply absurd to impeach the American missionaries, who are
probably among the least responsible for this offence. ... (1 3)

Recognized as "not guilty" of instigating the Koreans before March 1,

the missionaries faced a new situation, and new pressure from both Koreans and the

Japanese authorities, as the independence movement gained momentum. The prominent

role of Korean Christian leaders in the Declaration of Independence on March l,

the participation of ordinary Christians in the demonstrations and rallies for
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independence and the use of church facilities as secure pied«£. terre for discussion

and planning of independence activities thrust the Korean church into the

independence movement.

Korean church leaders attempted to maintain a firm distinction between

institutional and individual participation. The use of church facilities was

prohibited and political discussions avoided in church meetings. Demonstrations

were labelled as a political and not church sponsored activity. When the Declara-

tion of Independence was proclaimed in P'yongyang on March I, "The Moderator of

the General Assembly. . .off icial ly disavowed the participation of the church and

was emphatic in his announcement that Christians who took part in the movement

1

4

did so as individuals and not as Christians or members of the church."

To the Japanese authorities, particularly the police and soldiers

responsible for restoring order, the Christian participation was too organized

and widespread to be regarded as individual. Demonstrations often started from

churches and church bells were rung to convene the demonstration.^ Pastors often

led the rallies and copies of the Declaration of Independence were traced to church

officials or found in churches. This evidence of insurrectionary activity reinforced

the suspicion and hostility with which Japanese viewed Korean Christians and

, . . . .16
foreign missionaries.

Foreign missionaries were concerned about the occasional use of church

facilities, but understood and acknowledged the efforts of Korean Christians to

delineate between individual and corporate participation. They sadly recognized

that the authorities were neither inclined to rpr capable of accepting the Korean

categor i es

.

Caught in the middle, literally, of the March 1 demonstrations, the

missionaries quickly became the amazed, often horrified observers of events. From

the back of crowds, the tops of hills, from Korean friends and colleagues they
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wmtched or pieced together the tactics and purpose of the demonstra-

tions. Conscious immediately of their delicate position, the missionaries

separated themselves from the political objectives of the movement. In Pyongyang

on March 1 a Korean flag was raised over a mission school. The Reverend Samuel

Moffett promptly took it down. Mission schools were emphatically not to be

eiir>oiirogod ov the Korean demonstrators. They announced their neutrality on

the issue of Korean independence and cont«rojM>rerry accounts attest to

neutrality. The effort to remain neutral, to avoid any kind of political action,

is a constant theme in contemporary letters and reports. One letter described

'provocative Japanese actions and adumbrated missionary responses.

I could go on and on, the half lsn r t told, but I've told enough

to let you know what is going on. We are not supposed to mix

in politics and we are not , we are not taking sides in the

question of independence but we are standing up for humanity

and in every way we know making a protest. (18) ( )

When the demonstrations. Missions reported their actions as

After the movement was launched there were to be sure intjviries

on the part of Christian constituents as to world conditions, as

to the Peace Conference and as^the possible effect of the Korean

protest upon international public opinion. These inquiries were

almost uniformly met, as far as we can learn, by the statement that

the Peace Conference would probably not concern itself with affairs

in Korea and it was a vain hope. The missionaries have endeavored to

maintain a real neutrality. The Executive Committee of the Mission

has gone so far as to advise that missionaries should discontinue

the practice (common in normal times) of carrying letters for their

friends from one place to another in the course of their work,

lest they should be unwitting purveyors of propagandist l * tero'tt/re .
(

l

Early in March the U.S. Consulate corroborated the missionaries' circum-

spection with a report that, "Believe missionaries have not countenanced movement

liberated zones'.
17

Missionaries repeatedly and vigorously denied that they in any way

follows:
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.20
and as a body „„ c.r.fu.ly refraining frm displaying sympathy

Finally, aforementioned official Japanese statements, starting from mid-
«.rch, certified tbat missionaries mere no, e„co„ ra,,„, th. Kore ,ns

recurrent demonstrations.
21

The missionaries defined neutrality as avoiding, in speech or action,
encouraging the Koreans to believe in favorable action by the Peace Conference
or demonstrate against Japanese rule. There is no evidence in the hundreds of

Japanese police reports that the missionaries violated this code.
22

It is true that some missionaries showed their sympathies by sermons
on Christian endurance, the eventual triumph of right and justice over evil

and biblical examples of underdog victories. Japanese police were quick to

interpret such themes as evidence of missionary exhortation to Koreans to

continue resistance. One police report noted that after a baseball game between

Koreans and missionaries one of the missionaries made a short speech indicating

that the Korean side's victory was but one indication of Korean talent and

future successes. These congratual tory remarks were regarded as a call to

ultimate victory by Koreans. Every subversive nuance was duly reported; only

the winning score of the Korean team was omitted.
23

Some missionaries were doubtless trying to subtly emphasize Christian

attitudes of endurance and eventual moral victory, a pressing need in most

congregations which had suffered deaths, injuries and had members languishing

in prisons. Except for these indirect indications of sympathy and moral support,

which in no recorded case led to a demonstration or to political activity by

Koreans, the missionaries strictly avoided encouraging Christians toward

national i st ic goals

.

The conclusive evidence that missionaries refrained from illegal activity

is the record of Japanese prosecution. Only one missionary of the over 400 in

Korea was charged with a crime and brought to trial. That was the Reverent E.M.
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1

Howry vf P'y^lfyyang who was charged w;*.u cU^ir^ring Koreans wanted by the police.

The authorities could do no better than a patently flimsy case and n» . .. r

finally received a suspended sentence.®

The missionaries had refrained, under the most provocative circumstances,

from actions which either the Japanese Government -General or their own Consular

C OWcO

officials regard*® as "il legal political activity."
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IN. MNo Neutrality for Brutality 11

It is too much to expect that miss ion&ries representing
the Gospel of Christ (or indeed any others whose minds are
not calloused by Prussian militarism) should sit silent when
inhuman atrocities are being inflicted upon a helpless and
unresisting people. (1)

During the spring and summer months of 1919 the foreign missionaries

maintained a precarious political neutrality!' Despite intense pressures from

Koreans they took no position on the demands for independence. V/ith like firmness

they resisted Japanese requests to actively dissuade Koreans from the independence

movement. At the same time, while fully aware of their obligation to “keep the

missionary enterprise free from political movements," many missionaries openly,

bravely and vigorously rejected moral neutrality . The savage reaction of Japanese

police and soldiers to the peaceful and unarmed demonstrators sickened and enraged

the foreign missionaries. The cruel beating of innocent people, the torture and

mistreatment of prisoners and the special ferocity directed against Christians

and the Christian churches repelled the missionaries and evoked a reaction of

moral outrage. Emotional and tentative at first, the missionary attitude

gradually firmed into a policy of "no neutrality for brutality."^ C

The phrase meant that the missionaries refused to remain as passive,

neutral onlookers in the face of unnecessary and unspeakable Japanese brutality.

The missionaries refused to condone by silence the systematic murder and

brutalization of Koreans. They determined to protest against Japanese policy

with the only weapons at their command; disclosure of Japanese atrocities in the

foreign press, action by the Mission Boards in America, private protests to

Japanese officials, confidential contacts with influential Japanese in Korea and

Japan and generous protection and treatment to injured Koreans.

The missionaries never disputed the Government-General 1 s responsibility

to restore order or the necessity to use force. Their objection was to the
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unwarrootod u« of ^odiy fo,e, and tKe official policy of terror against

prisoners. The missionaries sought by public disclosure and public opinion to

compel the Japanese government to curb the inhuman excesses of the colonial govern-

ment in Korea.

Shocked by the injuries and arrests of Koreans some missionaries immediately

protested to the local Japanese authorities. Confused and angry Japanese

officials dismissed missionary appeals. The U.S. Consul General also objected to

direct intervention by missionaries because he feared the Japanese authorities

would misconstrue American motives. Although missionaries occasionally took

direct public action, notably in the Suw5n incident, the danger that they would

be accused of "instigating" the Koreans forced more indirect methods.^

The first indication of missionary intentions to reveal Japanese actions

appeared in the English language papers published in China. The Peking and

Tientsin Times on March 15 carried a long article, entitled "The Korean Movement,"

based on information provided by "a well known forei gner" who had just returned

from Korea. The foreigner, the Reverend E.W. Thwing, was based in China and

visiting Korea when the independence dexnonstrat ions began.

^

The China Press on March 21, 1919, printed a statement by missionaries

in P'yongyang describing the genesis and activities of the Korean independence

6
movement. On March 29, 1919, The Peking Leader featured an article on the

"Grievances of the Korean People.

The missionary accounts were indisputably well-informed and authentic.

As eye-witnesses they described in graphic detail the Japanese treatment of

peaceful Korean demonstrators. Recognized authorities on Korea, and regarded as

non-political and objective, the missionary statements were accepted as accurate

and reliable. The very fact that missionaries had spoken out helped to sustain

interest in the Korean situation. Brought to journalistic attention by the

missionaries' letters, the Korean independence movement received sympathetic



attention by Mi 1 lard 1 s Review, the Japan Advertiser and numerous publications in

o
America throughout the summer of I 9 I 9 .

As the demonstrations increased in frequency and spread geographically,

and Japanese forces tried to suppress the movement, the missionaries attempted

to be "honest brokers" in explaining Korean grievances to the Japanese. On

March 9, a committee of missionaries met in Seoul at his request with Usami

Katsuo, Chief, Internal Affairs Bureau. Usami assured the missionaries of his

confidence that they were not involved in the movement, conceded certain short-

comings in the Government-General and asked for the missionaries' views on the

causes of the independence movement. The missionaries recited a list of

reasons for Korean discontent and appealed for more humane policies. At least

two more meeting were held with influential Japanese until the missionaries,

suspicious of Japanese motives and fearing compromise with their Korean flocks,

refused additional contacts.^

Documentation of brutality and atrocities became a major covert activity

of the missionary community. Descriptions of incidents were submitted to the

U.S. Consulate to insure that official American reporting accurately indicated the

situation in Korea. ^ More importantly, the Missions wanted to build a record

for submission to the Mission Boards in America, where they hoped influential

pressure could be brought on the Japanese government. Individual missionaries

kept records of what they observed. Stories told by Koreans were carefully

noted, after verification when possible. Statistics on deaths, injuries and

damages to church property were compiled.^ Mission leaders in Seoul solicited

reports from outlying areas, collated them and forwarded them to the United States.

A small percentage of these reports were published in The Korean Situation . The

total volume is indicated in the foreword of that publication which states that

if all the material received by the Commission "were published a volume of about
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1,000 pages would result."'
2

Historians are as grateful as the Government-

General was discomfited by this extraordinary case of investigation and reporting.

The missionaries took their plea directly to Japan. In early April a

committee went to Japan to meet Japanese Christian leaders, foreign missionaries

assigned to Japan and Japanese government officials.'^ One of the results of

their efforts was the dispatch of a three man delegation of church leaders to

Korea. The group traveled in Korea from late May to June 11, consulted widely and

issued a report condemning Japanese actions in Korea, particularly the prejudice

and severity shown toward Korean Christians.'
4

Missionaries living in Japan kept

the Korean issue alive and pressure on the Japanese government by discussing Korea

at their annual summer conference at Karuizawa.' 5
The meeting passed a lengthy

statement critical of the Government-General. Missionaries from Japan showed

their solidarity with their colleagues in Korea by sending • representatives^

Seoul in September, 1919, to attend the Federal Council meeting.'
6

Several

missionaries made direct appeals to Prime Minister Hara and other senior officials?

The missionaries' response to the infamous Suw'on massacre combined their

investigative, private conference and public disclosure tactics. Upon hearing

of the incident, Horace Underwood accompanied U.S. Vice Consul Curtice to the

district and assisted him in talking to survivors and examining the ruined

villages. Underwood's report of conversations with Koreans was included in the

official consulate report. It also made its way in A The Korean Situation .'^

The gruesome rumors confirmed, a delegation of missionaries visited

Governor- General Hasegawa and presented the results of their investigation.

Hasegawa admitted the massacre, but asserted it was the undisciplined act of a

junior officer and his men and that they would be punished.
20

The missionary investigation and disclosure of the atrocities forced the

Government-General to drop its contrived explanation of the incident, admit

publicly the misbehaviour of Japanese troops and institute relief measures for
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the victims. Without missio„, ry intervention officio, secrecy would have
sealed the^nt, the murders would have been condoned and further ass.u„s on

Japanese authorities bi.teriy resented missionary .. interference., in an
"internal Japanese prob,em." Forced to concede that missionaries had neither
instigated the uprising nor engaged in Illegal activity supporting the

demonstrationJapanese officials charged the missionaries with violating the
spirit of their non-pol itical status. Few missionaries would have convincingly
denied the allegation. Instead, they affirmed their higher obligation to act
compassionately toward the suffer inny a a the suffering. The pass. on and anguish motivating their
actions is stated in a letter from P'yongyang:

Publj s h the brutality of the Japanese military rule

and'np
he ' p,eSS

* downtrodden race, who do not receive justiceand never mercy. We have all made up our minds that i f we canin anyway get this brutality stopped we'll |P3W nl
"

unturned to do so. Make this known far and wide (2I
)"

6
- 1
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IV • Suppor t from Home: The Mission Boards

The Foreign Mission Boards first learned of the situation in Korea in

early March. Telegraphed reports from Shanghai and Tientsin told of a

"remarkable uprising for independence in Korea" which, it was alleged, "the

Japanese government was suppressing with great brutality." Detailed letters

began to arrive in April and additional letters were forwarded to the Boards from
• • • , , . .

1

missionaries' relatives in America.

In mid-April the Rev. A.E. Armstrong, Secretary of the Board of Foreign

Missions of the Presbyterian Church of Canada, arrived in New York with the first

direct account. Armstrong had been on a ten month tour of missionary stations in

the Far East and was about to sail from Yokohama for home when he received a

telegram which stated, "Come immediately to Seoul. Adequate reason." He reached

Seoul on March 16, and spent two days there and "saw, read and learned much about
ij

the Korean revolution for independence."

Armstrong met in New York with the Secretaries of the Missions of the

Presbyterian and Methodist Episcopal Church and the American Bible Society. They

decided the matter should be handled by the Federal Council of the Churches of

Christ. On April 16 the Federal Council's Commission on Relations with the Orient

met

The Commission's basic approach was unchanged from the tactics of the

Mission Boards in the Terauchi Incident. The Commission eschewed intervention by

the United States government and sought, through direct and private contacts,

favorable action from the Japanese government. In the words of Dr. Arthur Brown,

It is the unvarying policy of the Boards and their Mi ss ions . . . to take up any

question of relationship to a government, not through the diplomatic channels of

the American Government at V/ashington, but directly with the authorities of the

Government concerned.
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The Commission held a dozen meetings from April 16 to mid-July, 1 9 | 9 .

The Japanese Consul General, Mr. Yada, was invited to one of the earliest meetings,

informed of the missionary reports of atrocities committed in Korea by Japanese

forces and requested to raise the issue with his government. 5
Yada immediately

cabled a report of the Commission's information and concern to Tokyo.

The Commission indicated its appreciation of "the spirit of friendly

consideration and earnestness shown by yourself and our Japanese friends in

taking up the matters we wished to bring to your attention." The Consul

General was informed that Rev. Armstrong would "withhold all statements from

the press, at least for the present," in the expectation that a private plea

to the Japanese government would be more effective than "any amount of newspaper

disclosure with a warning that "If, after due lapse of time, it should become

evident that no results over there are being secured, the situation will of course
be quite changed.

Foreign Minister Uchida's reply reached the Commission on May 15 .

Uchida disputed the accuracy and fairness of some of the Commission's information,

but pleaded that Prime Minister Hara was studying "the introduction of reforms

into the governmental administration of Chosen," which "might be seriously

mterfered with and made more difficult were the press of foreign countries

rashly at this time to incite additional excitement." The message closed with

another appeal to the Commission not to publicize their information but to con-

tinue "their sane and moderate attitude."^

The Commission found Uchida's vague promise of reform and enjoinder to

secrecy inadequate. Deluged by letters and reports of continuing outrages in

Korea, particularly harassment and assaults against Christians and Christian

facilities, churches and schools, the Commission acknowledged Uchida's note in an

angry, impatient letter on May 29. With uncharacteristic directness the

Commission wrote as follows:
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Friends of Japan, those who have trusted, admired andbelieved in her for years, are deeply pained and dismayed. Manybegin to feel that it is no longer possible to trust Japan or

hv
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rh!°r
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et

' Jhe accomP any'"9 copy of resolutions passedby the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Churches of NorthAmerica indicate something of the general feeling. We who wouldcombat every false statement and insinuation have no information
that refutes these reports. If the alleged brutalities are falseprompt steps should be taken to prove that fact. If they eretrue equally prompt steps should be taken to acknowledge themand to punish the criminals

We earnestly hope that the Imperial Government of Japan mayspeedily see its way to removing the censorship, to opening theland to the full knowledge of all the world, to instituting theneeded reforms and to bringing to judgement and to justice^ho-ever may be proved guilty of wrong doing in these matters. Onlyby some such acts as these, with proper knowledge of them in thiscountry will ,t be possible to remove from the minds of Americanpeople the impressions and feelings that have been produced here bythe reports of what has been happening in Korea in recent weeks. (8)

Still hopeful that private contacts would bring the desired changes, the

Commission informed Consul General Yada that it would not make a public report.

However, the Commission had to indicate to "its const i tuency. .. that the Federal

Council of Churches has not been ignorant of or indifferent to the appeals that

have been coming to it" and issued a brief statement to the press. The statement

noted the reports of brutality from Korea and outlined the Commission's efforts

to ameliorate the situation.
10

Reports from Korea continued to reach the Mission Boards in May and June.

They were supplemented by meetings with ranking missionary officials back from

Korea. These diverse sources showed that in June, although the demonstrations

had ceased, the "situation is still exceedingly trying."
11

The Commission

apparently received no further communication from the Japanese government after

Foreign Minister Uchida's message of May 15, despite additional meetings with

prominent Japanese in New York and "some eminent Japanese from Tokyo who were

in New York on their way to France." Two conferences at the Japanese Embassy in

Washington produced no explicit condemnation of the brutality in Korea or assurances
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of reform.

The Commission found it impossible to Indefinitely delay publication

of the voluminous correspondence and reports from Korea. Newspapers in America

had broken the story and many articles had been published. Magazines joined the

attack on Japanese policy in Korea. The silence and apparent inaction of the

Mission Boards drew bitter criticism. Dr. Arthur Brown noted that “The charge

has been made that the Mission Boards have adopted a 'policy of secrecy' and are

refusing to make the situation known in America." He rejected the allegation and

„ \ 7
reiterated their approach.

This is not true. We simply felt at first that the course
that was not only the wisest and fairest in itself but the
one that gave the best prospect of abating the abuses that
exist was not to rush into the newspapers but to go directly to
the Japanese themselves. This we did, as already explained.
We have brought the strongest pressure we could command upon
the Japanese Government, and we have reason to believe that our
representations have had some effeet . . . . ( 1 4)

Hurt by the criticism, which included charges of pro- Japanese bias, the

Commission decided in late June to publish the reports from Korea in pamphlet

form. One last appeal was made to Prime Minister Hara to issue a statement that

would assure American opinion that Japan planned reforms in Korea. On June 26

the Commission cabled Hara as follows:

Agitation regarding Chosen abuses increasingly serious,
endangering goodwill. Cannot withhold facts. Urgently
important you publish official statements that abuses have
ceased and reasonable admi ni St rat i ve reforms proceeding. Can
you cable to this effect? (15)

Hara's reply came on July 10, just as the "pamphlet was about to go to

press." Hara assured the Commission that a "contemplated reform" would now "be

carried into effect as soon as the legal requirements of procedure to make them

definitive shall have been completed." The Commission printed Hara's telegram on

the first page of the pamphlet, in an attempt to be fair and somewhat reduce the
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emotional reaction expected from the pamphlets gruesome contents. ^ The bland,

bureaucratic language of Hara's reply was unconvincing compared to The Korean

Situation 1 s 125 pages of detailed, verified atrocity and brutality incidents.

Publication was the Commi ss ion* stftia* act. It is noteworthy that the

sequence of steps exactly duplicated those taken in the Terauchi Incident seven

years earlier. In 1912 Dr. Brown explained the publication of The Korean Con-

spiracy Case pamphlet as follows:

As friends of Japan for many years and with a knowledge of its

people acquired by half a century's missionary work in it, we
were not willing to assume that its Government had ordered or
would approve such a course as its gendarmes seem to have
adopted in Korea. We regarded the Japanese officials as

intelligent and fair-minded men who would be more apt to handle
the matter effectively if they were not embarrassed by pressure
from another Government, whose jurisdiction they would hardly
admit in a matter of this kind. We therefore went directly to

the Japanese Embassy in Washington and talked the matter over
in the freedom of personal conversation.... The Ambassador has

shown deep interest in the matter ever since his arrival.... He
could, of course, only accept our statements for transmission to

Tokyo, and in turn transmit to us the replies that were sent to

him by the Japanese authorities in Tokyo.... Finally, we felt

that we had done all that was practicable in this way. Conditions
in Korea grew worse and became public through other channels,

as was inevitable in this age of travellers, telegraphs and

newspapers. Now we must deal with a rising public sentiment

throughout the country, and face insistent questions from our con-

stituencies and the general public which we can no longer avoid.

It appears wiser to state our views in this full and open way and

to send copies directly to the Japanese Ambassador in Washington

as well as to others, rather than to attempt to state them in

many letters and interviews which would be necessarily fragmentary

and liable to misconstruction. ( 17 )

From the outset the Foreign Mission Boards had to adjust competing claims

>dnd consider a host of contradictory factors in responding to the crisis in Korea.

The demand by missionaries in Korea for quick action to stop Japanese brutalities

engaged the Boards' immediate and sympathetic attention. The Commission did

everything possible, according to its procedures, to bring the facts to the

attention of the Japanese authorities and exert pressure for relief and reform.

Because this was done without publicity, the Commission was unfairly charged with



inaction or indifference.

The Commission was restrained by two considerations. The first was a

responsibility to the Christian mission activities in Japan. Careless or unwise

criticism of Japan which might bring an official or public reaction in Japan

against Christian propagation had to be avoided. The second was a desire not to

contribute to the ant i -Japanese sentiment in the United States, already exacerbated

by Japan's unpopular position on Shantung at the Paris Peace Conference.

The prestige of the Commission, its discretion and its insistence that

reforms be made in Korea must have influenced Prime Minister Hara Kei. While Hara

had independently concluded that extensive changes were necessary in Korea, his

sensitivity to foreign opinion of Japan made him especially receptive to the

Commission's position. Thus the Commission performed a key function in the 1919

crisis of articulating missionary and Korean complaints and pressing for a humane

response by the Japanese government.
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v - Missionaries and the Saito Administration

Governor-General Sait5 stated his attitude toward foreign missionaries

even before he reached his new post. At a press conference on the train from

Pusan to Seoul on September 2, 1919, Saito replied to a question about the

missionaries as follows:

I entertain nothing but good feelings and respect towards
them and consider their work as highly beneficial and helpful
in the maintenance of peace and the promotion of public welfare.
There is no denying that they have rendered excellent service
in the spiritual and educational uplifting of the Korean people.
I regard them as our good friends and strong allies. With this
idea, I never dream of hindering their work even in the slightest
way, but shall try to give them facilities in carrying it on.
I shall always be glad to meet them and hear their opinions. I

need, however, scarcely say that they must strictly abstain from
interfering in political matters. (I)

These were not idle remarks. Saito had rejected Hasegawa's policy recommendations

regarding the foreign missionaries. Aware of the great damage done to Japan's

reputation by missionary reports of Japanese atrocities and criticism of

Japanese rule, Saito gambled that a liberal policy toward strictly religious

matters would win the missionaries to the side of the new administration. Saito

began the courtship by meeting with foreign missionaries in Japan, continued with

the press conference comments and accelerated in Seoul in September. 3

Morvths of vilification by some Japanese authorities and the press had made

the missionaries skeptical of any Japanese statements, but they could not help but

be impressed by Saito's friendly tone and praise for their work. Saito wooed the

missionaries officially and personal ly . He sent his personal representat i ves to

the annual Federal Council of Protestant Evangelical Missions held in Seoul in

September. The representatives 1 spoke to the missionaries and gave "many

assurances of the Government's intention to bring about reforms and to give every

facility for religious work, asking at the same time for cooperation by the
L

missionary body.' The missionaries were invited to make suggestions to the
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Government-General . The Federal Council responded with an eleven page, single-

spaced memorandum of recommendations. A distinction between politics and

religion was offered: -'In presenting this statement with its suggestions for

changes in governmental regulations or policy, we are not proposing anything in

the nature of a settlement of political questions." Rather, the missionaries were

making "a statement of our opinion as to what is necessary in order to secure real

religious liberty, to promote the moral welfare of the people, and to ensure

freedom for the Church to develop, without being directly or indirectly hampered

by the Government."^

The memorandum asked inter alia that true religious liberty be permitted

in Korea, that harassment of Christians, Christian proselytizing and Christian

schools and institutions stop, that religious instruction be permitted in church

schools and that church facilities be incorporated to permit the orderly transfer

of property. The report concluded as follows:

As a missionary body we do most earnestly protest against
the cruelty, barbarity and injustice which were so manifest in
the conduct of the soldiery, gendarmes and police in meeting
the unarmed demonstrations of the people; conduct which was
•n many places emulated by the civilian Japanese population with,
in many cases, the connivance of the police, and without
punishment by the authorities when their attention was brouqht
to the facts.

We have read with deep appreciations the proclamation of Your
Excellency, heard Your Excel lency*s statements of your intention
to recognize the whole system of government.

All genuine reforms will be sympathetically observed, and
we eagerly watch for signs of change from the former methods of
the police....

We eagerly await the promised reforms and assure Your Excellency
t at all you accomplish will have our fullest appreciation. (6)

As lower officials studied these requests, Saito turned his personal charm

on the missionaries and the foreign diplomatic community. He invited some to

lunch, others with their wives to afternoon tea. The consular officials were

treated to dinner as Saito used his English language ability and experience with

foreigners acquired during four years in Washington as Naval Attache. Saito knew
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the foreign community was hostile and suspicious of Japanese intentions and

outraged about the killings and torture of March and April. Only real changes

would satisfy their doubts. The Governor-General intended to make those reforms

but he asked for time and understanding. With the help of the changes already

made, and through the effectiveness of his own "personal diplomacy," he gradually

convinced the foreign community of his personal integrity and his government's

intention to make substantial changes in Korea.

^

The missionaries' guarded confidence in Saito was eventually justified by

the Government-General's actions on the September requests. A missionary review

of changes made by late March, 1920, noted the following:

Education a. religion and Bible instruction to be permitted,
b. instruction in the Korean language allowed,
c. curriculum changes in primary and higher schools.

Re 1 j g i on a. relaxation or abolition of regulations governing
establishment of churches, religious proselytizing
and reporting requirements,

b. corporations to hold missionary or religious property
permi tted.

Publ ishing a. Missionary weekly newspaper allowed to publish secular
news. (8)

Another reform, the abolition of whipping, was accomplished in April, 1920,

• . 9removing a grievance that missionaries had consistently publicized and attacked.

To the Government-General, these changes regarding religious matters were

but one part of the comprehensive new policies instituted by the Saito administra-

tion. Religious policy was not isolated from or independent of the overall Sait5-

Mizuno program to restore order in the Korean peninsula. The adjustments in

religious matters were relatively easy because they merely brought practices in

Korea into line with Japan proper and they cost nothing. At the same time, they

were imperative because a troubled, vocal group of missionaries, who had the

capacity to embarrass Japan in the West, were watching the Government-General's

every move. By responding positively to the missionaries the Japanese adn ini stra-

ti on was able to blunt one source of criticism and remove some of the legitimate
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grievances of the Korean Christian constituency represented by the missionaries.

To the missionaries, the abolition of annoying restrictions on their

activities and assurance that Korean Christians would not be harassed or

discriminated against because they were Christians were a welcome relief from the

unpleasantries of the Hasegawa period. They recognized a renewed responsibility

to try to keep the Korean Church free from political activity. The Saito

administration made it clear that no nationalist activity involving Christians

or Church facilities would be tolerated. There is some evidence that missionaries

cautioned Korean church leaders against further participation in the nationalist

movement. For example. Bishop Welch, at a conference in November, 1919, enjoined

religious leaders to stay out of politics.

^

For the missionaries, accomodation with the Saito administration was not

a Satanic alliance* Non-political to begin with, religious freedom was upper-

most in their minds, although they naturally abhorred the repressive police

controls imposed on Korea. As noted earlier, they accepted Japanese rule, in

some cases enthusiastically, in others as inevitable. Until the issue of Korean

independence was resolved by the Koreans and Japanese, the Government-General was

the legitimate governing authority in Korea. Missionary criticisms of Japanese

actions after March 1 were directed at specific inhumane acts of the Government-

General. The missionaries took no position on the higher political questions of

Japanese or Korean rule in Korea.

It is to the missionaries' credit that they did not equivocate on this

point. At the risk of angering Koreans who demanded complete independence, the

missionaries condemned the attempted assassination of Governor-General Saito on

September 2, 1919- Their statement of requested changes in religious policy to

Saito in late September, 1919, closed with the following:
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While recognizing that the Korean people have many just
causes for resentment, we take this opportunity of recording
our condemnat ion of assassination as an unjustifiable crime,
and we express our thankfulness for Your Excellency’s escape
from the bomb thrown at the time of your arrival in Seoul.

Conscience required the missionaries to deplore with equal earnestness

the excesses of the Japanese colonial bureaucracy and the nationalist Korean

zealot

.



VI . Conclusion

Arthur J. Brown wrote of the missionaries in Korea that:

If the missionaries show sympathy with the Koreans, they arouse
the resentment of the Japanese; and if they show sympathy with
the Japanese, they arouse the resentment of the Koreans and lose
their influence with them. It is a case of walking a tight rope
between the devil and the deep sea.^

Were the missionaries radicalized by their experiences In the Korean

independence movement of 1919? The searing events of the year might have been

expected to convert some to partisan supporters of Korean nationalism. If

any missionaries were led into secular political pastures, their actions and

subsequent careers have escaped this writer 1 s search. The after effects appear

more mundane: a relieved withdrawal from the barriers to a gradual reconcili-

ation with the Japanese authorities. The missionary enterprise regained its

solidly anti -revolutionary bearings and reverted to its ante bellum function

of non-political religious and educational endeavor. Missionaries had vainly

protested their innocence in early March and April, 1919, by citing their cre-

dentials as proponents of subordination to established authority. One spokes-

man, reflecting upon the missionaries 1 role in the decade after annexation,

wrote as follows:

the missionaries, in so far as they have touched upon political
matters at all, have used their great influence to induce the
Koreans to acquiesce in Japanese rule. Indeed it has often been
_said that, if it had not been for the missionaries, a revolution
would have broken out when Korea was annexed to Japan fo^Otal ics
added)oS

Passionate supporters of Korean nationalism objected to any compromise

with foreign rule. Missionaries contemplated the costs of upheaval, declined
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.0 ««.r th. II.U o* either side end cene.ntre.ed on rettorin, their disrupted

p rog rams

.

Were the missionaries compromised by their actions in I919? They
argued vehementiy and confidently that they had not been. Granted, a pub-

"city camPa *9n revealing the shortcomings of the Government-General was a

form of activity, if not political, at least unwise and certain to jeopardize
the realtionship between the Missions and the Japanese authorities. On the

other hand, the missionaries insisted that a new standard be applied to the
host government-s actions: the considered judgment of world opinion. They
said in effect, we recognize that carping or gratuitous criticism is out of
Place, but exposure is not criticism. A government's actions should be

sufficiently moral and humane to stand public scrutiny. If they are not,

those who make this known cannot be accused of unfriendly or improper activity.

Were the missionaries politically neutral? The missionaries accomplished

the nearly impossible: In large measure they adhered to a position of not

taking a position. Despite the gravest provocations they inched along that

"tight rope between the devil and the deep sea" from March, 1919, into »920.

The issue of moral neutrality required no debate. For many

missionaries, conscience presented non-negot i able demands of bravery and

compassion. Missionaries discovered that when the Korean church bell rang

out to summon demonstrators

The bell doth toll for him that thinks it doth; and tho itintermit again, yet from that minute that that occasion wrouqhtupon him he is united to God.... Who bends not his ear Jeanb

t
t[

I

u !? ?
ny occasion ri "9 s ? but who can remove it frLthat bell which is passing a piece of himself out of this world?
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No man is an island, entire of itself; every man is a piece of
the continent, a part of the main. . . . therefore never send
to know for whom the bell tolls; it tolls for thee.(i)
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NOTFS

SECTION I

^

1. Arthur Judson Brown, The Korean Conspiracy Case (New York: 196V},

2. Strictly speaking, this statement was only binding on American or
British missionaries posted to Korea by the Mission Boards. However, since the
American Protestant missionaries were the most interested in "political matters,"
it may be taken as a policy accepted by all foreign missionaries in Korea.

There were approximately 350 American missionaries in Korea in 1919.
A U.S. Consulate report in April, 1919, provided the following breakdown:

Board of Foreign Missions of the Methodist Episcopal Church, New York City:

Americans 72

British 6

German _2
80

Executive Committee of Foreign Missions of the Presbyterian Church in
United States, Nashville, Tennessee:

Americans

German (?)

66

67

General Conference Corporation of Seventh Day Adventists, Washington, D.C.:

Americans 19

19

Board of Foreign Missions of the Presbyterian Church in U.S. A., New York
City:

Ameri cans

Bri t i sh

Swedish

136

10

1^7

Board of Missions of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, Nashville,
Tennessee:

Americans

Br i t i sh

58

_8
66
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International Committee of Young Men's Christian Association
City: '

New York

Amer icans

Bri t i sh

S umma ry

:

Americans

British

Ge rman

Swedi sh

8

358

25

3

I

387

Consulate General, Seoul to State Department, April 30, 1919, 763*72112/12176.

Japanese statistics for "the end of 1919" are more comprehensive, but notbroken down by nationality and differ somewhat from the above.

Denomi nation
, Foreiqners

Presbyterian Mission 138
Er^glish Church Mission 18
Salvation Army 26
Roman Catholic Mission 136
St. Benedict's Mission Society
Methodist South Mission 18
Methodist North Mission 72
Russian Orthodox Church k
Seventh Day Adventist 21
Oriental Mission Society

*+33 /

The Seoul Press, Politic s and Religion in Chosen: Attitude of the Government
Jowards Christianity (Seoul: The Seoul Press, 1920), p. 10.

.

Missionary sources estimated the number of Korean Christians in 1919 at
approximately 318,708. Of this number, 219,220 were Protestants and 99,688 were
Greek or Roman Catholic. Arthur Judson Brown, The Mastery of the Far East (New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1919), p. 514. Brown noted that this was

about three times as many as there were in all the world at
the end of the first century of the Christian era. Seldom has it
been given to the first generation of missionaries in any land,
to witness such rich fruitage while yet in their prime. Every
year, it seemed that the movement must have reached its climax,
and that there would certainly be a reaction; but every year saw
it broadening and deepening until it looked as if Korea would be
the first of the non-Chr i st i an nations to become evangelized.

Ibi d.
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A Japanese source lists a smaller total -- 279,435 -- for the ten

denominations cited above. Politics and Religion in Chosen, p. 10.

Brown appears to have overstated the momentum of Christian increase,

at least for the Protestant denominations. A later study concluded that the

period from 1911-1919 was "nine lean years.' 1 The reason was that:

In both the Methodist Episcopal and the Presbyterian churches,
there is an increase in the number of missionaries and Korean
workers and a falling off in the number of baptisms per year,

and in both the total number of members and probationers in

1919 is less than in 1911. Clearly then we have come to a

period of arrested growth in the church as a whole....

Alfred Washington Wasson, Church Growth in Korea (Concord, New Hampshire: Rum-

ford Press, 193*0, P- 78.

3. The Educational Ordinance provided that:

Within a period of ten years at the outside all private

schools in Korea must conform to the government system,

which excluded any compulsory religious exercises either

of worship or instruction and forbade the use of school

buildings or curriculum hours for such purposes.

Herbert Welch. "The Missionary Significance of the Last Ten Years: A Survey III.

In Korea," The International Review of Missions (July, 1922), p. 3*+2

.

4. Foreign missionaries in Korea prepared a remarkable seventy-three page

background paper entitled The Present Movement for Korean Independence for the

newly arrived American Consul-General Bergholz. It is an excellent presentation

of the missionary point of view in 1919, end I have drawn upon it freely in this

paper. Bergholz forwarded the report to the State Department with the following

comment

:

Shortly after the movement for independence of Korea was

started I requested certain members of the Methodist and Presbyterian

Missions, whose long residence in the country and familiarity with

the conditions prior, and subsequent, to the annexation particularly

fitted them for the work, to prepare me a brief historical

narrative of Korea showing its relations to Japan and giving the

various causes which have led to the present uprising. A copy

of the report, for which ! am particularly indebted to the

Presbyterian Mission, and with which the Methodist Mission

associates itself, I now have the honor to enclose.

Consulate General, Seoul to State Department, May 22, 1919, 895-00/639. The

quotation cited is from pp. 11-12. The report will hereinafter be cited as PMK!

.

The report's statement that "All relations with the civil officials have

continued cordial and harmonious" omits a considerable amount of friction over

the years. Arthur Judson Brown, writing on the eve of the March First Movement,

characterized mi ss i onaiy-Japanese relations more accurately:
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The Japanese attitude cannot be properly characterized as one
f

H
h

k
lndeed) {t frequently has been one of cordialityand helpfulness, particularly toward the missionaries in Seoul!

Ifl?
***? ^'^'y noticeable in recent years. But for sometime after the Japanese occupation, there was considerable

irritation because of the alleged ant i -Japanese attitude ofmissionaries. The Japanese regarded them as inimical to their
and 35 m° re ° r ' eSS conscious, y 9 iving such encouragementto the Koreans as to embarnass the Government-General

Civil and military officials did not hesitate to expresstheir concern in personal conversations, and the vernacular press

,C,
bitt" attacks “po" the

Nor were the Japanese attitudes without some justification:

Vie do not insist that all of the several hundred American
missionaries have been wholly without fault. In the midst
of a frightened and helpless people, seeing what they believed
to be injustice and cruelty, anxious for the churches and
schapl which represent the toils of many years, they could not he
Xgasortab y expecte d to act as if they were deaf Ind dumb, let
it be conceded that some of them have contributed heat as well
as light to the question under consideration. (italics added)

Brown's comment was prophetic for the missionaries' attitude in 1919 .

Brown
> Mas tery of the Far East , p. 559 and p. 575 .

5. PMKI pp. 9-12 and Brown, Mastery of the Far East
, pp. 566- 567 .

ment wac^Lrfrf^
‘^ rea^‘ on of one missionary to whom the independence move-

r
d ls/ecorded in the interrogation of Yi KapsSng in Yi PyonghOn ed

li
'

9 ' pp°
n

292'29 3 T' ?i
St° ry ° f th%March First Movement (Seoul: Sisa sibosa,”

969J, pp. 292 293. See the response of Dr. Frank W. Schofield in Section II below,

H i ctnrv r‘
r " at *

°

na 1 1

s

* activity from 1910 to 1918, see Korean National

sa n
V

[ T f Committee (Hereinafter cited as HKNCC)
, Hanguk tononip undono

Trr’ .
, i

H t° ry
?
f the Korean Independence Movement], (Seoul" National History

25
P

Ch5sIn
n

|

967 -’ PP ‘ 54'" 6 and Kan
?

Toksang, ed., Gendai-shi shirvS .

pp! 1 -69 '
lModern Historical Materials, Korea], (Tokyo: Misuzu Shobo, 1965),

7. For a comprehensive statement,
Japanese Rule in Korea," in Brown, Mastery

see Chapter XXIII
of the Far East ,

,
"Benefits of

pp. 35^-375.

8 . PMKI
, p. II. The

confidence with which the Gove
Brown, Korean ConsDiracv r.a<;<=

PP- 571-574]
’

report notes that "The only interruption in the
rnment has regarded us was the 1 Consp i racy Case 1 ."

pp. 16 ff. and Brown, Mastery of the Far East ,



nrMa /: ^"*u ’ Ge"eral Bergholz sent copies of a circular letter originally
prepared in 1897 *>r tho Amor, can Minister Sill. It enjoined "upon them thenecess'ty of scrupulously abstaining from participating in the domestic affairs

that
^ Bergholz wrote in his covering letter to the State Department

Although I fully believe our missionaries in Chosen are not
in sympathy with the movement referred to, I nevertheless deemed
it prudent, rather for the benefit of the younger than the older
missionaries, to bring to their notice the views of the Department
...as to the necessity of their holding themselves wholly aloof
from all political questions.

Consulate General, Seoul to State Department, January 29, 1919, 763.72119/4013.

10. Letter from F.M. Brockman, General Secretary of the Young Men's
Christian Association, Seoul, Korea to U.S. Consulate General (Letter is undated
but bears Consulate stamp of January 30, 1919), U.S., Department of State, Seoul,
Post Records, 1919.

11. leou I P ress , January 17, 1919, m Consulate General. Seoul to State Department,
January 17, 1919 , 763.721 1 9/^01 4.
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e ®xamined the Japanese police reports, Interrogation Reports of
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,s mv° ,ved in planning the March First Movement. There is no

Sc^of?eid
n

nlteH'hT
9^ ;°reknow,ed9e - only slight exception is Dr. FrankSchofield, noted below, who cannot be regarded as an instigator.

reports slln^fh?
acc^nts, memo! rs of participants, etc., and all Japanese

General r
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^
r,ter " P°' ,ce reports, Gendarme reports and Governor-General reports — substantiate this conclusion.
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° f State
> AP ri '> 1919. U.S., Department of State, 895 . 00/609 Seealso U.S., Department of State, 895/00. 597 .
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svmnAth
Pf rcep ‘ l0n that"something was in the air" was not invariably greetedsympathetically. One missionary employed the Japanese speaking abilityof the
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the r h0ritif ° f
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’ Jhe Other Side of the Korean Question (Seoul: Seoul Press, 1920), p. 6 .

March 10
3
'iqiq

tt
fn ^ “n * de"tified missionary in Korea to relatives in America,

May 7 I 9 iq
9 9

U s

f° rwarded by Congressman Elston to Secretary of State Lansing,nay /, 1919 . U.S., Department of State, 895 .00/61 7 .

1 QAA c

4
'

?
r

'

c
ran

.

k W ' Schofie,d
» Private interview, Seoul, Korea, March 29966 See also Frank W. Schofield, "What Happened on Sam II Day March 1 l 9 19 "Hah Jung, ed., The Feel of Korea (Seoul: Hollym Corporation, 1966), p. 277 ]

5. Dr. Frank W. Schofield, private interview, Seoul, Korea, March 29, 1966 .

6 .

script), pp. 76-84
haHeS F ' Bernheisel

* forty One Yea rs in Korea (unpublished manu-

Department AoH I ^'iqiS^Tc
10

n
" 5 ’ Parkinson

’ AP r!1 '5. >919, forwarded to State
P t ent, April 26, I 919 . U.S., Department of State, 895.00/611.

9. PMM, p. 43.

10. Embassy, Tokyo to State Department, March 8 , 1 9 1 9 , 895 .OO/587 .

11. Embassy, Tokyo to State Department, March 21, 1919, 895.00/586.

The Embassy commented as follows:

IC
'!.?haracteristica lly Japanese to lay a large share ofresponsibility on the shoulders of the American missionaries,

is is due not only to their failure to appreciate the altruistic
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motives that have inspired missionaries to devote their lives
to the uplift of the Koreans and to the general suspicion of
Americans, but also to the fact that it is the most convenient
way of accounting for the otherwise inexplicable dissatisfaction
of Koreans with the Japanese regime.

12. Seoul Press. March 14. 1919 .

13 . Ibid.

14. PMKI, p. 31. Japanese reports

. . . s %
^ w • v i va i o " t v # wfiu^cngun

shi re. kan (hereinafter cited as KMC) to War Minister (hereinafter cited as WM)

,

March 3, 1919^ No. 3 and Chosen Sotokufu keimukyoku (hereinafter cited as GGPAB)Dokuritsu undo ni kansuru u 1 ^ *- 9

ken , March I, 1919,

15.

KMC to WM, March 2,
March 12, 1919, No. 13 and March

1919, No. 8; GGPAB, Dokuritsu undo ni
18, 1919, No. 18.

kansuru ken.

16. While the part icipation of Ch^ondogyo followers was evident, the
etter organization of the Christians on March l made the movement appear pre-

dominantly Christian. See GGPAB, Dokuritsu undo ni kansuru ken. March l. 1919
No. 2.

" * *

17. Mrs. F. Moffett, personal diary, March 1, I 919 .

18. Letter from unidentified missionary in Korea to mother in America.
Copy forwarded from Congressman Elston to Secretary of State Lansing, April 15
1919. U.S

. , Department of State, 895 .00/600.

19. PMKI, pp. 43-44.

20. Consulate General, Seoul to State Department, March 13, ?919, 895.00/
570. This report was delayed in transmission and appears to have been sent from
Seoul on March 6 , 1919.

21. See above, Section II, Notes #12 and 13. It was apparent to the
Japanese authorities by March 12 that the foreign missionaries had not instigated
the movement and were rot Involved Reports submitted from the KMC during the period
March 1 to Marcty 12, 59 reports in all, indicate no evidence that missionaries were
behind, in the middle or in front of the movement. A summary report from the
Chosen Kempeitai shireikBn (hereinafter cited as KGC) to the WM, March 12, 1919,
No. 24, reviewed the origin of the movement and its spread and made no mention of
forgigO- missionaries. The Police authorities could do no better: they managed to
list a few allegations of missionaries showing sympathy but nothing substantial.
See GGPAB, Dokuritsu undo ni kansuru ken . March 4, 5, 6,7, 8 , 9 and 12, Nos. 5,
t, 7,8,9, 10 and 13.

22. By March 22, 1919, the Governor- Genera l was able to report twelve
instances where missionaries were "involved" in the demonstrations. The use of
|the word kanyo indicates that the authorities were forced to regard every adverse
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report concerning a missionary as some kind of subversive activity.
General (hereinafter referred to as GG) to Director, Colonial Bureau
1919.

23. GGPAB, Beikokuflin no gendo . July 28, 1919.

Governor-
March 22,
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NOTES

SECTION II I

1. PMKI , p. 46.

2. In this and the following sections the term "missionaries" refers
almost exclusively to Protestant missionaries of the Presbyterian and Methodist
denominations. Missionaries from other denominations were either inactive or
did not come to the attention of the authorities. The "activists'* were mainly
from the major U.S. denominations. Why this was so deserves further study.
Japanese officials and other observers often noted that some Christians were
completely uninvolved in the independence demonstrations from start to finish.
For example,

As a matter of fact, practically no Korean followers of the
Roman Catholic Mission, the English Church Mission, the
Congregation Church, the Salvation Army, and some other
denominations were arrested or imprisoned, for tfcb simple
reason that they stood entirely aloof of politics and took
no part whatever in the disturbances....

3. This term appears in PMKI „ p. 47. 1,1 No neutrality for brutality*
is coming to be the slogan of those who areompelled to live in the midst of
atrocities." It also occurs in a letter from P'yongyang: which states "Of
course, as I have told you before, we are supposed to be neutral, but some of the
folks have adopted the slogan 'No neutrality for brutality. 1 " Letter from E.W.
Winn, June 29, 1919, forwarded to State Department by J.V. Berger, July 29, 1919.

U.S. Department of State, 895.00/646.

5. Peking and Tientsin Times , March 15, 1919.

The China Press . March 21, 1919.

7* Jhe Peking Leader . March 29, 1919.

Some missionaries objected strongly to these reports.

Some of these reports were injudiciously published in foreign
papers in China, an act which the missionaries themselves
regretted, since publication in the Orient could accomplish
nothing but to arouse resentment on the part of the Government.
Some of the reports so published were not Intended for publication
at any time in any form.

PMKI , p. 46.

8. Both publications and many journals in the United States carried
extensive articles on the Korean independence movement. Most articles printed

Seoul Press, Politics and Religion in Chosen , pp. 1-2.

“ 7

in America were primarily interested In Japanese policy toward Christianity
rather than the merits of the Korean case.
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,, D
9 - The Peking Leader, March 27, 1919; Usami Katsuo, Missionaries andthe Recent Disturbances in Chosen," Administrative Reforms in Korea (Seoul-The Seoul Press, 1919), p. 71 and PMKI . pp. 45-46.

10. There are many such reports in the Seoul Post Records.

11. The Reverend Samual Moffett made one compilation.

nf n, rl
2 '

u
THe ^"'ssion on Relations with the Orient of the Federal Councilthe Churches of Christ in America (Hereinafter referred to as CRO) The Korean

S i t uat i on (New York; The Commission on Relations with the Orient of the
Federal Council of Churches of Christ in America, 1919), p* 6.

13. Consulate General, Seoul to Embassy, Tokyo, March 25 1919 U S
Department of State, Seoul Post Records.

* ^ ' "

, . . !

4 - no -Httai" in Kondo Ken'ichi, ed.. Banzai s5jo_jiken
fsan-ichi undo) LThe Manse Riot Incident (3.1 Movement) 1 , I (Tokyo- 1964)
pp. 45-96.

15. Arthur D. Berry, "Address of the Fraternal Delegate from the Con-
ference of Federated Missions in Japan," The Korean Mission Held. XV (ner.emboi

,

1919), pp.

16. Ibid .

17. Bishop Welch, Dr. Schofield and George Gleason met with Hara.
Schofield also saw Kato Komei.

18. Consulate-General, Seoul to State Department, April 23, 1919,
895.00/625.

’

19. CRO, The Korean Situation , pp. 68-72.

20. Ibid . t pp. 72-74.

21. Letter from un : dent i f i ed missionary in Korea. U.S., Department
of State, 895.00/600.
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NOTES

SECTION IV

4l

I. CftO, The Korean Situation
r p . 5.

April 5

,

2

i 9 , ^

E ' ArmStr°n9
’

"N0tes on the Korean Uprising for Independence,"

3 - CRO, The Korean Situation
. pp . 5-6.

** . B rown
, Korean Conspiracy Case

, p . 3

.

5 - CRO, The Korean Situation, pp . 5-6.

the Orient, « C°”"' SSi °n S' Utl“s »'«

7 . Cable from Foreign Minister Uchida to Consul General Yada.

8. Letter from Sidney Gulick to Consul General Yada, May 29 , I91 9.

9 . Ibid .

10 . Ibid .

Miss ions 'of thfpr
r

J
rr Arth

r
U
[

JU
u
SOn BrOWn

’ SecretarY, The Board of Foreign

of the ChoLn M-
y

•

nan rCh ,n the U - S - A -' t0 the Relatives and Friendsor tne Chosen Missionaries, June 30 , 1919.

12 . Ibid .

Duh] j_. u
The intensity of these charges is aPParent in a PamPhlet

in Korea 'The^th
66
^ I

9
'?,’ ^

CCUsing the JaPanese of exterminating Christianity

were het; ini ,

r ^ a" bUt COnc,uded the Commission and Dr. Gulick

the nemnhi ? ^ Japane * e government accomplish the task. The introduction to

Situation-
6 S at6S ^ f° ,,OWS re9 a rding the Commission publication of The Korean

The forewood is signed by William I. Haven, Chairman, and
Sidney L. Gulick, Secretary. The latter is widely known as a
powerful propagandist for Japan. So much of the pamphlet as is
written by him and Or. Haven shows an intense desire to keep the
aity quiet and a deplorable eagerness to persuade us that butter

will not melt in the mouth of a Japanese torturer. The pamphlet
is, obviously, issued reluctantly, under pressure of persistent
inquiry from missionaries and other Christians.

The attack continues:

Who knows by what magic or good luck or supernatural per-
suasiveness heathen Japan controls the time and manner of
publishing or suppressing the most important missionary news since
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Diocletian's day? Hundreds of pages of facts have been
brought through all perils with speed and secrecy to the
Presbyterian and Methodist mission boards. Published, those
horrifying documents would have roused the most complacent priest
of our city churches, the meanest deacon of us all, and the
coldest of our politicians; and the persecutors would have been
slowed up or inconvenienced; and Paris might have denied their
prayer for added power. A machinery, however, had been prepared
beforehand, and according to plan, as the Japanese of Europe used
to say, the unsuspecting Presbyterians and Methodists poured
their facts into the 'publicity' department of a 'commission 1

the secretary of which Is Dr. Sidney L. Gulick, famous for his
eulogies of Japan, many of them entirely just. Those facts were
buried forever, then, in the office of a Japanophile enthusiast
who was not less determined than Tokyo to keep them from getting
about among the Americans or getting to Paris. Dr. Gulick called
in Japanese officials, who controlled and directed the obsequious
whispers in which we Christians vented our fiery wrath. Month
after month went by, and five months after the persecution broke
out. Dr. Gulick's 'publicity* department, under pressure,
reluctantly printed that brown pamphlet. To kill all possible
interest in it, he prefaced it with five pages of flattery of
the Japanese Government and of advice to us to trust Apollyon to

execute all necessary 'reforms. 1 Who wishes to read one single
page of these atrocities when assured by Dr. Gulick in the 'fore-

word' that a most efficient government is doing what we pray for

and that the mission boards themselves are content? God will not
be content, nor will the Christians of California.

Newell Martin, Japan's Attempt to Exterminate Korean Christians (Milford.

Connecticut: 1919) , pp* 3-^*

14. Letter from Brown to Relatives and Friends of the Chosen Missionaries,
June 30, 1919-

15. CRO, The Korean Situation , pp. 3-4.

16. Ibid. , p. 3.

17. Brown, Korean Conspiracy Case , p. 2.
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SECTION V

!• Seoul Press. September 4, 1 91 9.

2. Hasegawa Yoshimichi, So jo zenqosaku shiken [a Personal Opinion on
Post-Riot Policy], 1919. Hasegawa warned as follows:

Sorre American missionaries encourage freedom and pro-
American feelings asA proselyt i zing tactic. There is
concern that this will impair the future of our administration
in Korea. To permit foreigners to hold religious authority
is extremely dangerous. If Christianity is considered a religious
belief in agreement with the desires of the Korean people, it
is at a minimum necessary that religious authority be held by
a Japanese or a Korean.

3. The most active pro-Korean missionary, Dr. Frank Schofield, managed
to meet Sait5 in Tokyo in August, 1919. Schofield left the meeting convinced
that Saito would be a humane Governor-General. Dr. Frank Schofield, private
interview in Seoul, Korea, March 29, 1966.

The new relationship with the missionaries was more than a one man effort
by Saito. The reorganization of the Government-General in August brought the
creation of a new Religion Section in the Educational Affairs Bureau. "Two
Christians were speci al ly chosen to serve in it and a commissioner, a Christian
convert well conversant with the English language, was also appointed and charged
with the duty of establishing a better understanding between the Government
and foreign missionaries." Government-General, Relations Between the Government
and Christianity in Korea (Seoul: Government-General

, 1921), pp. V 5-1 6.

4. Elizabeth A. McCully, "Notes from the Federal Council," The Korean
Mission Field , XV (November, 1919), p. 234.

5. A Communication to His Excellency, Baron Saito, Governor-General of
Chosen from The Federal Council of Protestant Evangelical Missions in Korea,
September, 1919, pp. 1-2.

6. Ibid ., pp. 10-11.

7. Saito shishaku kinen kai (Hereinafter cited as SKK) , Shishaku Saito
jjakoto den [Biography of Viscount Makoto Saito] (Tokyo: Saito shishaku kinen kai
1941) , II, p. 432.

The U.S. Consul General noted that:

The Governor-General, since his arrival at Seoul on
September 2nd, has been paying assiduous attention to all
foreigners, giving a dinner to the consular body, inviting
all the missionaries to tea and many of them to luncheon,
and proclaiming on every occasion his intention to introduce
sweeping reforms in Chosen, and it is generally believed that
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eventually he wi 1 1 do so if it is necessary in order to
establish tranquility.

Bergholz to Secretary of State, October 24, 1919 , DS 895 .OO/667 .

8. The Commission on Relations with the Orient of the Federal Council
o the Churches of Christ in America, The Korean Situation. Number 2 (New York-The Commission on Relations w.th the o7ient of the Federal Counci I "of the Churchesof Christ in America, 1920), pp. 15-16.

vnurcnes

9» Ibid . . p. 17 .

10. Seoul Press . December 14, 1919.

CR0 » The Korean Situation. Number 2. p. 10.
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SECTION VI

1 • Brown, Mastery of the Far East- p . 576.

2. Ibid.
. p. 57/t.

3 . John Donne, Devotions Upon Emergent Occasions.
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AND THE MISSIONARIES

Dr. Frank Schofield and former

I arrived in Korea to take up work as a mis-

sionary teacher in the Chosun Chirstian College

(now Yonsei University) early in October 1919. As

this was seven months after the March 1st Indepen-

dence Movement, and many students and some

teachers were still in prison. I heard much about

the movement and the effects it was having on the

schools and missionary work in general. I heard

very little said which involved any missionaries

directly in the movement. As the Japanese police

were still very active in searching out all those in-

volved in the movement, naturally any part played

by missionaries was kept a dark secret and not dis-

cussed where there might be any chance that it

Korean President Syngman Rhee

might be overheard and come to the attention of

the authorities. One never knew when a servant,

or Korean fellow worker of a missionary might be

arrested, questioned, and possibly tortured, in order

to get him to divulge any information that he might

have concerning anyone even remotely connected

with the movement.
The main points that I heard discussed in mission

circles and among Koreans who were not directly

connected with the movement were: the great

secrecy with which it was planned, the efficiency

with which the word was spread by the under-

ground all over the country so that there seemed

to be spontaneous demonstrations in remote parts of
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the country very soon after the "Declaration of In-

dependence" was made public in Seoul. Of course,

there was mention of students, teachers and church

workers who were still in prison, and there was

great concern among their friends, Korean and

missionary, for their welfare. Especially, since winter

was approaching, there was great anxiety, among
friends and family members, for those who were in

poor health, as they knew that there was no heat

in the prisons and clothing and bedding furnished

prisoners was very poor protection from the cold.

In Dr. Syngman Rhee’s first speech before the

National Assembly after he was elected its chair-

man in June 1948, he made the following reference

to the "Samil Undong."
"On March 1st 1919, the representatives of the 13

provinces gathered in Seoul organized the Great

National Assembly and declared the establishment

of the Independent Republic of Korea and or-

ganized the provisional Government of this Re-

public, thus laying the foundation of the democratic

principle for our nation. Unfortunately, due to the

world situation, we were unable to achieve our aim.

Our people, both at home and abroad, however,

supported that Government, giving up their lives

and shedding their blood in order to uphold the

principle and spirit of that memorable day of March
1st 1919. Logically enough, this congress which we
open today is the successor of that Great General
Assembly and the government which we are to

organize will be the successor of that provisional

Government established in Seoul at that time.

Therefore, we hereby confirm that this is the day
when that Republic of Korea is reborn after 29
years of our revolution. It is appropriate and proper
to continue to hold that historical year of 1919 as
our epochal national year and this assembly, as our
National Congress representing the entire nation.
Consequently the government born of this assembly
will be the sovereign independent government of
the entire nation."

Dr. Rhee, who was later elected the first Pre-
sident of the Republic of Korea by the first National
Assembly, thus shows the great importance that he
attached to the "Samil Movement." Dr. Rhee him-
self was converted to Christianity and came under
the influence of missionaries while he was in prison,
while attending Paichai School in Seoul, and later
when he was with the Y.M.C.A. in Seoul. He had
to leave Korea because of his activities in opposition
to the ruling Japanese Government while he was
with the Y.M.C.A. in 1912.

I have been told by a graduate of one of the
teacher s colleges of Korea that in her history class
she was taught that the teaching by American
teachers in mission schools had much to do with
the growth of patriotism and desire for independence
which inspired the 1919 Independence Movement.
Students were taught about the American Revolu-
tion, and the fight for independence from Great

Britain. They were also taught the principles of

democratic government, human rights, individual

liberty, freedom of speech and freedom of the press,

and such American slogans as "Government of the

people, by the people, and for the people." There is

no doubt but that all of this had much to do with

the great demonstrations all over Korea shouting

“Mansei" and demanding liberty for their country.

It is a well known fact that the students of Pai-

chai School and Ewha high school and Ewha College

were most active in the 1919 uprising. Many of

these students were imprisoned and tortured and

one Ewha girl died in prison and became a national

heroine. Helen Kim, who was teaching at Ewha at

this time, and was known to be in very close and

confidential relations with the missionaries, who
were administering and teaching at Ewha, received

large sums of money which were collected by under-

ground agents all over Korea. Helen turned the

money over to her missionary friends in Ewha who
sent it in letters to their friends in various places.

These friends in turn gave the money to agents who
were active in the United States, Hawaii and Shang-
hai and other places. These funds which were used

to promote interest, sympathy and cooperation in

foreign countries, no doubt had great effect in en-

couraging and promoting the cause of independence
abroad where Koreans had established centers for

carrying on their activity.

Dr. Helen Kim once told me during the time of

the meeting of the U.S.—USSR Joint Commission in

the summer of 1947, that the great majority of

Koreans would be in favor of trusteeship, if it

would be entirely under the United States. They
opposed trusteeship, as it was proposed by the Joint

Commission, because she said it was only a scheme
of the Russians to get complete control of Korea.
She and the Korean people in general got this love
for, and confidence in America from her experience
during the independence movement.

Dr. Kim herself was in poor health during the
1919 movement. When it became known that she
might be imprisoned her friends knew that she
would probably not survive such an experience.
Her missionary friends arranged for her to work as
a "sewing woman" under a false name with a
foreign family living in the suburbs of Seoul. Later
on, when it was thought she had tuberculosis she
was secretly brought to a room in the old Sontag
Hotel, which Ewha had bought, and she was treated
there by a missionary physician from Severance,
Dr. V.D. Vanbuskirk. Later she was taken to live
with a farming family in a remote section of Kyong
Gi Do. Her missionary friends kept in close touch
with her all of the time, and supplied all of her
needs for food, medicine, clothing and reading
material.

In 1949 I happened to be in Washington, D.C.
when the Korean Government, through its Ambas-
sador, Dr. John Chang Myung. conferred a decora-
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tion on Dr. E.M.Mowry, who had formerly been
principal of a presbytarian boys school in Pyeng
Yang, for having hidden and protected a group of
students in his house following the March 1st

demonstrations. These students were being sought
for by the Japanese police, and Dr. Mowry protected
them at the risk of his own persecution by the Ja-
panese Government. The citation accompanying the
conferring of the decoration on Dr. Mowry praised
him very highly for his aid to the Korean people
in their struggle for independence. I attended the
ceremony and the reception and was much impressed
by the great importance that the Koreans attached
to the event.

In the Korea times of March 1st 1966 Mr. Bolling
Reynolds formerly principal of a missionary school
in Chonju, Chulla Pukdo, had a letter in which he
tells of experience in connection with the Samil
Movement. He remembers hiding a teacher, who
was “old and lame,” but in some way connected
with the movement. He says that he hid the old
man in the attic of his large house, and later "saw
him escape in a small boat up the river."

Mr. Reynolds also relates in the same letter that

he visited in Seoul very near the house where "Dr.
Schofield was living, and where in his basement he
was harboring some Koreans who were putting out
patriotic literature a very risky business." He also
writes that he had the good fortune to be in the
confidence of the school teachers, and had known
beforehand that some sort of public demonstrations
would occur.

In the same letter to the Korea Times, Mr.
Reynolds tells that the Rev. Mr. Thomas, an Eng-
lishman, but working with the Oriental Missionary
Society of the United States, was in a rural village

at the time and was caught by Japanese police who
gave him a severe beating. They took him for an
American missionary, which would indicate that the

Japanese authorities believed that the American
missionaries were definitely connected with this

sudden outburst of the Koreans against the Japanese
colonial government.

I have recently been talking with Mr. Kim Tai-

won, who has a decoration from the Korean Gov-
ernment and receives a small annuity in recognition

of his patriotic service during the Samil Movement.
Mr. Kim told me that his main activity at that

time involved his disguising himself as a farmer

and traveling around among the farmers in every

village in Chungchong Pukdo. The purpose was to

give out independence literature that was produced

by the underground patriotic organization. Mr. Kim
I told me that the news sheets, which he distributed,

were given to him on his regular secret visit to

Seoul by Dr. V.D. Vanbuskirk. This would seem to

I

indicate that Dr. Vanbuskirk was very definitely

connected with the movement, and was doing his

part to help it along. The fact that Dr. Vanbuskirk

treated Miss Helen Kim while she was hiding from

the police would also imply that he was one of the

inside circle of missionaries who were actively as-
sisting the movement.

Dr. E.M.Mowry happens to be the only missionary
of whom I have personal knowledge regarding his
official recognition for his part in the March 1st

affair, but perhaps there were others. There may
be many missionaries who rendered aid in a great
variety of ways to the Koreans in this struggle for
independence, but their names were never brought
to the attention of the proper government authorities,
so no recognition was accorded them.

Mention has been made above of Dr. Schofield
and his work in connection with the movement. I

have just recently heard from a Korean teacher in
a boys school something I had never heard before
about Dr. Schofield. This young teacher says that
in his history class in college he was told what Dr.
Schofield was with the thirty three signers of the
Declaration of Independence on that memorable
night in the Bright Moon Restaurant (Myung Wul
Kwan), when they drew up the resolution, or de-
claration, before going out to Pagoda park and
making a public proclamation of the declaration of

independence. I had never heard this about Dr.
Schofield before, and would like to have more
evidence for it than this young man’s statement.
There is no doubt that Dr. Schofield did take a very
active part in the movement, so much so that he
had to leave the country for his own protection
from the Japanese police. He has almost become a
legendary character in Korea.

It is well known now that the Samil Movement
greatly aroused the justice loving people of the world
to conditions in Korea. Protests were sent to various
governments including the United States and Eng-
land, and the Japanese people themselves demanded
that their government do something in Korea to

remove the criticism and condemnation that was
being directed at Japan by justice loving people of

all countries. Outstanding missionary leaders brought
the matter to the attention of their governments and
Japan got the message. The military governor gen-
eral was recalled and the benevolent and ageing
viscount Saito was sent to Korea as Governor Gen-
eral. He called groups of leading missionaries and
Koreans to confer with him, and reforms were
made, with the purpose of giving the Koreans more
voice in making the regulations and laws under
which they were to live. I think we can give mis-

sionary leaders a great deal of credit for reforms
that were made at this time. Many of the Koreans
who were called to confer with and advise the

Governor General were men who had been greatly

inluenced by Christian missionaries.

Missionaries who were at home on furlough at
|

the time of the "Samil Movement" were in great

demand as speakers in meetings that were promoted
j

by Koreans living in the States and by students

from Korea in the various colleges and universities.

These missionary speakers did much to arouse the

general public in America to conditions in Korea. It
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was due to the general feeling among American
political and military leaders that it was made a

definite provision of any peace treaty with Japan
that Korea would be given complete independence.
I think missionaries both directly and indirectly,

were an important influence in initiating and carry-
ing out the Samil Movement. I believe the great
majority of the well informed and patriotic Korean
citizens today would at once agree that the Christian
missionaries were a very important factor in the
movement. It might almost be said that without the
work of Christian Missionaries in Korea for the
thirty five years preceeding March 1st 1919 there
would have been no Samil Movement.

By J. Ernest Fisher

our Lord Jesus Christ probes us with His Words:
"The Spirit of the Lord... has anointed me to preach
good news to the poor.”

^Ite ^Snxalledt OU6&

in 3Corea

Come walk with me. We’re walking from my
Seoul office in the Christian Building to the subway
station 100 yards away. It’s a bright but cold winter
day. Suddenly I notice a "house" I’d never noticed
before, so small that it seems to blend (or mold)
right into a high cement wall. I can’t believe its
miniscule dimensions: floor 3' x 5', height 4' Neither
long enough to stretch out, nor high enough to
stand up-if its owner is an adult. Surely it must be
the smallest house in Korea—maybe in the world."As we came to know its inhabitants, we discover-

ed it was home for a young widow by daytime(who supervises a government operation nearby)
and an elderly man by night (who is a day laborer
in nearby East Gate Market.).
We happily discovered how very clean and cozy

the
1S ' SP°tlessl>' clean i an electric blanket on

reallv isn> f

° “ t0aSty W
,

arm at nieht - (There
reall> ,sn t even room enough for a heated floorburner and certainly no place for a chimney.)

e '"e uome know these new friends. Their

to isk
dT °f lfe m 3 tiny houSe has caused uso ask ourselves some uncomfortable questions One

IZ mmi‘t
1S; H°W oom forta bly housed mission

“Wk
* am°ng the very poor?” Another-What does our Lord’s Gospel really mean to us as'

Mr. Chul Ho Kim and "the Smallest House

Just a comment on Mr. Chul Ho Kim, night
dweller m this tiny house. He’s 58, has been a
nyaka (cart) puller in East Gate Market for 19
years. His wife was a Chirstian who died many
years ago. He is an honest, hard worker, proud of
his two grown-up sons who live elsewhere. Con-
versation comes easy and is much appreciated. Iamconvmced in God s timing he’ll discover his own

theTnn ^ Same time
* 1 am daunted bythe knowledge that this "unnoticed house" represents what is so characteristic of my missionarvwalk m Seoul -the “overlook”, the not seeing of opportunities to serve all around us.

P

Dr. Stanton Wilson
United Presbyterian Mission
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Picnic in the Cemetery

n
(n^foll0

^
ing

-T?\
traCt W3S written by r>- Allen

Kn^. r
e
i|

an W
,‘

be C0
c
ntlnued in future issues ofKorea Calling. If any of our readers have more

information regarding some of the older headstonesand graves in Seoul Foreign Cemetery or interestingmemories of other foreigners who may be buriedelsewhere ,n Korea, we would like to hear fromyou— Jc,d.)

h was mieen Moffett’s idea. To have a picnic inthe Foreigners Cemetery after the summer earlychurch service at Seoul Union Church. We would
first have me lead a tour of the eraves
about those who lie there, and then would havfour picmc together. As it turned out, with theDeCamps, Moffetts, Gail Kinney, the Weisses and
ourselves there most of whom had known these

lly. it became a visit among old
friends. You might be interested in going along

oath 1 ,b

nV,n? “ 3nd Cl6ar ar°Und to ‘be finalpath into the mam cemetery, we walked in andstarted wandering back and forth.
Brodessoles the first name to catch our attentionand nearly everyone brightened at the name. They

lYttie i : T Sls‘ers " who> for years - ran a
ttle dress-making and notions shop on the south

side of the narrow street that circles the south side
f the Toksu Palace, not far from the main Tae-

Sl
1 g

l
te

u
^

t
b°y ’ 1 was intrigued by the

bell which jangled when one opened the door. Like
Steward s Store at the entrance to this same alley,
which supplied us all with groceries, the French
oisters were an institution without which life would
not have been the same.

Bethel is highly regarded by the Koreans. He
began a daily paper, the Daihan Daily News, pu-

b0t
n PngIlsh and Korean, beginning in

iyU5. 1 his will be recognized as the year when
Japan assumed her Protectorate over Korea. Bethel
died here in 1910. In the interim, he was highly
critical ot the Japanese, who were in the course of
swallowing up the country. For this, he was de-
ported for a time but returned. On the rear of the
larger ot the two stones, about half has been neatly
effaced—-by the Japanese who did not warm up to
praise of their critic. The second stone was erected
by his local admirers the Japanese could no longer
Stop them. 6

Bunker D.A. Bunker was one of the three youngmen sent to Korea by the U.S. government at the
request of the King, who wished to set up a school to
train young men for government service, particularly
interpreters. The school did well for a time, but
the funds got diverted to the private use of officials,
so all three men presently resigned. The three, D.
A. Bunker, G.W. Gilmore and Homer Hulbert,

had been senary students when selected for thiswork. Gilmore left the work and Korea in 1889-Hulbert resigned in 1892 and Bunker in 1894 Thelatter two joined the Methodist Mission. Mr Bunker

Chaffin Mr. Chaffin came to Korea in 1914 to

m hU
retar

fV
a
rY°

rk Witl
?
Dr ' H -G - Underwood and

n hk H
W

‘f

* th
f
®van8elistic work. Dr. Rhodes says" h History, He was a saintly man who had afine influence on the Koreans though he did notknow the language. ’ He was pretty much of an

M
V
ti

6d m^ Mrs ’ Chaffin joined theMethodist Mission and worked here well into the

m5SL*mJ£ ™ <***• » *.

Pr«bv f
!° John

. f

Genso w
.
as Treasurer of the Northern

Presbyterian Mission from 1908 to 1950. He was
the first such Mission treasure to be sent out, alayman with business experience, and was considered
by his Board to be one of the best mission treasurers
in the world. At the time of the 1950 evacuation,
he was flown to Kobe, because of a bad heart, and
d ied there. During the final months before the Ko-
rean War, knowing that his heart might take him
oft, he is said to have kept a daily up -to-date
summary of his accounts, on a single sheet of paper
in case of emergency. His daughter, however, says
that she thinks he had always done that. He had
come to Korean with a heart condition that made
11-impossible for him to secure life insurance. His
office was in his own home, where he could work
at his own pace, which was fast enough for all
considerations. A far cry from the modern-day
complications of equipment and personnel. Salaries
were deposited for each of us in the Dai Ichi Ginko
(First Bank) in Seoul, against which checks could
be drawn. He would then send a postcard to each
one, giving the amount of the deposit, usually
adding a personalized comment, such as the time
he wrote at the end of mine, "Are you picking
violets yet in Chongju?

Mrs. Genso returned to Korea for two years of
work in the Literacy program, after her retirement,
and left a host of friends behind her. When Agnes
Kim (author of "I married a Korean") came to
Korea to marry David, in 1935, international mar-
riages were a very new idea and few were in favor
of it. Mrs. Genso took Agnes in and helped her
plan and arrange her wedding.
Gail Kinney is their daughter. And looks much

like her.

by Dr. Allen D. Clarke
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Life in Korea

a Half a Century Ago-HI

Dr. J. Ernest Fisher

In this third and final article, Dr. Fisher discusses
patriotic and political life and social life in the
1920s. With this offering for our readers we com-
plete this special series, and bid Godspeed to Dr.
Fisher, who returns to the United States after 5
months Those who have enjoyed these materials
can look forward to much, much more upon the
publication of Dr. Fishers book later this year... Ed.)

Political and Patriotic Life

I arrived in Korea i° rake Up my work in
L/hosun Christian College, just seven months after tl
historic March 1st Independence movement of 1915
Fhis incident in which 33 patriotic men drew up
declaration of the Independence of Korea and calle
the Japanese police to come and arrest them is to
well known for me to spend any time on it in th
short survey. I will just say that there were sti

S
a
*
y^dentS and teachers in Prison when I arri\

circled I

16"6 W
l
S great disorder in education;

circles all over the country.
Even though the demand for independence fror

J pan was refused and the passive resistance demonstrations that accompanied it were crushed witbrutal military and police action, the movement hai

a definite effect on the character and general out-
look of the Korean people. They were not crushed
and defeated in spirit, but on the contrary took a
new lease on life, seeming to realize that they
would have to make their way to successful life

goals as individuals in spite of the oppression of
their militaristic rulers. An organization was formed
called the "Hungsadan" and was led by outstanding
educational and intellectual men, whose purpose was
the moral and spiritual awakening of the nation.
They seemed to realize that the Japanese were here
to rule the country and there was nothing they
could do at that time to get rid of them. They
had appealed to the League of Nations, and the
Hague court of International Justice, but both of
these Organizations had refused to do anything to
help. President Theodore Roosevelt had practically
approved of Japan’s taking over Korea after the
Russo-Japan War.
The national Y.M.C.A. of Korea, led by Dr

Hugh Cynn, Dr. Yun Tchi-Ho, Yi Sang Jay and
other Koreans, and greatly assisted by several
American Y.M.C.A. workers and a committee of
representative Koreans and missionaries began a
movement for the improvement of rural life in Ko-
rea. The population was more than 80% rural and
farming at this time, and it had been neglected in
the educational and modernizational activity which
had been taking place in the urban centers through-
out the country. Specialists in agriculture and rural
life were brought out from America and England.
Study classes, conferences and institutes were set
up at various places, and great emphasis was put on
rural life improvement for several years in the earlv
twenties.

yiucpcnuence demand and the demonstrations
that followed it, as well as protests and petitions
that were made by missionaries in Korea and by
political, religious, and educational leaders in Amer-
ica and other countries awakened the home govern-
ment and the people of Japan to the fact that their
so called protective rule in Korea was not the
success that they thought it would be. The military
Governor General, Hasegawa, was recalled and in
h!S place the ageing and benevolently disposed Ad-
miral Viscount Saito was appointed in his place. He
began reforms at once, advisory committees of
leading missionaries and Koreans were asked to
meet with the Governor and other Japanese Govern-
ment Officials to help plan reforms, and institute

^if°^v-
eSS1Ve socia an^ political measures that gave

the Koreans more influence and opportunities in the
conduct of the government of the country. SomeKorean leaders, like Dr. Cynn and Dr. Yun co-
operated with the Japanese in helping carry through
the progressive measures that were proposed and
instituted Many of these men suffered after liber-
ation for having cooperated with the Japanese at
this time They were called "Pro-Japs" and notpermuted to have any part in the military govern-
ment. They could have been of great assistance to
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the American Military Government Officials if

they had been called in to give advice and assistance
from 1945 to 1948.

One Japanese official should be given special
mention in connection with the Government Gen-
eral from 1922, when he came to Korea up to and
during World War II. This was the English
Secratary Mr. Yasuma Oda. During these years he
was the best known Japanese, by the foreign popu-
lation of Korea, of all the officials in the govern-
ment. Mr. Oda had attended a mission school in
Nagasaki, and showed so much promise that he was
sent to America from the mission school, and com-
pleted his education at an American church college,
and Chicago and Columbia Universities. He was a
Christian and an active member of the Japanese
Methodist Church in Seoul. He knew and was
known by practically every missionary family in
Korea and by all the leading Korean Christians. He
probably visited every mission station in the country
at one time or another, and he was a member of
many boards of managers of Christian institutions.

He was always the first person to be called upon,
when missionaries or Korean Christians had diffi-

culties with either the local or General Government.
Governor General Saito’s efforts were effective and

there was a period of several years after he came
when the Koreans concentrated on education and
social and economic reforms and development.
There were those who said "the better Saito is as a
Governor General, the worse it is for Korea, as it

will tend to make the Koreans satisfied with their

present condition, and forget that they are the
victims of an unjust and despotic foreign rule."

In the Seoul Press of May 4th 1924, Bishop Her-
bert Welch, the Methodist Bishop of Korea at that
time, was reported to have said to reporters who
interviewed him in San Francisco, when he had just

returned from Korea, "Koreans have given up all

thought of independence." This raised a great cry
of protest throughout the country. The Bishop at

once wrote a letter to Dr. Arthur Noble, Methodist
Missionary, in which he denied having made the
statement and said that his remark was: "Things
are quieting down, and the people are giving their

attention to education and economy rather than
agitating for independence. He later wrote a letter

to the Seoul Press specifically and emphatically to

disclaim having ever made the statement attributed
to him, and added that he "would never think of

making such a statement." His letter was published
in full in the Seoul Press.

Social Life in Seoul in Twenties

The old timers from Korea refer to these years
before World War II as the "good old days" and
in many ways they were interesting and pleasant.

There were around four or five hundred people of
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European or American extraction in Seoul at this
time, counting children. The majority of them were
Americans and were missionaries of one kind or
another The non-missionaries were the members
ot the Consular Staffs, which were much smaller
than they are now. As well as I can remember the
British, American, French, German, and Chinese
had their own consuls here, and other countries
were represented by one of these countries or by a
business firm. There were several British, French,
and American individuals who were engaged in
business of one kind or another, some who were
teaching, a number who were with foreign firms,
and two or three who were living here without any
special business or missionary activity that was
evident. Everybody, after he had been here awhile,
knew everybody else, at least by name and face.
There was a good deal of entertaining and socializ-
ing in the way of teas, dinner parties, picnics in the
season, and tennis at the Seoul Union, which at
that time was located in a large open square, be-
tween the American consulate and the Chong Dong
Methodist Church, with the street which ran be-
tween the British and the American consulates on
the East and the Singer Sewing Machine Company
building on the West. There were 4 tennis courts
and a small one story brick building where teas
were occasionally held and magazines, and publi-
cations of the Royal Asiatic Society were available
for reading on rainy days when you couldn’t play
tennis.

Many of the Seoul ladies had there "at home"
days, and lists of them were published in the Seoul
Press from time to time. These were pleasant oc-

casions to meet your friends and house refreshment
and hear and give out the latest gossip of the com-
munity. There were no house telephones, and mes-
sages were passed on by mutual friends or by notes

carried by your house boy or outside man. Mr.
Hobbs once told me that his two German Police

dogs, which guarded his and Mr. Miller’s houses,

were trained to never bark at or pay any attention

to a Korean entering their promises, if he was
carrying a white paper in hand, and friends from
whom they often received messages were told to

tell their message bearers to always display the

letter when they came with one.

The Japanese Friendly Association was organized

by Japanese Officials and leading Japanese citizens

to promote and cultivate friendly relations with the

foreigners in Seoul and some outstanding English

speaking Koreans. About twice a year this organi-

zation gave a party at the Chosun Hotel, to which

all foreign adult residents in Seoul were invited.

Some form of entertainment was provided, refresh-

ments were served and an afternoon or evening was

pleasantly spent. Special gatherings were called by

this organization and a luncheon or tea held when
a distinguished foreign visitor was in the city. I re-

call such receptions for Marshall Fosch in 1921, for
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Will Rogers, Margaret Sanger of "planned paren-

thood" fame, and Dr. Nitobe, and I think, Raban-

dranath Tagore, but I am not sure about him. Mr.

Oda and Dr. Niwa of the Japanese Y.M.C.A. were

the most active members or officers of the Japanese

Friendly Association.

From time to time world famous musical stars

came to Seoul and gave recitals in the public hall

which was across the street from the Chosun Hotel.

Fritz Kreistler, Marion Anderson and others were

here fifty or more years ago. Also the Takarazuka

Girl’s Opera from Japan was here from time to

time and gave performances.

The moving pictures were also claiming some of

our time as there were no radios or T.V.s to com-

pete with them. J.H. Morris had the agency for a

number of Hollywood companies, and brought their

pictures to Korea to rent to the several movie

houses in Seoul and other places. There were always

Japanese and Korean explainers who kept up a

continuous line of talk all during the show, telling

just what was taking place on the screen and what

the actors were saying. There were subtitles in

English for the benefit of those who did not under-

stand Japanese or Korean, and the English speaking

was turned off. Sometimes there were special show-

ings with the English on for the benefit of the

foreigners.

The Governor General gave a garden party on

the Emperor’s birthday and some other occasions.

Men were supposed to come attired in frockcoat,

striped trousers and silk hats. The women who
came could wear anything they liked, as the Ja-

panese would not know whether they were properly

dressed or not. Men were also expected to be in

full formal dress when they went to the Governor

General’s office to drink the Emperor’s health on

New Year Day. A soft drink called "cider" was
provided for the missionaries. After the New Year
ceremony at the Capitol, the men made the rounds

visiting the ladies of the community, who were

supposed to be at home and have provided some
kind of refreshment for the New Year callers. It

was quite common on this occasion to see a line of

rickshas with men all in top-hats, making their

rounds to call on the ladies.

The various consulates had their national open

house days when refreshment and some kind of

entertainment was provided for callers. All foreign-

ers and special Koreans and Japanese were wel-

comed at these functions. For the British it was the

24th of May, the Queen’s birthday (Victoria). For

the Americans it was the Fourth of July, for the

French Bastile Day (July 14th) for the Chinese

"Double Ten Day" (October 10). I have forgotten

what days the Russians and the Germans celebra-

ted, as I don’t remember having attended any func-

tions at either of these consulates.

John D. Rockefeller II visited Seoul early in the

Twenties, and was given a reception to which most

of the foreigners were invited and attended. I don’t

remember just where it was held, but I believe it

was at the offices of the Standard Oil Company.

The last Korean Emperor, Sunjong, died in 1926

and there was a great funeral procession, with

many life sized animals and other fantastic creations

as a part of it. I was in America at the time, but

have seen the moving pictures that Jim Morris took

of the whole procession, which were well done and

most interesting.

In June 1914 I attended the graduation ceremony

of the first class to graduate from Ewha College,

which began full college work in 1910. It was held

in Chong Dong Methodist Church. As I remember,

there were four girls in cap and gown in the

memorable ceremony. One of them was Miss Helen

Kim, who was some years, later, as Dr. Helen Kim,

President of Ewha University for about twenty-five

years and President Emeritus until her death in

Seoul, Feburary 10th 1970.

These are a few of the interesting features of life

in Korea in the "Good old Days" fifty years ago.

Many more might be recalled, but this is probably

enough.

Dr. J. Ernest Fisher

Korea Methodist Mission, retired
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The Independence Movement and the Missionaries

by Samuel H. Moffett

On March 1, 1919, the largest and most influential group of Westerners^

Korea was the Christian missionary community. There were some 631 mis-

sionaries in Korea that year, of whom 491 were Protestant.' It is with the

first reactions of this group to the Korean Independence Movement that this

brief paper will be concerned.

The Independence Movement of March 1, 1919, was a turning point

in the history of Korea under Japanese rule.
1

It was a public uprising and «

massive protest against Japanese imperialism imposed upon the penuisula

beginning with the protectorate of 1905 and the annexation of 1910.

Korea’s smouldering resentment was fanned by the post-war peace

conferences in Paris and Woodrow Wilson’s call for “self-determination

of small nations.” It was sparked into flame by the death of the last real

Korean king, Kojong.on Jan. 21, 1919, and the flame exploded into open

fire in March when Korean patriots secretly organized a nationwide, non-

violent demonstration for freedom timed to take advantage of the King’s

state funeral scheduled by the Japanese for March 3. Two days before the

funeral a Korean Declaration of Independence was signed,^read in public

at what is now Pagoda Park in Seoul, and circulated with amazing speed

throughout the ^peninsula. There were 33 signers: p
Christians, 15

Chondokyo and 'th^e Buddhists. Police and military response was quick

and brutal. But the demonstrations continued for months.

The role of the Western missionary in the movement has sometimes

been exaggerated in two very different directions. It has been claimed by

some that they actually instigated and directed the demonstrations. Lieut.

Gen. Kojima, at that time Commander of the Japanese Gendarmerie in

Korea, directly accused the missionaries of starting the protests* and he

was supported in the allegation by “a prominent official of the Japanese

War Office” who declared that “missionaries are behind the Korean

mobs.” 5

. .
.

On the other hand, some modern nationalist Korean critics o e

missionary movement imply that the general missionary attitude was pro

Japanese and anti-Korean. They do not realize perhaps that thereby they

are unconsciously adopting a second Japanese propaganda line of 1919,
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namely, that the missionaries had no part in the movement and that there-

fore the Western world could discount as pure nationalist propaganda the

wild Korean claims of injustice and persecution. A Japanese-controlled

editorial in The Seoul Press for March 14, 1919 was headlined, NO
FOREIGNERS IMPLICATED IN KOREAN UPRISINGS. 4

I would prefer to judge Western missionary reaction and involvement

by the original accounts and records of the missionaries themselves, as

preserved in letters, manuscripts and reports, both published and un-

published, from the actual period in question. Most of my source material

comes from the First sixty days of the demonstrations, March and April

1919. The material can be divided into two main categories: (1) personal

viewpoints and actions of individual missionaries: and (2) the officially

stated position of their missions in Korea.

1. Personal Reactions

Since the First category is personalfjierhaps I may be forgiven for

beginning on a very superficial level: my own reaction to the Indepen-

dence Movement (the sam-il undong). It was simple and direct. It had to

be, for I was only three years old. My earliest memory as a child is of

Japanese soldiers or police, with Fixed bayonets, breaking into the room

in our home in P’yongyang where my younger brother and I were

supposed to be taking an afternoon nap. They were looking for incrimi-

nating documents and demonstrators hiding from the law. But to my
brother and me the shouts of “Mansei” 5 and the excitement in the streets

seemed like some gigantic happy game, so when the soldiers threw open

the door we greeted them with the glad cry we had been hearing so much:

“Mansei.” It was, of course, a forbidden and dangerous word, a

shortened substitute for Choson Tongnip Mansei—the slogan, of the

movement. My father’s face went pale, expecting retaliation. There was a

moment of tension; then the soldiers broke into a laugh, and left. It

wasn’t much, but at least I can say I was in the sam-il undong.

My oldest brother was more active. He was 15, and on March 3,

hearing the noise of shouting he climbed high- in an oak tree in our yard

to look across to where a crowd of thousands had gathered on the

Soongsil College athletic Field. Japanese soldiers were trying to clear the

Field, and seemed to be hauling down a forbidden Korean flag which had

been raised on the school flagpole. He saw my father, S.A. Moffett, walk

up to the flagpole and either lower the flag himself or take it from a

Japanese ofFicer who was already tearing it down (accounts differ). As
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president of the college, Moffett told the Japanese he was claiming the
flag as foreign property. He told the excited crowd, “I will keep this flag

until the day when Korea is free to fly it again.” 6

My mother’s reaction was complete astonishment. She wrote in her
diary for March 1 that the missionaries in Pyongyang had been taken
utterly by surprise when, at a memorial service attended by some 3,000
Presbyterians for the late Emperor Kojong, the Moderator of the General
Assembly, the Rev. Kim Sun-Du, instead of closing the meeting after the

benediction, held the crowd for a public reading of the Declaration of
Independence. 7

It was obvious that the missionaries—with the single

possible exception of Frank W. Schofield, who was asked the night before

by a friend to come and take pictures of the reading of the Declaration in

Pagoda Park in Seoul—" not only did not instigate the movement but had
no advance warning of its imminence.’ The credit for the great non-
violent demonstrations of 1919 belongs to the Korean people alone.

Foreign involvement was, therefore, only secondary, not primary.

But when w^ pursue this personal family record further to my father ’s

reaction and* connection with the movement, it becomes clear that the

involvement while secondary was nevertheless real. •

\ ‘

' r

It was not entirely by accident, for example, that he was present at

the first reading of the Declaration of Independence in P’yongyang. He
was too close to leaders of the Christian community not to sense

something of unusual import going on. A colleague, Charles F.

Bernheisel, whom he had persuaded to go with him, describes the

meeting:

An immense crowd of people assembled in the grounds of
the Boys’ School (Sung Duk) near Central Church. After a

short memorial service for the late king a man came out

and read the Declaration of Independence and then led the

crowd in a mighty shout of ‘Mansei’ (or Hurrah) for

Korean independence. This was repeated three times and

then the meeting was adjourned. Three of us missionaries

were standing close inside the main gate. When the meeting

adjourned we decided to walk down the hill to the main

street., and see how things were going. After walking for

some distance down the main street of the city I happened

to look behind us and found that we were leading a long

procession. As soon as we had quit the school grounds the

crowd (which had armloads of small Korean flags) began to

leave also, and, unknown to us, had fallen in behind us
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and we were thus in the position of leading the procession

down the main street of the city. 1 told the brethren that we

must not continue in this position, and they agreed, so we

scooted off into an alley and allowed the crowd to follow

other leaders.
10

It is not perhaps so surprising, then, that some of the authorities believed

missionaries were leading the movement. (The missionaries, however, did

not long remain mere spectators and involuntary participants. The move-

ment quickly spread, and what began as a non-violent protest was soon

met with violent repression. My father (to continue the personal note) was

among the first to put his name on the line in public and signed a protest

against Japanese atrocities. He very early exposed the wide-spread police

brutality as unprovoked and not, as the Japanese claimed, a necessary

response to Korean violence. On March 5 he wrote to his mission board in

New York his own eye-witness account of shocking events in Pyongyang

for public dissemination, and unlike most such reports, he specified that

it could be attributed to him by name. The day before, March 4, he had

insisted that the Japanese inspector of schools, a Mr. Yamada, accom-

pany him on a fact-finding tour and verify his charges. He wrote from

first-hand observation of beatings, stabbings, clubbings and kickings of

girls 12 and 13 years old arrested and marched through the streets.

The above I saw myself and testify to the truthfulness of my

statements. In all my contact with the Koreans these five

days (March 1-5), and in all my observation of the crowds

inside and outside the city, I have witnessed no act of

violence on the part of any Korean.

(Signed) Samuel A. Moffett

Later he wrote:

On March 4th, five theological students from south Korea

arrived and entered the dormitory of the seminary which

was to open on the next day. Late in the afternoon when

the people were fleeing from the soldiers who were pursuing

them with guns, beating and kicking them, the soldiers

pursued (them) into the seminary grounds. These five theol-

ogues were in their rooms sitting down and had not been

out with the crowd nor had they joined in the demonstra-

tion. Soldiers suddenly broke open the door and dragged

(them) out and took them to the police station where despite

their denials they were given short shrift, taken out, arms

and legs tied to the four arms of a large wooden cross face
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downward, and beaten on the naked buttocks with 29 blows

of some hard cane or stick till they were all bruised and

broken... —

^

In view of this and the danger to all students of arrest

and beating without cause, it was decided to postpone the

the opening of the Seminary, and the more than 80 students

from all over Korea were dismissed to their homes. This was

the more inevitable in view of the fact that last night the

firemen were let loose on the village where many of the

Academy students live and board, and near midnight broke

into houses dragging out young men and beating them...

Today when the academy and college should have opened

after the ex-emperor’s funeral, only two students of the

academy and eight of the college dared attempt to study,

and both were closed until the end of the term this month.' 1

On March 22 and 24 Moffett attended two important conferences in

Seoul between aroused missionaries and leading Japanese officials,

including the Minister of Justice (Kokubo) and the Minister of Education

(Sekiya). It was held at the Chosen Hotel at the invitation of Judge

Watanabe, a Presbyterian elder, and a Mr. Katayama. The judge, as

chairman, explained that the object of the meeting was “to talk over

matters connected with the present regrettable disturbances. Actually, its

purpose was an attempt to enlist missionary support for Japanese ad-

ministrative authorities in Korea against the independence demonstra-

tions. A private report, marked “Not to be Published’ is in my posses-

sion and is extremely revealing both of government and missionary

attitudes at this stage of the movement.

“You have great influence,” the Minister of Justice told the ten

missionaries present. “If you put forth your effort to quiet the people you

will do much service and in this way you will do much for humanity and

for peace.” 12

But his plea was politely rejected. Politically, the missionaries

replied, they must remain neutral. They had not instigated the movement,

nor could they become tools of the Japanese to put it down. The individ-

ual responses of some of the missionaries give a frank and representative

spectrum of missionary attitudes in that first month of seething activity.

Let' me quote from four: Samuel A. Moffett, president of what is nov.

Soongjun University; O. R. Avison, president of what is now Yonsei

University; Herbert Welch, then Methodist Bishop of Japan and Korea;

and W. A. Noble, a Methodist missionary in Pyongyang. In essence.
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Moffett called for justice; Avison for freedom; Welch for neutrality; and

Noble for obedience to the powers that be.

I DR. MOFFETT: I have lived fo'r thirty years in Korea...

(and) speak as a very great friend and admirer of the

Koreans. 1 have come to find that they place a higher value

on spiritual and moral things than material. (The Japanese

had been stressing the material improvements they had

brought to Korea.) The thing which appeals to the Korean is

justice and justice has a greater appeal to him than anything

of a material nature . ..A find that they appreciate being

treated like men and that manhood and worth appeal to

them much more than physical comforts. 13

DR. AVISON:... I will mention a few things... without

which a man cannot be considered to be free: (1) The right

to cherish a national spirit... (2) A free man has the right to

the use of his national language. (The Japanese had been

supplanting Korean with Japanese in the schools.) (3)

Freedom of speech... Every man has the right to think for

himself and to express his thoughts freely without fear. If

this cannot be done... there will be an outbreak in spite of

all attempts at repression... (4) Very similar to this is the

right of a free press... (5) Associated with these two is free-

dom of the right to assemble and freely discuss any problem

that affects the well being of the people... (6) Every free

man is entitled himself to participate in the government...

A man cannot be free when he has no voice concerning the

laws by which he is to be governed. One thing that has

troubled me in Korea during all the past number of years

has been the constant display of the sword as the symbol of

government... When 1 go to see Mr. Sekiya at home... when

he has doffed his uniform and sword, and look on his bene-

volent countenance 1 feel that I can regard him as a friend.

But when I visit him in his office, dressed in his uniform

and wearing his sword, 1 stand before him in fear and

trembling. Personally I do not think that Mr. Sekiya really

likes his sword.

MR. SEKIYA: No, 1 do not like to wear a sword.

DR. AVISON: So I trust that Japan will stand with the

Allies to the very end for the freedom of man. 14

BISHOP WELCH:... May I answer definitely why mission-
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aries ought not to intervene? There are three reasons: (1)

Interference by missionaries would be ineffective... Most of

the demonstrators are non-Christians and outside our influ-

ence. I feel sure that even the Christians who have not asked

our advice, would not take our advice but... resent it. (2)

The people as a whole would resent our interference and the

missionary can do his best work only if he has the confi-

dence and affection of the people. (3) It would be highly

improper for any missionaries to intervene in a political

question. If once admitted that it were proper for mission-

aries to go into politics it would have to be admitted that

they may take part on either side... (Bishop Welch here read

the instruction from former Minister Sill in 1897 warning

American citizens against taking sides in politics)...
15

A little earlier the bishop had said:

Every missionary being a friend of both the Koreans and

Japanese is intensely concerned yet we must assume the

position of bystanders. It must be clearly recognized that

this movement was not instigated by missionaries: it is not

even a Christian movement, for most of the leaders and a

great majority of the people are not Christian. It is a

national movement, a controversy between the people and

the existing government... Of course in such a discussion the
• •

•

foreigner has no choice but to stand in a neutral position...

Apart from politics there are humanitarian questions in-

volved but even here we do not want to thrust anything on

this company. 16

It was Mr. Noble, the Methodist missionary, who perhaps gave

strongest support to the principle of cooperation with government autho-

rities, but even that was coupled with an expression of sympathy for the

protesters. Personally Mr. Noble had taught Koreans to be in subjection

to powers that be. He said that Koreans felt that under present conditions

they had no hope. 17

What is notable in the record of this conference was not this single

reference to the Pauline injunction of obedience to government. That had

been a standard, but sometimes circumvented, Christian tradition for

centuries. Nor was it the general acceptance by the missionaries of a

policy of political neutrality. That had not only been urged on them by

their home governments since 1897, but had been the official policy of

their mission boards since the pattern-setting Conspiracy Trials (th e paek-
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o-in sa-kon) of 1912." What is really remarkable was that in face-to-face

confrontation with the Japanese authorities, the missionaries so frankly

expressed their disagreement with the government’s repressive colonial

policies. Dr. Hardie rebuked their ‘‘arrogant and overbearing repression,”

Mr. Whittemore accused them of failure to respect the principle of reli-

gious liberty. And Bishop Welch, despite his protestations of neutrality,

pointedly looted that “instances are rare where Koreans did any violence

until they were attacked by deadly weapons.”' 9

Even more denunciatory of Japanese oppression were the mission-

aries in their private letters. A few, like Frank Herron Smith, who had

been a missionary to the Japanese in Korea since the beginning of the

occupation in 1905, were widely quoted as apologists for Japan’s “benev-

olent” colonialism.^ fn 1922 Smith was still writing of anti-government

activities by Korean '‘malcontents,” and praising conditions in Korea

under Japanese administration. 20 But such cases were the exception, not

the rule. In ever-increasing numbers the missionaries rallied to express

their direct sympathies with the movement.

At first the missionaries simply reported their outrage at what they

were witnessing in Korea, and tried by various means to evade Japanese

censorship and convey their protests to the outside world. Some of the

earliest reports were taken to China by Mr. E. W. Thwing, Oriental

Secretary to the International Reform Bureau, who was visiting mission-

aries in P’yongyang and Sonch’on (Syenchun) just as the demonstrations

broke out. keleased to the foreign press in China, their publication

caused a sensation. The Peking and Tientsin Times, March 15, 1919,

carried the headline: THE KOREAN REVOLT. AUTHENTIC
STORIES FROM MISSIONARIES. CAUSE AND CHARACTER OF

THE MOVEMENT. 31

A missionary writes from Sensen, [Sonch’on] Korea, March

11th, 1919, as follows: ‘In this letter let me tell you some-

' thing of the Independent Movement in Korea, its cause,

character, aim and hope. The cause of this movement lies in

the ten years of oppression, cruel treatment, which these

people have suffered from their ruthless conquerors. The

Independent Movement in its character is most wonderful.

It is a peaceful manifestation of the thoughts of the people...

The people have no arms, and where the Christians have

been in the majority, in almost every instance they have

submitted to arrest and cruel beating without opposition. In

cases where there has been bloodshed the soldiers have first
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fired on the helpless crowd and so infuriated the non-Chris-
tian patriots that they have returned violence for violence.
What do the Koreans expect, what is their aim?... Their aim
is by peaceful means to let the world know that they are
unhappy under the Japanese rule, that they are not given
freedom and justice and that they wish their condition

changed. What do they hope for? First, that this awful mili-

tary rule in Korea which is like that of the Huns in Belgium
may be removed...

Then follow a number of eye-witness reports by missionaries of police
violence and cruelty.”

If the first directed
-

contribution of the missionaries to the movement
was to alert the outside world through the press, their second was to brinj*

forcibly to the attention of their own government representatives the
facts of Japanese infringement on human rights in Korea. S. A. Moffett’s
first report on brutalities on March 5, for example, went to his mission
board in New York for publication. Later, on April 7, 1919, he wrote
directly to the American Consul General in Seoul, Leo Bergholz,

reporting another outbreak of violence by the police and gendarmes,

April 2 to 4. Students from mission schools had been dragged off and
beaten, and the schools intimidated from opening for the spring term.

The missionary houses were searched. On April 4, Moffett found some
sixteen to twenty gendarmes already in his house. He asked if they had a

search warrant. They did not. He said, “Of course you can forcibly

search but it will be without my consent,” and they went on with the

search. He wrote:

They were not rude or disrespectful and one said that he
did not like the job but had to do as he was ordered... In

my study among my secretary’s papers in the drawer of his
r o l* (

desk they found the following inconsequential things:

1. A copy of the program of the Prince Yi

Memorial Service and the Independence service

of March 1st written in ink in Korean.

2. An envelope directed to the Theological Semi-

nary... containing five copies of the Independence

Newspaper...

3. A small piece of paper with a statement in

Korean of the number of men killed at Anju and

the numbers of those who had taken part from

the several villages of Anju in the demonstration.
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None of the above had I ever seen before... (Then) they

searched the outbuildings and the guest house. As we were

trying to open the door of the guest hotrso mv secretary

f
came out... They seized him, tied him and according to the

statement of my two sons who saw it (1 did not), they hit

him, kicked him, punched him, his nose bleeding, and one

man hit him across the cheek with a short whip. In the

empty Korean house they found two copies of a mimeo-

graphed notice in Korean, thin paper rolled up into a small

ball and thrown away. The detective told me that a boy had

confessed that several of them had taken my mimeograph

from the study and printed notices in that empty house...

I
The whole population is fearful of unlawful beatings...”

In Seoul a number of missionaries, including H. H. Underwood, E.

W. Koons, W. G. Cram and Dr. Frank W. Schofield formed a committee

of investigation to verify tfie facts of Japanese persecution of Christians.”

Schofield wrote signed letters to the Japanese press denouncing the

administration’s mishandling of the situation.”' Underwood managed to

get an eye-witness account of the massacre and church-burning at Che-am-

ni to friends in America where it was read into the Congressional Record

of July 17,-1919.” S. A. Beck, a Methodist missionary with the American

Bible Society in Korea, placed photographs of atrocities in 1 the hands of

Senator Norris of Nebraska who protested Japanese brutality in a fiery

speech on the floor of the Senate on July 15, 1919.”

Mrs. W. L. Swallen of P’yongyang was the sister of Congressman

William Ashbrook, a prominent Republican. Through her daughter

Olivette, who was studying in Chefoo, China, she managed to get facts

and case histories to her brother not only for publication in Ohio newspa-

pers, but for official action by church groups in America, and eventually

to the Committee on Foreign Affairs of the House of Representatives.”

Mrs. Swallen wrote from P’yongyang, Apr. 23, 1919:

“My dearest Olivette: I am enclosing some of the things I

have been gathering. When you have read them send them

on to Wilbur (her son). He can send them on to Will (the

congressman) and he can have them printed in the Inde-

pendent if he won’t put our name to it... We are neutral,

but some of the true facts must be known... It would

make your hair stand on end to hear some of the things we

have heard. Just this p.m. Song Moksa... has just returned

from Hanchung where his daughter-in-law was stripped of
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her clothing, and her hands tied behind her back, and she was

tied up for five hours, that is, was hung up by her arms. When

she was let down she could not get her arms in front of her

body until some one rubbed them and helped her. It’s been a

month or more and she does not yet have the use of her

hands. His son is in prison. She was used this way because she

hollered, “Hurrah for Korea: Mansa/ The latest we have heard

of the persecutions of the Christians was this p.m. and oc-

curred at So-a-mul 20 // from here in Dr. Moffett’s territory

last Sunday. They, the police, went to the church, beat some

of the officers in front of the pulpit, took the church rolls,

hunted up the Christians and beat whole families from one

house to another... We thought the statement which you

j

saw—that 12,000 had been killed; 45,000 put in prison—

was exaggerated, but many here think it is not exaggerated.

The prisons are full everywhere... Don’t worry... God is not

dead; He loves these people more than we do...”

Among the documents and reports sent by Mrs. Swallen to her

brother were page after page of eye-witness reports of atrocities collected

by missionaries in P’yongyang, Chairyung, Syenchun, Seoul, Andong,

Pusan and elsewhere. This was the third contribution of the missionary

community to the Independence Movement: the collection of statistics

and the verification of injustices/Here is a sample page:

Evangelistic Condition~of Western Circuit, Pyeng Yang

Station

Number of churches in district 58

Number meeting regularly 53

Number meeting irregularly 2

Number not meeting at all 3

Number burned 0

Number damaged * 5

(The damage done being broken doors &

windows, destruction of books, rolls, pulpits

& lamps)

Number of pastors in territory

Number on their job

(2 were hiding a while but working now)

Number arrested, now in jail

Number unable to work

Number arrested, later released

.•v

1 *
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Number of helpers (lay evangelists) 14

Number on their job ^

(Working carefully, but not doing much)

Number arrested 0

Number not able to work 3

Remarks:

The church in general seems paralyzed. Men, especially are

afraid to meet for worship for fear of being arrested. Parti-

cularly true is this of the officers... In most of the churches

where pastors and helpers are at work, the work is done

very quietly so as not to arouse suspicion. In some of the

churches the people fear to have the helper call, least that

call should subject them to suspicion and arrest. In four

churches the fear of arrest is so great as to have greatly inter-

fered with the farming. The men are not able to put in their

crops.

Particular Instances Noted. ... „
At Morak—where the people of a number of villages

gathered for a demonstration..;, the police, one Japanese

and two Koreans, are said to have fired into the crowd,

killing a number and wounding others. This enraged the

crowd which surrounded the three policemen and killed the

two Korean policemen. The Japanese, having sheltered in

the police quarters, kept firing .out of the window, where-

upon the buildings were set on fire and the Japanese finally

killed. After this, the gendarmerie of Kangsa were notified

and gendarmes and police were sent who damaged the

church, breaking doors, windows and lamps and made

many arrests. The pastor’s house is also said to have been

damaged.

At Pansyuk-a number of officers came and tore down the

bell-tower and... broke all the glass in the windows of both

the church and school-house... All the Bibles, hymnbooks,

church and Sunday School rolls and all the school records

were destroyed... They caught and bound eight men whom

they stripped and beat in the church yard; and one of these

was burned with matches on the tenderest part of his body.

This was told me in the presence of many others and by one

of the men who was beaten...

Three women were stripped naked and beaten because they

it:
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would not tell where their husbands were (most likely they

did not know...) These three were Leader Paik’s wife. Elder
Choi’s wife and Elder Cho’s wife. The two former were
beaten so badly that two weeks after when we were informed

^ ]
of this they were still not able to come to the church. The
latter, Elder Cho’s wife, herself told the missionary that she

was taken out of her house by two officers, one a Japanese,

the other a Korean, was taken away from the village by

these two men, out to a pine grove... and forced to take

off all her clothes and was beaten terribly there by them
while sitting on the ground... 30

tj ^
The material quoted above is just one page of thousands which the

missionaries of Korea filtered out through Japanese censorship, breaking

down all efforts of the authorities to hide the “incident” from the world.

One staid Presbyterian single lady, Miss Alice Butts, unblushingly carried

some of the reports hidden in her whale-bone corset across the border

into Manchuria. The whole extraordinary missionary effort to investigate,

verify, collect reports and make the facts known was undoubtedly the

greatest single reason for the sympathetic attention the Independence

Movement received almost instantly from the world press. It was not, at

first, an organized campaign. It was simply the spontaneous response of

good-hearted, honest individuals who loved the Korean people and could

not remain silent while they were being abused. And it was not consciously

political. As Mrs. Swallen had written, “We are neutral, but the... true

II. Official Missionary Reaction.

Even while Mrs. Swallen was writing those words, the officers of the

largest Protestant mission in Korea, the Northern Presbyterians (now

United Presbyterians) were meeting in executive session in Seoul, April 22-

24, 1919, in a momentous session that was to carry the missionaries

beyond mere neutrality. They were preparing a private but official

position paper on the situation for their home church. It was the first,

and remained the most thorough, statement of organized missionary atti-

tude toward the Independence Movement to emanate from Korea— all the

more important because it was not an emotional, individual response, but

a- carefully formulated statement of consensus. Although never published,

and kept confidential in mission board headquarters in New York, it was

vitally significant in setting the tone of the forthcoming American

facts must be known.” 31
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churches’ official protest which was issued through the Federal Council of

A Churches in July.” 1 have a carbon copy of the 52-page typed text. The

full title is “The Present Movement for Korean Independence in its

Relation to the Mission Work of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.). A

Private Report Prepared for the Board of Foreign Missions By the Execu-

tive Committee of the Chosen Mission at Seoul, April 22nd-24th, 1919.

It begins with a sketch of the historical background of the Japanese

annexation, noting a Korean resistance movement from 1907 to 1909 that

cost 21,000 Korean lives and 1,300 Japanese, but even-handedly paying

tribute to the good intentions of the first Japanese Resident-General,

Prince Ito. Singled out for special criticism in this section is the ominous

omnipresence of the police and gendarmes in Korea and the crippling

inadequacies of the Japanese judicial system. The ratio of police and

gendarmes was one to every 1,224 Koreans and in the most recent year for

which statistics were available (1916-17), “one person in every 200 living

in Chosen experienced the judgment of the police box.”” As for justice in

the Japanese law courts, the report tersely sums up its complaints with the

flat charge that under current procedures “there can be no security for

0 either foreigner or Korean against injustice and inhuman treatment.””

Despite the severity of their criticisms, the missionaries took special

pains not to appear disloyal to constituted government. They frankly

admitted two earlier cases of confrontation between missions and the

Japanese authorities. The first was the so-called Conspiracy Case of 1912

when missionaries and Korean Christians had been falsely accused (and * *

six Koreans found guilty) of an alleged assassination attempt on the life ^
of Governor-General Terauchi; the second was the refusal of the Pres-

byterian Mission to conform to the Imperial Educational Ordinance o

1915 which banned Bible teaching from the curriculum. Nevertheless, the

report concluded, “All relations with the civil officials have continued

cordial and harmonious.” 56 Some may have noted the absence of any

reference to Japanese military authorities in that phrase, but the funda

mental principle of acceptance of governmental authority was reaffirmed

as it had been formulated by the Mission Board in 1912 during t e

Conspiracy Case:

It is the unvarying policy of the Boards and their Missions

% loyally to accept the constituted governments of the coun-

'
tries in which Mission work is carried on, to do everything

in their power to keep the missionary enterprise free from

political movements...
37

The next section, however, is a rather startling contrast. The ster
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religious convictions of these missionaries could never allow them to
equate loyalty to government with silent assent to observed injustices and
oppression. The following eleven pages of the report, sub-titled “History
of the Independence Movement,” is the most blistering indictment of
Japan’s fourteen years (1905-1919) of misrule on the peninsula ever drawn
up by an official body of foreigners in Korea up to that time. In sixteen
terse accusations, summarized from the Korean Declaration of Indepen-
dence and other sources, it spells out the anguish and leguima:.-

grievances of the Korean people and sympathetically reports their demand
for independence. The grievances are bitter: 38

y 1. Loss of independence through gradual assumption of
power by the Japanese under various pretexts and in spite of
explicit promises. The Korean people never assented to

annexation...

^ 2. Oppression by the military administration... It is asserted

that the administration of the past nine years has been a

reign of terror for the Koreans... contempt... oppression,

injustice and brutality, whole-sale arrests... intimidation and
torture...

3. No liberty of speech, press, assembly, or of conscience.

4. An intolerable system of police espionage...

5. Koreans have no share in the government...
v 6. Unjust discrimination in salaries...

7. Denationalization, an attempt... to make one race into

another by restricting and regulating the racial language

(Korean) and forcing the adoption of Japanese ideals... The
two peoples are essentially different and Korea does not

want Japanese ideals and institutions.

8. Unjust expatriation of all Korerans living abroad... and
restriction of emigration.

9. Unjust expropriation of crown lands...

10. Discrimination in education...

11. Debauching and demoralizing Korean youth... The
Japanese system of licenced prostitution has made vice more
open and flagrant...

12. ...uncontrolled child labor and the practical enslavement

of women operatives...

13. Unrestricted immigration of Japanese... forcing

thousands of Koreans into Manchuria...

14. Annexation ‘for the peace of the East,’ as the Japanese
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claimed, is no longer thus justified, and independence 1

should be restored.

15. ... great material improvement... done ostensibly for

Korea (is) really done for the Japanese in Korea...

Annexation has meant the systematic exploitation of the

country and its resources...

16. The 33 signers of the original Declaration of Indepen-

dence have been unjustly treated...

The demands of the Koreans, they conclude, are “nothing short of
absolute independence.” Had the authorities met the agitation in a more
understanding way, the report says, the Koreans might have settled simply
for reform, “but the use of sword and gun and fire has so roused the people
that they will be more insistent than ever for absolute independence and the
suppression of the present movement will doubtless only mean another
outbreakjater on.” 59

The concluding sections of the Private Report deal with a brief history

of the current demonstrations and of the movement’s relation to the Korean
church and the missionaries. The general attitude of the missionary writers

of the report is not left in doubt. They are obviously strongly sympathetic to

the Korean cause. For example, with quiet approval they quote the answer
of Yi Sang-Chay, of the Y.M.C.A., to police interrogators. “Who is the

head of the movement?,” he was asked. “Do you know?” “Yes,” he said

“Who? Tell us who,” they asked eagerly. “God,” he answered calmly.
“God at the head and twenty million Koreans behind it.”

40

Church involvement, the report carefully points out, was not organi-
zational except in the sense that all the teachings of the Christian faith

are “unconscious preparation of the Christian community for taking
part in such a movement.” Church participation was through individual

Christians of whom “ninety-nine percent plus are in their hearts in favor
of the present movement.” 41

More directly pertinent to the subject of this paper is the section, “The
Relation of Missionaries to the Movement.” 42 The key phrase is: “No
neutrality for brutality.” 45

It marks a careful, measured step beyond the

affirmations of political neutrality which up to then had always been the

officially stated policy of the mission.

The step beyond neutrality was prefaced by a definition of the kind of
neutrality which the missionaries felt that they had so far scrupulously
observed. They had neither instigated nor advised an independence
movement:
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Except for the admitted fact that they are propagators of

a gospel which has more than once been accused of turning

the world upside down, missionaries have had no direct rela-

tionship to this present movement... It arose without their

knowledge. Their advice as to the inception and direction of

the movement has not been sought...
44

But neither would they allow themselves to be used to suppress the

movement. They explicitly rejected the strenuous efforts of the Japanese

authorities “to persuade the missionaries to side with the Government and

use their influence direct and indirect for the suppression of the revolt” 45
In

fact, they said, they no longer felt able to agree to any further conferences

of the sort already held with Japanese leaders in March; 46
lest these be used

to compromise them in the eyes of both Koreans and Japanese. 47

Having thus expressed the kind of neutrality they could accept, they

forthrightly rejected as cowardly and unchristian a neutrality which could

demand the closing of the eyes to inhumanity and the silencing of the

tongue to protest:

It is too much to expect that missionaries representing the

Gospel of Christ... should sit silent when inhuman atrocities

are being inflicted upon a helpless and unresisting people.

Even right thinking Japanese, Christian or non-Christian,

would not do so... If reporting to the world the brutal in-

humanity with which the revolt in this country is being sup-

pressed be a breach of neutrality then the missionaries have

laid themselves open to the charge. ‘No neutrality for brutal-

ity’...
4 '

Conclusions

This is a good point at which to bring to a close this brief survey of

one important segment of foreign opinion of the Independence Movement

in its earliest weeks. 49 Within less than sixty days missionary reaction,

which was to have a formative influence on world opinion, had moved

through five distinct stages.

The first was surprised non-participation. On March 1 the mission-

aries, close though they were to the Korean people, had no advance

knowledge of the protests. The second was immediate sympathy. Mission-

aries were outraged by the brutality with which the authorities tried to

suppress the movement; they sympathized with its goals, but hesitated

publicly to endorse its methods. The third stage was indirect support.

Within a week missionaries were actively seeking to publicize the protests
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abroad, asking recognition of the justice of the Korean demands, and

criticizing the Japanese handling of the situation. The fourth stage was

direct but involuntary involvement. In the early days of the movement

missionaries had been struck, beaten, detained and, by April, one had

been arrested and found guilty of direct participation in the movement.

Finally, by the end of April, the first official but still private state-

ment of organized missionary support for the protests was issued and

circulated abroad. Thus the Korean Independence Movement found in

this quick sequence of events and reactions its strongest and most effec-

tive source of foreign support: the community of Western missionaries in

Korea.

NOTES

1. Korea Handbook of Missions 1920. Federal Council of Korea: Yokohama, 1920.

The page of statistics inserted at the back omits 39 O.M.S., Salvation Army and unattached

missionaries listed on pp. 60-62. The Seoul Press, 1920, states there were then 136 Catholic

and 4 Orthodox missionaries in Korea.

2. The best overall survey and critical analysis of the movement is by Frank Baldwin,

“The March First Movement: Korean Challenge and Japanese Response.” Columbia, Ph.

D. dissertation, 1969. It is particularly valuable for its use of little known Japanese sources.
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by Yi Yong-Nak (Record of the March First Movement, Pusan: Samil Dongjihoe, 1969); the

National History Compilation Committee, Hanguk Tongnip Undong-sa (History of the

Korean Independence Movement), 5 vols. Seoul, 1965-1970.

3. Peking and Tientsin Times, March 15, 1919.
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No. 2 (Nov. 1974), and a handwritten memo by James Moffett dated Sept. 10, 1974.
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The Martyrdom of Paul Yun:
Western Religion and Eastern Ritual in Eighteenth Century

Korea

by Donald L. Baker

On December 8, 1791, in front of the P’ungnam Gate in Chonju, the

capital of Cholla Province, Paul Yun was beheaded for his destruction of

his family’s ancestral tablets. King Chongjo had ordered the execution of

this Catholic member of Korea’s yangban elite because of his obedience to a

command from a European bishop in Peking to defy Korean law and

custom requiring the use of ancestral tablets in Confucian mourning ritual.

Paul Yun thus entered history as one of Korea’s earliest Christian martyrs,

three years before the first Catholic priest arrived on the peninsula to preach

the Gospel to the Korean people.

The story of Paul Yun, how he and his friends and relatives were

converted to Catholicism and how their new faith led them into conflict

with their Confucian government and society, can tell us much about the

nature of Korean values and beliefs two centuries ago. An examination of

this clash between Western religion and Eastern ritual may offer us some

insight into fundamental differences between Confucian and Christian

approaches to truth, morality, and the nature of man and society.

Paul Yun died because of his belief that men have a higher loyalty than

that owed to their society and government. His conviction that men some-

times have to be willing to sacrifice even their lives if their integrity and

conscience so demand makes the story of his execution more than just an

interesting historical anecdote about a clash between Catholic doctrine and

Confucian ceremony two hundred years ago. While the specific issue of

ancestral tablets for which Paul Yun gave up his life in 1791 may no longer

be relevant today, conflicts between the dictates of conscience and the

demands of society still arise. A look at the dilemma faced by Paul V un in

1791 can help us reflect on our moral priorities in 1980.

1 . The Early Reaction to Catholicism. Curiosity and Criticism

Catholic ideas arrived in Korea long before the first missionaries. As

early as the seventeenth century we find Korean writers such as Yu Mong

in (1559-1623) and Yi Su-gwang (1563-1628) discussing the Jesuit mission-
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Dr. Frank Schofield and former Korean President Syngman Rhee

I arrived in Korea to take up work as a mis-

sionary teacher in the Chosun Chirstian College

(now Yonsei University) early in October 1919. As
this was seven months after the March 1st Indepen-

dence Movement, and many students and some
teachers were still in prison. I heard much about

the movement and the effects it was having on the

schools and missionary work in general. I heard
very little said which involved any missionaries

directly in the movement. As the Japanese police

were still very active in searching out all those in-

volved in the movement, naturally any part played

by missionaries was kept a dark secret and not dis-

cussed where there might be any chance that it

might be overheard and come to the attention of

the authorities. One never knew when a servant,

or Korean fellow worker of a missionary might be

arrested, questioned, and possibly tortured, in order

to get him to divulge any information that he might

have concerning anyone even remotely connected

with the movement.
The main points that I heard discussed in mission

circles and among Koreans who were not directly

connected with the movement were: the great

secrecy with which it was planned, the efficiency

with which the word was spread by the under-

ground all over the country so that there seemed

to be spontaneous demonstrations in remote parts of
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the country very soon after the "Declaration of In-

dependence” was made public in Seoul. Of course,

there was mention of students, teachers and church

workers who were still in prison, and there was

great concern among their friends, Korean and

missionary, for their welfare. Especially, since winter

was approaching, there was great anxiety, among

friends and family members, for those who were in

poor health, as they knew that there was no heat

in the prisons and clothing and bedding furnished

prisoners was very poor protection from the cold.

In Dr. Syngman Rhee’s first speech before the

National Assembly after he was elected its chair-

man in June 1948, he made the following reference

to the "Samil Undong.”
"On March 1st 1919, the representatives of the 13

provinces gathered in Seoul organized the Great

National Assembly and declared the establishment

of the Independent Republic of Korea and or-

ganized the provisional Government of this Re-

public, thus laying the foundation of the democratic

principle for our nation. Unfortunately, due to the

world situation, we were unable to achieve our aim.

Our people, both at home and abroad, however,

supported that Government, giving up their lives

and shedding their blood in order to uphold the

principle and spirit of that memorable day of March
1st 1919. Logically enough, this congress which we
open today is the successor of that Great General

Assembly and the government which we are to

organize will be the successor of that provisional

Government established in Seoul at that time.

Therefore, we hereby confirm that this is the day
when that Republic of Korea is reborn after 29
years of our revolution. It is appropriate and proper
to continue to hold that historical year of 1919 as

our epochal national year and this assembly, as our
National Congress representing the entire nation.

Consequently the government born of this assembly
will be the sovereign independent government of
the entire nation.”

Dr. Rhee, who was later elected the first Pre-
sident of the Republic of Korea by the first National
Assembly, thus shows the great importance that he
attached to the "Samil Movement.” Dr. Rhee him-
self was converted to Christianity and came under
the influence of missionaries while he was in prison,
while attending Paichai School in Seoul, and later
when he was with the Y.M.C.A. in Seoul. He had
to leave Korea because of his activities in opposition
to the ruling Japanese Government while he was
with the Y.M.C.A. in 1912.

I have been told by a graduate of one of the
teacher s colleges of Korea that in her history class
she was taught that the teaching by American
teachers in mission schools had much to do with
the growth of patriotism and desire for independence
which inspired the 1919 Independence Movement.
Students were taught about the American Revolu-
tion. and the fight for independence from Great

Britain. They were also taught the principles of

democratic government, human rights, individual

liberty, freedom of speech and freedom of the press,

and such American slogans as "Government of the

people, by the people, and for the people.” There is

no doubt but that all of this had much to do with

the great demonstrations all over Korea shouting

"Mansei" and demanding liberty for their country.

It is a well known fact that the students of Pai-

chai School and Ewha high school and Ewha College

were most active in the 1919 uprising. Many of

these students were imprisoned and tortured and

one Ewha girl died in prison and became a national

heroine. Helen Kim, who was teaching at Ewha at

this time, and was known to be in very close and

confidential relations with the missionaries, who
were administering and teaching at Ewha, received

large sums of money which were collected by under-

ground agents all over Korea. Helen turned the
j

money over to her missionary friends in Ewha who
sent it in letters to their friends in various places.

These friends in turn gave the money to agents who
were active in the United States, Hawaii and Shang-

hai and other places. These funds which were used

to promote interest, sympathy and cooperation in

foreign countries, no doubt had great effect in en-

couraging and promoting the cause of independence

abroad where Koreans had established centers for

carrying on their activity.

Dr. Helen Kim once told me during the time of

the meeting of the U.S.—USSR Joint Commission in

the summer of 1947, that the great majority of

Koreans would be in favor of trusteeship, if it

would be entirely under the United States. They
opposed trusteeship, as it was proposed by the Joint

Commission, because she said it was only a scheme
of the Russians to get complete control of Korea.

She and the Korean people in general got this love

for, and confidence in America from her experience

during the independence movement.
Dr. Kim herself was in poor health during the

1919 movement. When it became known that she

might be imprisoned her friends knew that she

would probably not survive such an experience.

Her missionary friends arranged for her to work as

a "sewing woman” under a false name with a

foreign family living in the suburbs of Seoul. Later

on, when it was thought she had tuberculosis she

was secretly brought to a room in the old Sontag
Hotel, which Ewha had bought, and she was treated

there by a missionary physician from Severance,
Dr. V.D. Vanbuskirk. Later she was taken to live

with a farming family in a remote section of Kyong
Gi Do. Her missionary friends kept in close touch
with her all of the time, and supplied all of her
needs for food, medicine, clothing and reading
material.

In 1949 I happened to be in Washington, D.C.
when the Korean Government, through its Ambas-
sador, Dr. John Chang Myung. conferred a decora-
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tion on Dr E.M.Mowry, who had formerly been
principal of a presbytarian boys school in Pyeng
Yang, for having hidden and protected a group of
students in his house following the March 1st
demonstrations. These students were being sought
lor by the Japanese police, and Dr. Mowry protected
them at the risk of his own persecution by the Ja-
panese Government. The citation accompanying the
conferring of the decoration on Dr. Mowry praised
him very highly for his aid to the Korean people
in their struggle for independence. I attended the
ceremony and the reception and was much impressed
by the great importance that the Koreans attached
to the event.

In the Korea times of March 1st 1966 Mr. Bolling
Reynolds formerly principal of a missionary school
in Chonju, Chulla Pukdo, had a letter in which he
tells of experience in connection with the Samil
Movement. He remembers hiding a teacher, who
was old and lame, but in some way connected
with the movement. He says that he hid the old
man in the attic of his large house, and later “saw
him escape in a small boat up the river."
Mr. Reynolds also relates in the same letter that

he visited in Seoul very near the house where “Dr.
Schofield was living, and where in his basement he
was harboring some Koreans who were putting out
patriotic literature a very risky business." He also
writes that he had the good fortune to be in the
confidence of the school teachers, and had known
beforehand that some sort of public demonstrations
would occur.

In the same letter to the Korea Times, Mr
Reynolds tells that the Rev. Mr. Thomas, an Eng-
lishman, but working with the Oriental Missionary
Society of the United States, was in a rural village
at the time and was caught by Japanese police who
gave him a severe beating. They took him for an
American missionary, which would indicate that the
Japanese authorities believed that the American
missionaries were definitely connected with this
sudden outburst of the Koreans against the Japanese
colonial government.

I have recently been talking with Mr. Kim Tai-
won, who has a decoration from the Korean Gov-
ernment and receives a small annuity in recognition
of his patriotic service during the Samil Movement.
Mr. Kim told me that his main activity at that
time involved his disguising himself as a farmer
and traveling around among the farmers in every
village in Chungchong Pukdo. The purpose was to
give out independence literature that was produced
by the underground patriotic organization. Mr. Kim

!
told me that the news sheets, which he distributed,
were given to him on his regular secret visit to
Seoul by Dr. V.D. Vanbuskirk. This would seem to
indicate that Dr. Vanbuskirk was very definitely
connected with the movement, and was doing his
part to help it along. The fact that Dr. Vanbuskirk
treated Miss Helen Kim while she was hiding from
the police would also imply that he was one of the

inside circle of missionaries who were actively as-sisting the movement. y

Dr E.M.Mowry happens to be the only missionary
of whom I have personal knowledge regarding his
official recognition for his part in the March 1st
attair, but perhaps there were others. There may
be many missionaries who rendered aid in a greatvanety of ways to the Koreans in this struggle for
independence, but their names were never brought
to the attention of the proper government authorities
so no recognition was accorded them.
Mention has been made above of Dr. Schofield

and his work in connection with the movement I
have just recently heard from a Korean teacher in
a boys school something I had never heard before
about Dr. Schofield. This young teacher says that

,l
Story c

’

ass in college he was told what Dr.
Schofield was with the thirty three signers of the
Declaration of Independence on that memorable
night in the Bright Moon Restaurant (Myung Wul
Kwan), when they drew up the resolution, or de-
claration, before going out to Pagoda park and
making a public proclamation of the declaration of
independence. I had never heard this about Dr.
Schofield before, and would like to have more
evidence for it than this young man’s statement.
There is no doubt that Dr. Schofield did take a very
active part in the movement, so much so that he
had to leave the country for his own protection
from the Japanese police. He has almost become a
legendary character in Korea.

It is well known now that the Samil Movement
greatly aroused the justice loving people of the world
to conditions in Korea. Protests were sent to various
governments including the United States and Eng-
land, and the Japanese people themselves demanded
that their government do something in Korea to
remove the criticism and condemnation that was
being directed at Japan by justice loving people of
all countries. Outstanding missionary leaders brought
the matter to the attention of their governments and
Japan got the message. The military governor gen-
eral was recalled and the benevolent and ageing
viscount Saito was sent to Korea as Governor Gen-
eral. He called groups of leading missionaries and
Koreans to confer with him, and reforms were
made, with the purpose of giving the Koreans more
voice in making the regulations and laws under
which they were to live. I think we can give mis-
sionary leaders a great deal of credit for reforms
that were made at this time. Many of the Koreans
who were called to confer with and advise the
Governor General were men who had been greatly
inluenced by Christian missionaries.

Missionaries who were at home on furlough at
|

the time of the "Samil Movement" were in great
demand as speakers in meetings that were promoted

jby Koreans living in the States and by students '

from Korea in the various colleges and universities.
These missionary speakers did much to arouse the
general public in America to conditions in Korea. It
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was due to the general feeling among American
political and military leaders that it was made a
definite provision of any peace treaty with Japan
that Korea would be given complete independence.
I think missionaries both directly and indirectly,

were an important influence in initiating and carry-
ing out the Samil Movement. I believe the great
majority of the well informed and patriotic Korean
citizens today would at once agree that the Christian

* missionaries were a very important factor in the
movement. It might almost be said that without the
work of Christian Missionaries in Korea for the
thirty five years preceeding March 1st 1919 there
would have been no Samil Movement.

By J. Ernest Fisher
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in 3£orea

Come walk with me. We’re walking from my
Seoul office in the Christian Building to the subway
station 100 yards away. It’s a bright but cold winter
day. Suddenly I notice a "house" I’d never noticed
before, so small that it seems to blend (or mold)
right into a high cement wall. I can’t believe its
miniscule dimensions: floor 3' x 5', height 4' Neither
long enough to stretch out, nor high enough to
stand up-if its owner is an adult. Surely it must be
the smallest house m Korea—maybe in the world "
As we came to know its inhabitants, we discover-

ed it was home for a young widow by daytime
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SeS 3 g°vernment operation nearby),and an elderly man by night (who is a day laborer
in nearby East Gate Market.).
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- (Therereally lsn t even room enough for a heated floorburner and certainly no place for a chimney.)
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8 ° f ‘ fe ‘n 3 tiny house has caused usto ask ourselves some uncomfortable questions One

aTs mtilte"
d°“mf°rtably b°used mission
the very P°or?“ Another:What does our Lord’s Gospel really mean to us as

our Lord Jesus Christ probes us with His Words:
“The Spirit of the Lord... has anointed me to preach
good news to the poor."

Mr. Chul Ho Kim and “the Smallest House"

ju t ^ui raem on Mr. Chul Ho Kim, night
dweller in this tiny house. He’s 58, has been a
riyaka (cart) puller in East Gate Market for 19
years. His wife was a Chirstian who died many
years ago. He is an honest, hard worker, proud of
his two grown-up sons who live elsewhere. Con-
versation comes easy and is much appreciated. Iam
convinced in God s timing he’ll discover his own
personal faith. At the same time, I am haunted by
the knowledge that this “unnoticed house" repre-
sents what is so characteristic of my missionary
walk m Seoul - the “overlook”, the not seeing of op
portumties to serve all around us.

Dr. Stanton Wilson
United Presbyterian Mission
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Picnic in the Cemetery
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ng some of the older headstonesand graves m Seoul Foreign Cemetery or interestingmemories of other foreigners who may be buriedelsewhere in Korea, we would like to hear fromyou— r,d.)

It was Eileen Moffett’s idea. To have a picnic inthe Foreigners Cemetery after the summer earlychurch service at Seoul Union Church. We would

SJT me
£
ea<

J.

a of graves, talkingabout those who lie there, and then would haveour picnic together. As it turned out, with theDeCamps, Moffetts, Gail Kinney, the Weisses and
ourselves there most of whom had known these
people personally, it became a visit among old
friends. You might be interested in going along
with us. Driving in and clear around to the final
path into the main cemetery, we walked in and
started wandering back and forth.

Brodessoles the first name to catch our attention
and nearly everyone brightened at the name. They
were the French Sisters" who, for years, ran a
little dress-making and notions shop on the south
side of the narrow street that circles the south side
of the Toksu Palace, not far from the main Tae-Han gate. As a small boy, I was intrigued by the
bell which jangled when one opened the door. Like
Steward s Store" at the entrance to this same alley,
which supplied us all with groceries, the French
Sisters were an institution without which life would
not have been the same.
Bethel is highly regarded by the Koreans. He

began a dady paper, the Daihan Daily News, pu-

, "?^
ed botb English and Korean, beginning in

iyU5. 1 his will be recognized as the year when
Japan assumed her Protectorate over Korea. Bethel
died here in 1910. In the interim, he was highly
critical of the Japanese, who were in the course of
swallowing up the country. For this, he was de-
ported for a time but returned. On the rear of the
larger of the two stones, about half has been neatly
effaced—by the Japanese who did not warm up to
praise of their critic. The second stone was erected
by his local admirers the Japanese could no longer
stop them.

Bunker D. A. Bunker was one of the three young
men sent to Korea by the U.S. government at the
request of the King, who wished to set up a school to
train young men for government service, particularly
interpreter8 . The school did well for a time, but
the funds got diverted to the private use of officials,
so all three men presently resigned. The three, D
A. Bunker, G.W. Gilmore and Homer Hulbert,

had been ^miiiary siudente when selected for this

H lh
‘Iraore left the work and Korea in 1889-Hulbert resigned in 1892 and Bunker in 1894 Thelatter two joined the Methodist Mission. Mr. Bunkermarried Miss Annie Ellers, who had been the first
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Chaffin Mr. Chaffin came to Korea in 1914 todo secretarial work with Dr. H.G. Underwood and
to help with the evangelistic work. Dr. Rhodes says
in his History, He was a saintly man who had a
fane influence on the Koreans though he did notknow the language." He was pretty much of an

in 19
a
16 - Mrs * Chaffin joined the

Methodist Mission and worked here well into the

Jssy&K™ Mri - “ ti«

Genso John Genso was Treasurer of the Northern
Presbyterian Mission from 1908 to 1950. He was
the first such Mission treasure to be sent out, a
layman with business experience, and was considered
by his Board to be one of the best mission treasurers
in the world. At the time of the 1950 evacuation,
he was flown to Kobe, because of a bad heart, and
died there. During the final months before the Ko-
rean War, knowing that his heart might take him
off, he is said to have kept a daily up -to-date
summary of his accounts, on a single sheet of paper
in case of emergency. His daughter, however, says
that she thinks he had always done that. He had
come to Korean with a heart condition that made
it impossible for him to secure life insurance. His
office was in his own home, where he could work
at his own pace, which was fast enough for all
considerations. A far cry from the modern-day
complications of equipment and personnel. Salaries
were deposited for each of us in the Dai Ichi Ginko
(First Bank) in Seoul, against which checks could
be drawn. He would then send a postcard to each
one, giving the amount of the deposit, usually
adding a personalized comment, such as the time
he wrote at the end of mine, “Are you picking
violets yet in Chongju?
Mrs. Genso returned to Korea for two years of

work in the Literacy program, after her retirement,
and left a host of friends behind her. When Agnes
Kim (author of “I married a Korean") came to
Korea to marry David, in 1935, international mar-
riages were a very new idea and few were in favor
of it. Mrs. Genso took Agnes in and helped her
plan and arrange her wedding.
Gail Kinney is their daughter. And looks much

like her.

by Dr. Allen D. Clarke
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Life in Korea

a Half a Century Ago-HI

Dr. J. Ernest Fisher

In this third and final article, Dr. Fisher discusses
patriotic and political life and social life in the
1920s. With this offering for our readers we com-
plete this special series, and bid Godspeed to Dr.
Fisher, who returns to the United States after 5
months. Those who have enjoyed these materials
can look forward to much, much more upon the
publication of Dr. Fishers book later this year... Ed.)

Political and Patriotic Life

I arrived in Korea to take up my work in the
Chosun Christian College, just seven months after the
historic March 1st Independence movement of 1919.
This incident in which 33 patriotic men drew up a
declaration of the Independence of Korea and called
the

i

Japanese police to come and arrest them is too
well known for me to spend any time on it in this
short survey. I will just say that there were still
many students and teachers in prison when I arriv-
ed and there was great disorder in educational
circles all over the country.
Even though the demand for independence from

Japan was refused and the passive resistance demon-
strations that accompanied it were crushed with
brutal military and police action, the movement had

a definite effect on the character and general out-

look of the Korean people. They were not crushed
and defeated in spirit, but on the contrary took a
new lease on life, seeming to realize that they
would have to make their way to successful life

goals as individuals in spite of the oppression of

their militaristic rulers. An organization was formed
called the "Hungsadan" and was led by outstanding
educational and intellectual men, whose purpose was
the moral and spiritual awakening of the nation.

They seemed to realize that the Japanese were here
to rule the country and there was nothing they
could do at that time to get rid of them. They
had appealed to the League of Nations, and the
Hague court of International Justice, but both of
these Organizations had refused to do anything to

help. President Theodore Roosevelt had practically
approved of Japan’s taking over Korea after the
Russo-Japan War.
The national Y.M.C.A. of Korea, led by Dr.

Hugh Cynn, Dr. Yun Tchi-Ho, Yi Sang Jay and
other Koreans, and greatly assisted by several
American Y.M.C.A. workers and a committee of
representative Koreans and missionaries began a

movement for the improvement of rural life in Ko-
rea. The population was more than 80% rural and
farming at this time, and it had been neglected in

the educational and modernizational activity which
had been taking place in the urban centers through-
out the country. Specialists in agriculture and rural
life were brought out from America and England.
Study classes, conferences and institutes were set

up at various places, and great emphasis was put on
rural life improvement for several years in the early
twenties.

The Independence demand and the demonstrations
that followed it, as well as protests and petitions
that were made by missionaries in Korea and by
political, religious, and educational leaders in Amer-
ica and other countries awakened the home govern-
ment and the people of Japan to the fact that their
so called protective rule in Korea was not the
success that they thought it would be. The military
Governor General, Hasegawa, was recalled and in
his place the ageing and benevolently disposed Ad-
miral Viscount Saito was appointed in his place. He
began reforms at once, advisory committees of
leading missionaries and Koreans were asked to
meet with the Governor and other Japanese Govern-
ment Officials to help plan reforms, and institute
progressive social and political measures that gave
the Koreans more influence and opportunities in the
conduct of the government of the country. Some
Korean leaders, like Dr. Cynn and Dr. Yun co-
operated with the Japanese in helping carry through
the progressive measures that were proposed and
instituted. Many of these men suffered after liber-
ation for having cooperated with the Japanese at
this time. They were called "Pro-Japs" and not
permitted to have any part in the military govern-
ment. They could have been of great assistance to
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the American Military Government Officials if

they had been called in to give advice and assistance

from 1945 to 1948.

One Japanese official should be given special

mention in connection with the Government Gen-
eral from 1922, when he came to Korea up to and
during World War II. This was the English

Secratary Mr. Yasuma Oda. During these years he
was the best known Japanese, by the foreign popu-

lation of Korea, of all the officials in the govern-
ment. Mr. Oda had attended a mission school in

Nagasaki, and showed so much promise that he was
sent to America from the mission school, and com-
pleted his education at an American church college,

and Chicago and Columbia Universities. He was a

Christian and an active member of the Japanese

Methodist Church in Seoul. He knew and was
known by practically every missionary family in

Korea and by all the leading Korean Christians. He
probably visited every mission station in the country

at one time or another, and he was a member of

many boards of managers of Christian institutions.

He was always the first person to be called upon,

when missionaries or Korean Christians had diffi-

culties with either the local or General Government.

Governor General Saito’s efforts were effective and

there was a period of several years after he came
when the Koreans concentrated on education and

social and economic reforms and development.

There were those who said "the better Saito is as a

Governor General, the worse it is for Korea, as it

will tend to make the Koreans satisfied with their

present condition, and forget that they are the

victims of an unjust and despotic foreign rule."

In the Seoul Press of May 4th 1924, Bishop Her-

bert Welch, the Methodist Bishop of Korea at that

time, was reported to have said to reporters who
interviewed him in San Francisco, when he had just

returned from Korea, "Koreans have given up all

thought of independence.” This raised a great cry

of protest throughout the country. The Bishop at

once wrote a letter to Dr. Arthur Noble, Methodist

Missionary, in which he denied having made the

statement and said that his remark was: "Things

are quieting down, and the people are giving their

attention to education and economy rather than

agitating for independence. He later wrote a letter

to the Seoul Press specifically and emphatically to

disclaim having ever made the statement attributed

to him, and added that he "would never think of

making such a statement.” His letter was published

in full in the Seoul Press.

Social Life in Seoul in Twenties

The old timers from Korea refer to these years

before World War II as the "good old days” and

in many ways they were interesting and pleasant.

There were around four or five hundred people of

European or American extraction in Seoul at this

time, counting children. The majority of them were
Americans and were missionaries of one kind or
another. The non-missionaries were the members
of the Consular Staffs, which were much smaller
than they are now. As well as I can remember the
British, American, French, German, and Chinese
had their own consuls here, and other countries
were represented by one of these countries or by a

business firm. There were several British, French,
and American individuals who were engaged in

business of one kind or another, some who were
teaching, a number who were with foreign firms,

and two or three who were living here without any
special business or missionary activity that was
evident. Everybody, after he had been here awhile,

knew everybody else, at least by name and face.

There was a good deal of entertaining and socializ-

ing in the way of teas, dinner parties, picnics in the

season, and tennis at the Seoul Union, which at

that time was located in a large open square, be-

tween the American consulate and the Chong Dong
Methodist Church, with the street which ran be-

tween the British and the American consulates on
the East and the Singer Sewing Machine Company
building on the West. There were 4 tennis courts

and a small one story brick building where teas

were occasionally held and magazines, and publi-

cations of the Royal Asiatic Society were available

for reading on rainy days when you couldn’t play

tennis.

Many of the Seoul ladies had there "at home”
days, and lists of them were published in the Seoul

Press from time to time. These were pleasant oc-

casions to meet your friends and house refreshment

and hear and give out the latest gossip of the com-

munity. There were no house telephones, and mes-

sages were passed on by mutual friends or by notes

carried by your house boy or outside man. Mr.

Hobbs once told me that his two German Police

dogs, which guarded his and Mr. Miller’s houses,

were trained to never bark at or pay any attention

to a Korean entering their promises, if he was

carrying a white paper in hand, and friends from

whom they often received messages were told to

tell their message bearers to always display the

letter when they came with one.

The Japanese Friendly Association was organized

by Japanese Officials and leading Japanese citizens

to promote and cultivate friendly relations with the

foreigners in Seoul and some outstanding English

speaking Koreans. About twice a year this organi-

zation gave a party at the Chosun Hotel, to which

all foreign adult residents in Seoul were invited.

Some form of entertainment was provided, refresh-

ments were served and an afternoon or evening was

pleasantly spent. Special gatherings were called by

this organization and a luncheon or tea held when

a distinguished foreign visitor was in the city. I re-

call such receptions for Marshall Fosch in 1921, for
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Will Rogers, Margaret Sanger of "planned paren-
thood” fame, and Dr. Nitobe, and I think, Raban-
dranath Tagore, but I am not sure about him. Mr.
Oda and Dr. Niwa of the Japanese Y.M.C.A. were
the most active members or officers of the Japanese
Friendly Association.

From time to time world famous musical stars
came to Seoul and gave recitals in the public hall
which was across the street from the Chosun Hotel.
Fritz Kreistler, Marion Anderson and others were
here fifty or more years ago. Also the Takarazuka
Girl’s Opera from Japan was here from time to
time and gave performances.
The moving pictures were also claiming some of

our time as there were no radios or T.V.s to com-
pete with them. J.H. Morris had the agency for a
number of Hollywood companies, and brought their
pictures to Korea to rent to the several movie
houses in Seoul and other places. There were always
Japanese and Korean explainers who kept up a
continuous line of talk all during the show, telling
just what was taking place on the screen and what
the actors were saying. There were subtitles in
English for the benefit of those who did not under-
stand Japanese or Korean, and the English speaking
was turned off. Sometimes there were special show-
ings with the English on for the benefit of the
foreigners.

The Governor General gave a garden party on
the Emperor’s birthday and some other occasions.
Men were supposed to come attired in frockcoat,
striped trousers and silk hats. The women who
came could wear anything they liked, as the Ja-
panese would not know whether they were properly
dressed or not. Men were also expected to be in
full formal dress when they went to the Governor
General’s office to drink the Emperor’s health on
New Year Day. A soft drink called "cider” was
provided for the missionaries. After the New Year
ceremony at the Capitol, the men made the rounds
visiting the ladies of the community, who were
supposed to be at home and have provided some
kind of refreshment for the New Year callers. It
was quite common on this occasion to see a line of

rickshas with men all in top-hats, making their
rounds to call on the ladies.

The various consulates had their national open
house days when refreshment and some kind of
entertainment was provided for callers. All foreign-
ers and special Koreans and Japanese were wel-
comed at these functions. For the British it was the
24th of May, the Queen’s birthday (Victoria). For
the Americans it was the Fourth of July, for the
French Bastile Day (July 14th) for the Chinese
"Double Ten Day" (October 10). I have forgotten
what days the Russians and the Germans celebra-
ted, as I don’t remember having attended any func-
tions at either of these consulates.

John D. Rockefeller II visited Seoul early in the
Twenties, and was given a reception to which most
of the foreigners were invited and attended. I don’t
remember just where it was held, but I believe it

was at the offices of the Standard Oil Company.
The last Korean Emperor, Sunjong, died in 1926

and there was a great funeral procession, with
many life sized animals and other fantastic creations
as a part of it. I was in America at the time, but
have seen the moving pictures that Jim Morris took
of the whole procession, which were well done and
most interesting.

In June 1914 I attended the graduation ceremony
of the first class to graduate from Ewha College,
which began full college work in 1910. It was held
in Chong Dong Methodist Church. As I remember,
there were four girls in cap and gown in the
memorable ceremony. One of them was Miss Helen
Kim, who was some years, later, as Dr. Helen Kim,
President of Ewha University for about twenty-five
years and President Emeritus until her death in

Seoul, Feburary 10th 1970.

These are a few of the interesting features of life

in Korea in the "Good old Days” fifty years ago.
Many more might be recalled, but this is probably
enough.

Dr. J. Ernest Fisher
Korea Methodist Mission, retired
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Christians Led Independence
A new wave of Christian .

A new wave of Christian
missions reached the Korean
peninsula in the 19th century.
They had a considerable im-
pact on the nationalist move-
ment.

Speaking on “Christianity
and the Nationalist Move-
ment” at the academic con-
ference held yesterday at the
Student Hall of Soongjon
University, Prof. Cha Ki-pyok
stated that since its inception,
Korean nationalism has been
geared toward pursuing
modernization.
As a whole, he said

Protestantism has been one of
the important vehicles of

modernization and of in-
troduction of the ethos of the
Western economic and
ideological systems. In Korea,
he continued, some important
leaders of the nationalist
movement were Protestants,
citing the late President
Syngman Rhee and in-
dependent fighter Ahn Chang-
ho.

Cha said that Catholics
almost exclusively acted in
the religious field, proposing a
system of values quite op-
posed to the dominating one
and constituting, therefore, a
certain menace for the
sociopolitical system in
power. This position provoked
a strong negative reaction
against religious institutions
of foreign origin and socially
dysfunctional, he remarked.
On thp other hand, he

stressed that the Protestant
churches filled a social func-
tion which assured to the new
Korean elite a channel of
social mobility and eventually
the possibility of facing the
foreign powers.
“This explains the role of

Protestants in the nationalist
movement against the
Japanese colonial rule and
their influence in the political
life after the nation’s libera-
tion,” Cha contended.
Speaking on the thought of

the late Ahn Chang-ho
(Tosan), Prof. Ahn Pyong-uk
said that of many patriots who
fought fo£—thft^.nation’s in-

dependence from foreign
domination during the
Japanese occupation, Tosan is
widely remembered by every
Korean for his outstanding
conviction and firm faith in
Christianity. Tosan was the
pen name of the patriot.

Praising Tosan as a great
philosopher, the professor
revealed that he accused the
people of a lack of alertness,
vision and focus. Tosan
stressed: “Let no prejudice or
ignorance divide the people.
The independence of Korea
should be the goal of united
endeavor of the Korean
people. We cannot think of an
individual without thinking of
a nation, and people without a
nation will always remain
orphans in the world.”
From the age of seven until

15, Tosan studied Chinese
literature. Just before the
Sino-Japanese War of 1894, he
went to Seoul to enroll at a
Western-style school run by
The Salvation Army. He
graduated from this school at
the age of 18 and immediately
became a member of theTongnip Hyophoe
(Independent Society), hoping
to devote himself to the na-
tion’s development.

Tosan taught us, among
other things, to build up a
strong national power to repel
outside forces. And he also
taught us to foster nationalism
with a firm conviction,” Ahn
added.
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Dear Sam & Eileen,

Apparently the Korean Government is making a •'final” collection of
data for honoring March 1 Independence Movement participants - this is to
be the ’’last'’ time. Our mutual friend, Mr. WANG Sei 11, feels very
strongly that your father and mine should be honored this time and has
prepared an application and submitted it. He came out this morning with
tne final papers, and left a file copy each for you(on your father) and
me (on mine), asking that I forward it to you. Here it is. If approved,
some sort of mention will be made at the 15 August ’’honors list”, I gather.

Having started a letter I feel I should give you a complete rundown on
the state of the country, the church, tne university and the family, but that
gets a bit much. As for the family, Dorothy and I are still getting along
fine, with no clouds in sights Besides our happiness as a couple, we have
had James and Ethel back here for the past month (they left Sunday). It was
James’ first trip in 40 years, and Ethel’s first of all. They loved it. I

gather both were a bit worried that they would be disappointed or deflated
or something - over anticipation - but it all worked cut beautifully and
they had a ball. By coming back well after the start of the school semester
John and Jean were free to take them all over the place, but even so a month
was not long enough to do all they wanted to do. It sure was swell having
them here, with a chance (my selfish viewpoint) to ge to know Dorothy.
Another family matter is the graduation of David from SFS - as Valedictorian
and best all-round student and several other honors. We are very proud of
him and wonder if he is an Underwood alter all. Peter and Bill also finish
College and Masters, respectively, but no dates and no specifics of any kind.
Peter is supposed to be coming soon, (’’about the 15th”) but no specific word.
Freedom, it’s wonderful - for the free guy.

The church nas all been worked up over the withdrawal of troops, holding
a number of major prayer rallies, sending off resolutions to government and
churches, etc. They have a lot of good points, but often do not express them
very well and/or aim at the wrong facets ol US psychology. Some of us had
a good conference with some of our leaders the other day, to try to help
(the Moderator, KIM Man Jae is going to the States lor UP/AP Assemblies soon)
and 1 hope we did.

The university is doing fine, though things are pretty tight. With
exams coming up in a couple of weeks, we seem to be through the spring term
shortly

•

All of us here think of you often and miss you greatly. Get back scon.
(Speaking of which - please - pretty please - give us pretty firm dates,
because of things like house use, etc. etc.) Every best, and all our
love and prayers.
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The Independence Movement and the ^irMissionaries

by Samuel H. Moffett

On March 1, 1919, the largest and most influential group of Westerners in

Korea was the Christian missionary community. There were some 631 mis-

sionaries in Korea that year, of whom 491 were Protestant.' It is with the

first reactions of this group to the Korean Independence Movement that this

brief paper will be concerned.

The Independence Movement of March 1, 1919, was a turning point

in the history of Korea under Japanese rule.
2

It was a public uprising and

massive protest against Japanese imperialism imposed upon the peninsula

beginning with the protectorate of 1905 and the annexation of 1910.

Korea’s smouldering resentment was fanned by the post-war peace

conferences in Paris and Woodrow Wilson’s call for “self-determination

of small nations.*’ It was sparked into flame by the death of the last real

Korean king, Kojong,on Jan. 21, 1919, and the flame exploded into open

fire in March when Korean patriots secretly organized a nationwide, non-

violent demonstration for freedom timed to take advantage of the King’s

state funeral scheduled by the Japanese for March 3. Two days before the

funeral a Korean Declaration of Independence was signed, read in public

at what is now Pagoda Park in Seoul, and circulated with amazing speed

throughout the peninsula. There were 33 signers: 15 Christians, 15

Chondokyo and three Buddhists. Police and military response was quick

and brutal. But the demonstrations continued for months.

The role of the Western missionary in the movement has sometimes

been exaggerated in two very different directions. It has been claimed by

some that they actually instigated and directed the demonstrations. Lieut.

Gen. Kojima, at that time Commander of the Japanese Gendarmerie in

Korea, directly accused the missionaries of starting the protests, and he

was supported in the allegation by “a prominent official of the Japanese

War Office’* who declared that “missionaries are behind the Korean

mobs.’* 3

On the other hand, some modern nationalist Korean critics of the

missionary movement imply that the general missionary attitude was pro-

Japanese and anti-Korean. They do not realize perhaps that thereby they

are unconsciously adopting a second Japanese propaganda line of 1919,
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namely ,^Kt the missionaries had no part in the movement and that there-

fore the Western world could discount as pure nationalist propaganda the
wild Korean claims of injustice and persecution. A Japanese-controlled
editorial in The Seoul Press for March 14, 1919 was headlined, NO
FOREIGNERS IMPLICATED IN KOREAN UPRISINGS. 4

I would prefer to judge Western missionary reaction and involvement
by the original accounts and records of the missionaries themselves, as

preserved in letters, manuscripts and reports, both published and un-
published, from the actual period in question. Most of my source material

comes from the first sixty days of the demonstrations, March and April

1919. The material can be divided into two main categories: (1) personal
viewpoints and actions of individual missionaries; and (2) the officially

stated position of their missions in Korea.

I. Personal Reactions

Since the first category is personal, perhaps I may be forgiven for

beginning on a very superficial level: my own reaction to the Indepen-
dence Movement (the sam-il undong). It was simple and direct. It had to

be, for I was only three years old. My earliest memory as a child is of
Japanese soldiers or police, with fixed bayonets, breaking into the room
in our home in Pyongyang where my younger brother and I were
supposed to be taking an afternoon nap. They were looking for incrimi-
nating documents and demonstrators hiding from the law. But to my
brother and me the shouts of “Mansei” 5 and the excitement in the streets

seemed like some gigantic happy game, so when the soldiers threw open
the door we greeted them with the glad cry we had been hearing so much:
Mansei. It was, of course, a forbidden and dangerous word, a

shortened substitute for Choson Tongnip Mansei—the slogan of the
movement. My father’s face went pale, expecting retaliation. There was a
moment of tension; then the soldiers broke into a laugh, and left. It

wasn’t much, but at least I can say I was in the sam-il undong.
My oldest brother was more active. He was 15, and on March 3,

hearing the noise of shouting he climbed high in an oak tree in our yard
to look across to where a crowd of thousands had gathered on the
Soongsil College athletic field. Japanese soldiers were trying to clear the
field, and seemed to be hauling down a forbidden Korean flag which had
been raised on the school flagpole. He saw my father, S.A. Moffett, walk
up to the flagpole and either lower the flag himself or take it from a
Japanese officer who was already tearing it down (accounts differ). As
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president of the college, Moffett told the Japanese he was claiming the
flag as foreign property. He told the excited crowd, “I will keep this flag
until the day when Korea is free to fly it again.” 6

My mother’s reaction was complete astonishment. She wrote in her
diary for March 1 that the missionaries in Pyongyang had been taken
utterly by surprise when, at a memorial service attended by some 3,000
Presbyterians for the late Emperor Kojong, the Moderator of the General
Assembly, the Rev. Kim Sun-Du, instead of closing the meeting after the
benediction, held the crowd for a public reading of the Declaration of
Independence. 7

It was obvious that the missionaries—with the single
possible exception of Frank W. Schofield, who was asked the night before
by a friend to come and take pictures of the reading of the Declaration in

Pagoda Park in Seoul— 8 not only did not instigate the movement but had
no advance warning of its imminence. 9 The credit for the great non-
violent demonstrations of 1919 belongs to the Korean people alone.

Foreign involvement was, therefore, only secondary, not primary.
But when we pursue this personal family record further to my father’s

reaction and connection with the movement, it becomes clear that the

involvement while secondary was nevertheless real.

It was not entirely by accident, for example, that he was present at

the first reading of the Declaration of Independence in P’yongyang. He
was too close to leaders of the Christian community not to sense

something of unusual import going on. A colleague, Charles F.

Bernheisel, whom he had persuaded to go with him, describes the

meeting:

An immense crowd of people assembled in the grounds of
the Boys’ School (Sung Duk) near Central Church. After a

short memorial service for the late king a man came out

and read the Declaration of Independence and then led the

crowd in a mighty shout of ‘Mansei’ (or Hurrah) for

Korean independence. This was repeated three times and

then the meeting was adjourned. Three of us missionaries

were standing close inside the main gate. When the meeting

adjourned we decided to walk down the hill to the main

street., and see how things were going. After walking for

some distance down the main street of the city I happened

to look behind us and found that we were leading a long

procession. As soon as we had quit the school grounds the

crowd (which had armloads of small Korean flags) began to

leave also, and, unknown to us, had fallen in behind us
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an^^e were thus in the position of leading the procession

down the main street of the city. I told the brethren that we
must not continue in this position, and they agreed, so we
scooted off into an alley and allowed the crowd to follow

other leaders. 10

It is not perhaps so surprising, then, that some of the authorities believed

missionaries were leading the movement. The missionaries, however, did

not long remain mere spectators and involuntary participants. The move-
ment quickly spread, and what began as a non-violent protest was soon
met with violent repression. My father (to continue the personal note) was
among the first to put his name on the line in public and signed a protest

against Japanese atrocities. He very early exposed the wide-spread police

brutality as unprovoked and not, as the Japanese claimed, a necessary

response to Korean violence. On March 5 he wrote to his mission board in

New York his own eye-witness account of shocking events in Pyongyang
for public dissemination, and unlike most such reports, he specified that

it could be attributed to him by name. The day before, March 4, he had
insisted that the Japanese inspector of schools, a Mr. Yamada, accom-
pany him on a fact-finding tour and verify his charges. He wrote from
first-hand observation of beatings, stabbings, clubbings and kickings of
birls 12 and 13 years old arrested and marched through the streets.

The above I saw myself and testify to the truthfulness of my
statements. In all my contact with the Koreans these five

days (March 1-5), and in all my observation of the crowds
inside and outside the city, I have witnessed no act of
violence on the part of any Korean.

(Signed) Samuel A. Moffett
Later he wrote:

On March 4th, five theological students from south Korea
arrived and entered the dormitory of the seminary which
was to open on the next day. Late in the afternoon when
the people were fleeing from the soldiers who were pursuing
them with guns, beating and kicking them, the soldiers

pursued (them) into the seminary grounds. These five theol-

ogues were in their rooms sitting down and had not been
out with the crowd nor had they joined in the demonstra-
tion. Soldiers suddenly broke open the door and dragged
(them) out and took them to the police station where despite
their denials they were given short shrift, taken out, arms
and legs tied to the four arms of a large wooden cross face
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downward, and beaten on the naked buttocks with 29 blows
of some hard cane or stick till they were all bruised and
broken...

In view of this arid the danger to all students of arrest
and beating without cause, it was decided to postpone the
the opening of the Seminary, and the more than 80 students
from all over Korea were dismissed to their homes. This was
the more inevitable in view of the fact that last night the
firemen were let loose on the village where many of the
Academy students live and board, and near midnight broke
into houses dragging out young men and beating them...
Today when the academy and college should have opened
after the ex-emperor’s funeral, only two students of the
academy and eight of the college dared attempt to study,
and both were closed until the end of the term this month."

*

On March 22 and 24 Moffett attended two important conferences in
Seoul between aroused missionaries and leading Japanese officials
including the Minister of Justice (Kokubo) and the Minister of Education
(Sekiya). It was held at the Chosen Hotel at the invitation of Judge
Watanabe, a Presbyterian elder, and a Mr. Katayama. The judge, as
chairman, explained that the object of the meeting was "to talk over
matters connected with the present regrettable disturbances." Actually, its

purpose was an attempt to enlist missionary support for Japanese ad-
ministrative authorities in Korea against the independence demonstra-
tions. A private report, marked "Not to be Published" is in my posses-
sion and is extremely revealing both of government and missionary
attitudes at this stage of the movement.

“You have great influence," the Minister of Justice told the ten
missionaries present. "If you put forth your effort to quiet the people you
will do much service and in this way you will do much for humanity and
for peace." 12

But his plea was politely rejected. Politically, the missionaries
replied, they must remain neutral. They had not instigated the movement,
nor could they become tools of the Japanese to put it down. The individ-

ual responses of some of the missionaries give a frank and representative

spectrum of missionary attitudes in that first month of seething activity.

Let me quote from four: Samuel A. Moffett, president of what is now
Soongjun University; O. R. Avison, president of what is now Yonsei
University; Herbert Welch, then Methodist Bishop of Japan and Korea;
and W. A. Noble, a Methodist missionary in P’yongyang. In essence,
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Moffett calWfor justice; Avison for freedom; Welch for neutrality; and
Noble for obedience to the powers that be.

DR. MOFFETT: I have lived for thirty years in Korea...

(and) speak as a very great friend and admirer of the

Koreans. I have come to Find that they place a higher value

on spiritual and moral things than material. (The Japanese
had been stressing the material improvements they had
brought to Korea.) The thing which appeals to the Korean is

justice and justice has a greater appeal to him than anything

of a material nature... I Find that they appreciate being

treated like men and that manhood and worth appeal to

them much more than physical comforts. 13

DR. AVISON:... I will mention a few things... without

which a man cannot be considered to be free: (1) The right

to cherish a national spirit... (2) A free man has the right to

the use of his national language. (The Japanese had been
supplanting Korean with Japanese in the schools.) (3)

Freedom of speech... Every man has the right to think for

himself and to express his thoughts freely without fear. If

this cannot be done... there will be an outbreak in spite of
all attempts at repression... (4) Very similar to this is the
right of a free press... (5) Associated with these two is free-

dom of the right to assemble and freely discuss any problem
that affects the well being of the people... (6) Every free

man is entitled himself to participate in the government...
A man cannot be free when he has no voice concerning the
laws by which he is to be governed. One thing that has
troubled me in Korea during all the past number of years
has been the constant display of the sword as the symbol of
government... When I go to see Mr. Sekiya at home... when
he has doffed his uniform and sword, and look on his bene-
volent countenance I feel that I can regard him as a friend.
But when I visit him in his office, dressed in his uniform
and wearing his sword, I stand before him in fear and
trembling. Personally I do not think that Mr. Sekiya really

likes his sword.

MR. SEKIYA: No, I do not like to wear a sword.
DR. AVISON: So I trust that Japan will stand with the
Allies to the very end for the freedom of man. 14

BISHOP WELCH:... May I answer definitely why mission-
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aries ought not to intervene? There are thre^asons: (1)
Interference by missionaries would be ineffective... Most of
the demonstrators are non-Christians and outside our influ-
ence. I feel sure that even the Christians who have not asked
our advice, would not take our advice but... resent it. (2)
The people as a whole would resent our interference and the
missionary can do his best work only if he has the confi-
dence and affection of the people. (3) It would be highly
improper for any missionaries to intervene in a political
question. If once admitted that it were proper for mission-
aries to go into politics it would have to be admitted that
they may take part on either side... (Bishop Welch here read
the instruction from former Minister Sill in 1897 warning
American citizens against taking sides in politics)... 15

A little earlier the bishop had said:

Every missionary being a friend of both the Koreans and
Japanese is intensely concerned yet we must assume the
position of bystanders. It must be clearly recognized that
this movement was not instigated by missionaries; it is not
even a Christian movement, for most of the leaders and a
great majority of the people are not Christian. It is a
national movement, a controversy between the people and
the existing government... Of course in such a discussion the
foreigner has no choice but to stand in a neutral position...

Apart from politics there are humanitarian questions in-

volved but even here we do not want to thrust anything on
this company. 16

It was Mr. Noble, the Methodist missionary, who perhaps gave
strongest support to the principle of cooperation with government autho-
rities, but even that was coupled with an expression of sympathy for the
protesters. Personally Mr. Noble had taught Koreans to be in subjection
to powers that be. He said that Koreans felt that under present conditions
they had no hope. 17

What is notable in the record of this conference was not this single

reference to the Pauline injunction of obedience to government. That had
been a standard, but sometimes circumvented, Christian tradition for

centuries. Nor was it the general acceptance by the missionaries of a

policy of political neutrality. That had not only been urged on them by
their home governments since 1897, but had been the official policy of
their mission boards since the pattern-setting Conspiracy Trials (the paek -
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o-in sa-koJ^y f 1912." What is really remarkable was that in face-to-face
confrontation with the Japanese authorities, the missionaries so frankly
expressed their disagreement with the government’s repressive colonial
policies. Dr. Hardie rebuked their “arrogant and overbearing repression,”
Mr. Whittemore accused them of failure to respect the principle of reli-
gious liberty. And Bishop Welch, despite his protestations of neutrality,
pointedly noted that “instances are rare where Koreans did any violence
until they were attacked by deadly weapons.” 19

Even more denunciatory of Japanese oppression were the mission-
aries in their private letters. A few, like Frank Herron Smith, who had
been a missionary to the Japanese in Korea since the beginning of the
occupation in 1905, were widely quoted as apologists for Japan’s “benev-
olent” colonialism. In 1922 Smith was still writing of anti-government
activities by Korean “malcontents,” and praising conditions in Korea
under Japanese administration.- But such cases were the exception, not
the rule. In ever-increasing numbers the missionaries rallied to express
their direct sympathies with the movement.

At first the missionaries simply reported their outrage at what they
were witnessing in Korea, and tried by various means to evade Japanese
censorship and convey their protests to the outside world. Some of the
earliest reports were taken to China by Mr. E. W. Thwing, Oriental
Secretary to the International Reform Bureau, who was visiting mission-
aries m P yongyang and Sonch’on (Syenchun) just as the demonstrations
broke out. Released to the foreign press in China, their publication
caused a sensation. The Peking and Tientsin Times, March 15 1919
carried the headline: THE KOREAN REVOLT. AUTHENTIC
STORIES FROM MISSIONARIES. CAUSE AND CHARACTER OFTHE MOVEMENT.- K Uh

A missionary writes from Sensen, [Sonch’dn] Korea, March
Hth, 1919, as follows: ‘In this letter let me tell you some-
thing of the Independent Movement in Korea, its cause,
character, aim and hope. The cause of this movement lies in
the ten years of oppression, cruel treatment, which these
people have suffered from their ruthless conquerors. The
Independent Movement in its character is most wonderful
It is a peaceful manifestation of the thoughts of the people
The people have no arms, and where the Christians have
been in the majority, in almost every instance they have
submitted to arrest and cruel beating without opposition. In
cases where there has been bloodshed the soldiers have first
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fired on the helpless crowd and so infuriated the non-Chris-
tian patriots that they have returned violence for violence.
What do the Koreans expect, what is their aim?... Their aim
is by peaceful means to let the world know that they are
unhappy under the Japanese rule, that they are not given
freedom and justice and that they wish their condition
changed. What do they hope for? First, that this awful mili-
tary rule in Korea which is like that of the Huns in Belgium
may be removed...

Then follow a number of eye-witness reports by missionaries of police
violence and cruelty. 22

If the first directed contribution of the missionaries to the movement
was to alert the outside world through the press, their second was to bring
forcibly to the attention of their own government representatives the
facts of Japanese infringement on human rights in Korea. S. A. Moffett’s
first report on brutalities on March 5, for example, went to his mission
board in New York for publication. Later, on April 7, 1919, he wrote
directly to the American Consul General in Seoul, Leo Bergholz,
reporting another outbreak of violence by the police and gendarmes,
April 2 to 4. Students from mission schools had been dragged off and
beaten, and the schools intimidated from opening for the spring term.
The missionary houses were searched. On April 4, Moffett found some
sixteen to twenty gendarmes already in his house. He asked if they had a

search warrant. They did not. He said, “Of course you can forcibly

search but it will be without my consent,” and they went on with the

search. He wrote:

They were not rude or disrespectful and one said that he
did not like the job but had to do as he was ordered... In

my study among my secretary’s papers in the drawer of his

desk they found the following inconsequential things:

1. A copy of the program of the Prince Yi

Memorial Service and the Independence service

of March 1st written in ink in Korean.

2. An envelope directed to the Theological Semi-

nary... containing five copies of the Independence

Newspaper...

3. A small piece of paper with a statement in

Korean of the number of men killed at Anju and

the numbers of those who had taken part from

the several villages of Anju in the demonstration.
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NSW of the above had I ever seen before... (Then) they
searched the outbuildings and the guest house. As we were
trying to open the door of the guest house my secretary

came out... They seized him, tied him and according to the

statement of my two sons who saw it (I did not), they hit

him, kicked him, punched him, his nose bleeding, and one
man hit him across the cheek with a short whip. In the

empty Korean house they found two copies of a mimeo-
graphed notice in Korean, thin paper rolled up into a small
ball and thrown away. The detective told me that a boy had
confessed that several of them had taken my mimeograph
from the study and printed notices in that empty house...
The whole population is fearful of unlawful beatings... 23

In Seoul a number of missionaries, including H. H. Underwood, E.
W. Koons, W. G. Cram and Dr. Frank W. Schofield formed a committee
of investigation to verify the facts of Japanese persecution of Christians. 24

Schofield wrote signed letters to the Japanese press denouncing the
administration s mishandling of the situation. 25 Underwood managed to
get an eye-witness account of the massacre and church-burning at Che-am-
ni to friends in America where it was read into the Congressional Record
of July 17, 1919. 26

S. A. Beck, a Methodist missionary with the American
Bible Society in Korea, placed photographs of atrocities in the hands of
Senator Norris of Nebraska who protested Japanese brutality in a fiery
speech on the floor of the Senate on July 15, 1919. 27

Mrs. W. L. Swallen of Pyongyang was the sister of Congressman
William Ashbrook, a prominent Republican. Through her daughter
Olivette, who was studying in Chefoo, China, she managed to get facts
and case histones to her brother not only for publication in Ohio newspa-
pers, but for official action by church groups in America, and eventually
to the Committee on Foreign Affairs of the House of Representatives. 28

Mrs. Swallen wrote from Pyongyang, Apr. 23, 1919:
‘My dearest Olivette: I am enclosing some of the things I

have been gathering. When you have read them send them
on to Wilbur (her son). He can send them on to Will (the
congressman) and he can have them printed in the Inde-
pendent if he won’t put our name to it... We are neutral,
but some of the true facts must be known... It would
make your hair stand on end to hear some of the things we
have heard. Just this p.m. Song Moksa... has just returned
from Hanchung where his daughter-in-law was stripped of
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her clothing, and her hands tied behind her back, and she was
tied up for five hours, that is, was hung up by her arms. When
she was let down she could not get her arms in front of her
body until some one rubbed them and helped her. It’s been a
month or more and she does not yet have the use of her
hands. His son is in prison. She was used this way because she
hollered, “Hurrah for Korea: Mansa.’ The latest we have heard
of the persecutions of the Christians was this p.m. and oc-
curred at So-a-mul 20 // from here in Dr. Moffett’s territory
last Sunday. They, the police, went to the church, beat some
of the officers in front of the pulpit, took the church rolls,
hunted up the Christians and beat whole families from one
house to another... We thought the statement which you
saw—that 12,000 had been killed; 45,000 put in prison—
was exaggerated, but many here think it is not exaggerated.
The prisons are full everywhere... Don’t worry... God is not
dead; He loves these people more than we do...

29

Among the documents and reports sent by Mrs. Swallen to her
brother were page after page of eye-witness reports of atrocities collected
by missionaries in Pyongyang, Chairyung, Syenchun, Seoul, Andong,
Pusan and elsewhere. This was the third contribution of the missionary
community to the Independence Movement: the collection of statistics

and the verification of injustices. Here is a sample page:

Evangelistic Condition of Western Circuit, Pyeng Yang
Station

Number of churches in district 58

Number meeting regularly 53

Number meeting irregularly 2

Number not meeting at all 3

Number burned 0

Number damaged 5

(The damage done being broken doors &
windows, destruction of books, rolls, pulpits

& lamps)

Number of pastors in territory 14

Number on their job 9

(2 were hiding a while but working now)

Number arrested, now in jail 3

Number unable to work 2

Number arrested, later released 1
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cNumBSFof helpers (lay evangelists)

Number on their job

(Working carefully, but not doing much)

Number arrested

Number not able to work

14

7

0

3

Remarks:

The church in general seems paralyzed. Men, especially are

afraid to meet for worship for fear of being arrested. Parti-

cularly true is this of the officers... In most of the churches

where pastors and helpers are at work, the work is done

very quietly so as not to arouse suspicion. In some of the

churches the people fear to have the helper call, least that

call should subject them to suspicion and arrest. In four

churches the fear of arrest is so great as to have greatly inter-

fered with the farming. The men are not able to put in their

crops.

Particular Instances Noted.

At Morak—where the people of a number of villages

gathered for a demonstration..., the police, one Japanese

and two Koreans, are said to have fired into the crowd,

killing a number and wounding others. This enraged the

crowd which surrounded the three policemen and killed the

two Korean policemen. The Japanese, having sheltered in

the police quarters, kept firing out of the window, where-

upon the buildings were set on fire and the Japanese finally

killed. After this, the gendarmerie of Kangsa were notified

and gendarmes and police were sent who damaged the

church, breaking doors, windows and lamps and made

many arrests. The pastor’s house is also said to have been

damaged.

At Pansyuk—a number of officers came and tore down the

bell-tower and... broke all the glass in the windows of both

the church and school-house... All the Bibles, hymnbooks,

church and Sunday School rolls and all the school records

were destroyed... They caught and bound eight men whom

they stripped and beat in the church yard; and one of these

was burned with matches on the tenderest part of his body.

This was told me in the presence of many others and by one

of the men who was beaten...

Three women were stripped naked and beaten because they
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would not tell where their husbands were (mosfflkely they

did not know...) These three were Leader Paik’s wife. Elder

Choi s wife and Elder Cho’s wife. The two former were
beaten so badly that two weeks after when we were informed
of this they were still not able to come to the church. The
latter, Elder Cho’s wife, herself told the missionary that she

was taken out of her house by two officers, one a Japanese,

the other a Korean, was taken away from the village by
these two men, out to a pine grove... and forced to take

off all her clothes and was beaten terribly there by them
while sitting on the ground... 30

The material quoted above is just one page of thousands which the

missionaries of Korea filtered out through Japanese censorship, breaking

down all efforts of the authorities to hide the “incident” from the world.

One staid Presbyterian single lady. Miss Alice Butts, unblushingly carried

some of the reports hidden in her whale-bone corset across the border

into Manchuria. The whole extraordinary missionary effort to investigate,

verify, collect reports and make the facts known was undoubtedly the

greatest single reason for the sympathetic attention the Independence

Movement received almost instantly from the world press. It was not, at

first, an organized campaign. It was simply the spontaneous response of

good-hearted, honest individuals who loved the Korean people and could

not remain silent while they were being abused. And it was not consciously

political. As Mrs. Swallen had written, “We are neutral, but the... true

facts must be known.” 31

II. Official Missionary Reaction.

Even while Mrs. Swallen was writing those words, the officers of the

largest Protestant mission in Korea, the Northern Presbyterians (now

United Presbyterians) were meeting in executive session in Seoul, April 22-

24, 1919, in a momentous session that was to carry the missionaries

beyond mere neutrality. They were preparing a private but official

position paper on the situation for their home church. It was the first,

and remained the most thorough, statement of organized missionary atti-

tude toward the Independence Movement to emanate from Korea— all the

more important because it was not an emotional, individual response, but

a carefully formulated statement of consensus. Although never published,

and kept confidential in mission board headquarters in New York, it was

vitally significant in setting the tone of the forthcoming American
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churches^Wicial protest which was issued through the Federal Council of

Churches in July. 32
I have a carbon copy of the 52-page typed text. The

full title is “The Present Movement for Korean Independence in its

Relation to the Mission Work of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.). A
Private Report Prepared for the Board of Foreign Missions By the Execu-

tive Committee of the Chosen Mission at Seoul, April 22nd-24th, 191 9.” 33

It begins with a sketch of the historical background of the Japanese

annexation, noting a Korean resistance movement from 1907 to 1909 that

cost 21,000 Korean lives and 1,300 Japanese, but even-handedly paying

tribute to the good intentions of the first Japanese Resident-General,

Prince Ito. Singled out for special criticism in this section is the ominous

omnipresence of the police and gendarmes in Korea and the crippling

inadequacies of the Japanese judicial system. The ratio of police and

gendarmes was one to every 1 ,224 Koreans and in the most recent year for

which statistics were available (1916-17), “one person in every 200 living

in Chosen experienced the judgment of the police box.” 34 As for justice in

the Japanese law courts, the report tersely sums up its complaints with the

flat charge that under current procedures “there can be no security for

either foreigner or Korean against injustice and inhuman treatment.

”

35

Despite the severity of their criticisms, the missionaries took special

pains not to appear disloyal to constituted government. They frankly

admitted two earlier cases of confrontation between missions and the

Japanese authorities. The first was the so-called Conspiracy Case of 1912

when missionaries and Korean Christians had been falsely accused (and

six Koreans found guilty) of an alleged assassination attempt on the life

of Governor-General Terauchi; the second was the refusal of the Pres-

byterian Mission to conform to the Imperial Educational Ordinance of

1915 which banned Bible teaching from the curriculum. Nevertheless, the

report concluded, “All relations with the civil officials have continued

cordial and harmonious.” 36 Some may have noted the absence of any
reference to Japanese military authorities in that phrase, but the funda-

mental principle of acceptance of governmental authority was reaffirmed

as it had been formulated by the Mission Board in 1912 during the

Conspiracy Case:

It is the unvarying policy of the Boards and their Missions
loyally to accept the constituted governments of the coun-
tries in which Mission work is carried on, to do everything

in their power to keep the missionary enterprise free from
political movements... 37

The next section, however, is a rather startling contrast. The stern
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religious convictions of these missionaries could never allow them to

equate loyalty to government with silent assent to observed injustices and

oppression. The following eleven pages of the report, sub-titled “History

of the Independence Movement,” is the most blistering indictment of

Japan’s fourteen years (1905-1919) of misrule on the peninsula ever drawn

up by an official body of foreigners in Korea up to that time. In sixteen

terse accusations, summarized from the Korean Declaration of Indepen-

dence and other sources, it spells out the anguish and legitimate

grievances of the Korean people and sympathetically reports their demand

for independence. The grievances are bitter:
38

1. Loss of independence through gradual assumption of

power by the Japanese under various pretexts and in spite of

explicit promises. The Korean people never assented to

annexation...

2. Oppression by the military administration... It is asserted

that the administration of the past nine years has been a

reign of terror for the Koreans... contempt... oppression,

injustice and brutality, whole-sale arrests... intimidation and

torture...

3. No liberty of speech, press, assembly, or of conscience.

4. An intolerable system of police espionage...

5. Koreans have no share in the government...

6. Unjust discrimination in salaries...

7. Denationalization, an attempt... to make one race into

another by restricting and regulating the racial language

(Korean) and forcing the adoption of Japanese ideals... The

two peoples are essentially different and Korea does not

want Japanese ideals and institutions.

8. Unjust expatriation of all Korerans living abroad... and

restriction of emigration.

9. Unjust expropriation of crown lands...

10. Discrimination in education...

11. Debauching and demoralizing Korean youth... The

Japanese system of licenced prostitution has made vice more

open and flagrant...

12. ...uncontrolled child labor and the practical enslavement

of women operatives...

13. Unrestricted immigration of Japanese... forcing

thousands of Koreans into Manchuria...

14. Annexation ‘for the peace of the East,’ as the Japanese
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claimed, is no longer thus justified, and independence

should be restored.

15. ... great material improvement... done ostensibly for

Korea (is) really done for the Japanese in Korea...

Annexation has meant the systematic exploitation of the

country and its resources...

16. The 33 signers of the original Declaration of Indepen-

dence have been unjustly treated...

The demands of the Koreans, they conclude, are “nothing short of

absolute independence.” Had the authorities met the agitation in a more

understanding way, the report says, the Koreans might have settled simply

for reform, “but the use of sword and gun and fire has so roused the people

that they will be more insistent than ever for absolute independence and the

suppression of the present movement will doubtless only mean another

outbreak later on.” 39

The concluding sections of the Private Report deal with a brief history

of the current demonstrations and of the movement’s relation to the Korean

church and the missionaries. The general attitude of the missionary writers

of the report is not left in doubt. They are obviously strongly sympathetic to

the Korean cause. For example, with quiet approval they quote the answer

of Yi Sang-Chay, of the Y.M.C.A., to police interrogators. “Who is the

head of the movement?,” he was asked. “Do you know?” “Yes,” he said

“Who? Tell us who,” they asked eagerly. “God,” he answered calmly.

“God at the head and twenty million Koreans behind it.”
40

Church involvement, the report carefully points out, was not organi-

zational except in the sense that all the teachings of the Christian faith

are “unconscious preparation of the Christian community for taking

part in such a movement.” Church participation was through individual

Christians of whom “ninety-nine percent plus are in their hearts in favor

of the present movement.” 41

More directly pertinent to the subject of this paper is the section, “The
Relation of Missionaries to the Movement.” 42 The key phrase is: “No
neutrality for brutality.” 43

It marks a careful, measured step beyond the

affirmations of political neutrality which up to then had always been the

officially stated policy of the mission.

The step beyond neutrality was prefaced by a definition of the kind of
neutrality which the missionaries felt that they had so far scrupulously

observed. They had neither instigated nor advised an independence
movement:
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Except for the admitted fact that they are propagators of

a gospel which has more than once been accused of turning

the world upside down, missionaries have had no direct rela-

tionship to this present movement... It arose without their

knowledge. Their advice as to the inception and direction of

the movement has not been sought...
44

But neither would they allow themselves to be used to suppress the

movement. They explicitly rejected the strenuous efforts of the Japanese

authorities “to persuade the missionaries to side with the Government and

use their influence direct and indirect for the suppression of the revolt” 45
In

fact, they said, they no longer felt able to agree to any further conferences

of the sort already held with Japanese leaders in March; 46
lest these be used

to compromise them in the eyes of both Koreans and Japanese. 47

Having thus expressed the kind of neutrality they could accept, they

forthrightly rejected as cowardly and unchristian a neutrality which could

demand the closing of the eyes to inhumanity and the silencing of the

tongue to protest:

It is too much to expect that missionaries representing the

Gospel of Christ... should sit silent when inhuman atrocities

are being inflicted upon a helpless and unresisting people.

Even right thinking Japanese, Christian or non-Christian,

would not do so... If reporting to the world the brutal in-

humanity with which the revolt in this country is being sup-

pressed be a breach of neutrality then the missionaries have

laid themselves open to the charge. ‘No neutrality for brutal-

ity’...
48

Conclusions

This is a good point at which to bring to a close this brief survey of

one important segment of foreign opinion of the Independence Movement

in its earliest weeks. 49 Within less than sixty days missionary reaction,

which was to have a formative influence on world opinion, had moved

through five distinct stages.

The first was surprised non-participation. On March 1 the mission-

aries, close though they were to the Korean people, had no advance

knowledge of the protests. The second was immediate sympathy. Mission-

aries were outraged by the brutality with which the authorities tried to

suppress the movement; they sympathized with its goals, but hesitated

publicly to endorse its methods. The third stage was indirect support.

Within a week missionaries were actively seeking to publicize the protests
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abroad, Wmg recognition of the justice of the Korean demands, and
crt.tczmg the Japanese handling of the situation. The fourth stage was
direct but involuntary involvement. In the early days of the movement
rn.ss.onar.es had been struck, beaten, detained and, by April, one had
been arrested and found guilty of direct participation in the movement

Finally, by the end of April, the first official but still private state-
ment of organ.zed m.ss.onary support for the protests was issued and
circulated abroad. Thus the Korean Independence Movement found in
th.s Quick sequence of events and reactions its strongest and most effec-
tive ^source of fore.gn support: the community of Western missionaries in
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The Martyrdom of Paul Yun:
Western Religion and Eastern Ritual in Eighteenth Century

Korea

by Donald L. Baker

On December 8, 1791, in front of the P’ungnam Gate in Chonju, the

capital of Cholla Province, Paul Yun was beheaded for his destruction of

his family’s ancestral tablets. King Chongjo had ordered the execution of

this Catholic member of Korea’s yangban elite because of his obedience to a

command from a European bishop in Peking to defy Korean law and

custom requiring the use of ancestral tablets in Confucian mourning ritual.

Paul Yun thus entered history as one of Korea’s earliest Christian martyrs,

three years before the first Catholic priest arrived on the peninsula to preach

the Gospel to the Korean people.

The story of Paul Yun, how he and his friends and relatives were

converted to Catholicism and how their new faith led them into conflict

with their Confucian government and society, can tell us much about the

nature of Korean values and beliefs two centuries ago. An examination of

this clash between Western religion and Eastern ritual may offer us some

insight into fundamental differences between Confucian and Christian

approaches to truth, morality, and the nature of man and society.

Paul Yun died because of his belief that men have a higher loyalty than

that owed to their society and government. His conviction that men some-

times have to be willing to sacrifice even their lives if their integrity and

conscience so demand makes the story of his execution more than just an

interesting historical anecdote about a clash between Catholic doctrine and

Confucian ceremony two hundred years ago. While the specific issue of

ancestral tablets for which Paul Yun gave up his life in 1791 may no longer

be relevant today, conflicts between the dictates of conscience and the

demands of society still arise. A look at the dilemma faced by Paul Yun in

1791 can help us reflect on our moral priorities in 1980.

1. The Early Reaction to Catholicism: Curiosity and Criticism

Catholic ideas arrived in Korea long before the first missionaries. As

early as the seventeenth century we find Korean writers such as Yu Mong-

in (1559-1623) and Yi Su-gwang (1563-1628) discussing the Jesuit mission-
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‘Koreans Deserved Independence’
The following is the first in

a series of articles contribut-

ed by Charles P. Welbon. The
author was born in Seoul Dec.

7, 1909, the son of American
missionary parents. Rev. and
Mrs. Arthur G. Welbon, and
44watched the Japanese atroci-

ties toward Koreans while at-

tending the Pyongyang Foreign
School during the 1919 Korean
Independence Movement" He
is now living in Tarzana, Calif.
— ED

.

By C.P. Welbon

When I was ten years old I

remember racing across the

soccer field at Pyongyang For-
eign School to climb the wall
and look down on my very
first revolution. On March 1,

1919, the Korean Independence
Movement was bom and there
is a monument in Pagoda
Park, Seoul, to commemorate
the event and to immortalize
the brave souls who died op-
posing the Japanese. My old-
er brother, Henry, ran with
us along with Jim and Char-

lie Moffett and then we ill

watched in a sort of frozen
horror as the Japanese sol-

diers fired into the mob of
Koreans gathered in the
market place to sing patriotic

songs, shout and applaud
patriotic speakers for the free-

dom of Korea from the stifl-

ing and brutal oppression of
Japan.

After a volley the soldiers
would charge the crowd with
fixed bayonets to separate the
quick and the dead. The quick
would run past our observa-
tion post on the school yard

the corporate businessmen on
the basic of what they have
eventually contributed to the
well being of our society. Sec-
ond, the businessmen have to
establish their own ethical
standard acceptable to the
public. For this purpose they
will need to develop their own
philosophy of business man-

wall and the others would lie

where the bullets or bayonets
left them writhing in agony as
their blood oozed out to mingle
with the melting snow of one
more Korean spring. Following
the soldiers, of course, came
the officers brandishing swords
and shouting encouragement to
the men.

‘‘Here comes your cook,*’
said Jim Moffett. “He told our
folks "he was Korean,” replied
my brother, “and look who is

coming next. Your gardener.”
Then all of us on the wall
spoke the name that we knew
the Japanese hated the most.
“Twaghi saki.” meaning, “Son
of a pig.” Calling a Japanese
a son of pig is much worse
than son of a dog, “Kaa saki,”
for some obscure Oriental re-

ason. None of us shouted the
supreme insult though.

Paris Peace Confab

It is one thing to insult a
servant of the house hold, like

a cook or a gardener but quite
something else to indulge in
name calling a sword waving
army officer so we all drop-
ped off the wall and started
home in the early dusk feeling
a little sick and helpless from
the frustration of watching the
brutal slaughter of our inno-
cent, unarmed Korean friends.

When we reached home our
mother was entertaining a
group of missionary ladies as
we burst in with the exciting
news. That was the first time

I recall hearing the pious ex-
pression from my elders. “I
just can’t understand the Jap-
anese being so cruel. The Ko-
reans are such deserving peo-
ple.”

All of the missionaries re-
garded die Korean people as
worthy, industrious and stead-
fast in their desire to better
themselves and their country
but we lived to learn that the
worst was yet to come.

The Japanese became so
embarrassed when the Koreans
tried to send a delegation to

the Paris Peace Conference to

petition for a Korean nation
independent from Japan that
they decided on a policy of

massacre. The police were re-

inforced by six infantry bat-

talions who killed 7.509 unarm-
ed Korean civilians and wound-
ed 15,961. The Japanese Army,
unlike the Chicago police at
the Democratic Convention of

1968, were playing for keeps.

On April 15th the Christian
church massacres began. A
Canadian missionary, Rev. F.
W. Schofield, reported the
burning of a Christian church
with the congregation inside

and the fearless soldiers of
Japan shooting down all who
tried to escape. None surviv-
ed: not even women and chil-

dren. This proved to be such
fun that they then burned 317
houses in 15 surrounding vil-

lages.

After this outrage, the Ko-
rean women began to sew silk
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endorsements

flags of Korea with silk maps
concealed in them. On the
maps were crosses of red silk
threads to represent Christian
churches burned by the Jap-
anese. These maps were pre-
sented to missionary families
on their way back to the Unit-
ed States and when we got
ours the next year there were
20 red crosses on it.

I remember going out with
our handyman. Pin Dig Yi,
to help milk our cow that
night. My help usually con-
sisted of carrying the empty
pail and brushing away the
flies to keep Pin Dig Yi from
getting swatted in the face by
the cow’s tail. Pin Dig Yi in-

sisted the Korean people would
get their independence some
day because they would never
give up.

“But,” I objected, “you have
no guns.”

Wheels of Justice

uNo guns,” he admitted, *bot
we have hands and we can
use them or not as we please.
We can strike.”

“What is strike?” I asked
(I was only ten.)

“It means we all get to-

gether and refuse to work for

Japanese. We will not be
slaves. We will be free. We
learn this from your Abraham
Lincoln.”

A few days later when we
came home from school Pin
Dig Yi was not around to sad-
dle up my pony. My mother
told me the Japanese police

came to take him away. “They
said he was a dangerous re-

volutionary.”

“But they can’t do that,

Mother. Why can’t we do
something. Why can’t we send
for the A. E. F.? General
Black Jack Pershing and the

American Army would fix

things, wouldn’t they? “I’m af-

raid they are too far away,
Charles.” she replied.

“But can’t we do something

for the Koreans? More of them
are getting killed every day
and now some of the best of
them are running away at
night to Manchuria.” “Yes, I
know. Some of them come by
almost every night to say
goodbye to vour father. But
they haven’t given up and we
shan’t give up either. We can
still pray for them.” Then she
began to hum an old time bal-
lad from her childhood days
in Pennsylvania.

“Dare to be a Daniel, dare
to stand alone. Dare to have a
purpose firm, and dare to
make it known.” That is what
you can do, Charles. You can
pray and when we get back to
the United Statese next year
you can tel! people about what
you saw here.”

Even though it took until
1945 for the Korean people —
some of them — to gain free-
dom it wasn’t for lack of try-
ing because they are, indeed,
a most deserving people.
“The wheels of justice grind

slow, but thev grind exceeding
fine.”

Wouldn’t it be a truly phe-
nominal case of poetic justice
if all the good and decent men
and women of this world re-

solved to help the Korean peo-
ple regain their country — all

of it — North and South and
then help them feel secure
within their very own bord-
ers?

After all the horrors they
have had to suffer: defeat in

war and resulting enslave-
ment: fifty years of unimagin-
able torture: their sons drafted
into the Japanese Army to do
the dirty work: their daught-
ers (the pretty ones only) for-

ced into prostitution and the
plain ones used as kitchen
slaveys or hospital drudges:
even their family names taken
away and, of course, their

precious national history stolen

and twisted first of all. Haven’t
they suffered enough? These
most deserving people?
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"The awesome chants of the surging crowd still ring in my ears. It was Seoul, Korea,

March 1, 1919: I was twelve years old. Countless thousands of Korean men and women,

young and old, defying the Japanese police poured out onto the streets of Seoul and,

shouting and dancing, proclaimed their independence. So once again, as their ancestors

had done for four thousand years, the Korean people were putting an end to the rule of

their conquerors. This time, the hated Japanese. For ten years, under the Japanese, we had

suffered merciless oppression and humiliation. "Lazy Koreans!" "Stupid Koreans!"

"Cowardly Koreans!" These were the epithets the Japanese hurled at us. To sweep away

this national shame, the Koreans were now marching and shouting."

"The people of Korea never assented to the annexation of their country. The Japanese

control of the means of communication prevented their protests from being fully known by

the outside world.

It was explained that the movement against the Japanese was due to the work of Koreans

living outside of the land and to foreign agitators. The Japanese blamed the missionaries.

They blamed foreign publicists. I understand that I was and am esteemed a special
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